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Abstract

The ongoing trend of modern electronic devices towards the device miniaturization in
combination with the increase in power dissipation per unit area has made necessary the
development of new, more effective cooling methods that will be able to dissipate high
heat fluxes on the order of MWm−2, meeting the demand of such high-performance
electronics. Flow boiling within conventional tubes finds application in various
engineering fields, and is regarded as one of the most efficient cooling solutions. However,
wherever the space is limited, such as in the cooling of electronics chips, conventional
tubes cannot be used due to their big size. Therefore, alternative cooling methods have
been studied in the past years. The proposed method should offer efficient cooling
and at the same time allow room for more advancement in the years to come while
maintaining proper functioning. Flow boiling heat transfer within microchannel heat
sinks has been already recognised as one of the most efficient thermal management
solutions for such high-power density electronic components. The main advantage
of the micro/minichannels is that they have relatively large surface area to volume
ratios which enable higher heat transfer rates than conventional tubes or conventional
channels. Ever since this cooling method was introduced, flow boiling in microchannels
has drawn worldwide attention. In more detail, a high number of investigations have
been performed to understand the physical mechanisms and influential parameters,
aiming to further enhance the heat transfer and flow conditions but also provide answers
to fundamental issues concerning flow boiling within microchannels. However, as of now,
most of these fundamental open aspects remain unanswered. Numerical simulations
can play a significant role in solving some of these fundamental issues and provide
useful information that may be difficult to extract from the experimental data. In
order to be able to predict such complex phenomena, the development of accurate
numerical models and sub-models is required. However, as important characteristics of
flow boiling in such micro-scale channels have not been yet clarified, the applicability
of the existing methods and correlations used today developed for conventional tubes,
in minichannels and microchannels is still under discussion. In this project, various
fundamental issues of flow boiling heat transfer are examined numerically (e.g. the effect
of surface wettability, aspect ratio, etc. on the first transient stages of flow development),
aiming to answer important open aspects in the current state-of-the-art. Additionally,
a numerical method which is suitable for more global multiphase Computational Fluid
Dynamic methodologies for boiling heat transfer such as the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid
modelling, will be examined.

Particularly, the present PhD thesis is divided into two main parts. In the first part,
various controlling parameters of flow boiling within microchannels, that are previously
reported in the literature as "unexplored open aspects", are studied qualitatively
and quantitatively and their effect in the confined two-phase flow and heat transfer
characteristics is identified and quantified. These parameters include: the surface
wettability, the aspect ratio, the solid surface thermophysical properties and the
hydraulic diameter of the microchannels. Each of these properties have been isolated,
by performing parametric analysis and altering only the examined property. This
parametric analysis also constitutes one of the main novelties of the present thesis.
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In order to conduct this study, high-fidelity simulations were performed, utilising an
enhanced customised Volume Of Fluid (VOF)-based solver that has been previously
developed within the general framework of the OpenFOAM CFD toolbox. Particularly,
the utilised solver enhancements involve an appropriate treatment for spurious velocities
dampening (a well-known defect of VOF methods in general), an improved dynamic
contact angle treatment, as well as the implementation of a phase-change model in
the fluid domain. It is important to note that the utilised solver is also accounting for
Conjugate Heat Transfer (CHT) with the solid domain, an important factor that is
often not taken into account in flow boiling heat transfer studies.

The results indicate that surface wettability plays a significant role in the flow boiling
regime and the associated dominant heat transfer mechanism, with hydrophilic surfaces
achieving higher heat transfer rates compared to the hydrophobic surfaces, due to better
performance of liquid film evaporation compared to contact line evaporation mechanism.
Different channel aspect ratios also result in different flow boiling regimes and therefore
in different heat transfer characteristics. It is also evident that as the hydraulic diameter
of the microchannels becomes smaller, the difference of the time-averaged heat transfer
coefficient of the two-phase flow stage of the simulations with the single-phase stage
value progressively increases. Finally, the variation of the solid surface thermophysical
properties substantially affects the resulting flow boiling regimes as well as the heat
transfer characteristics and enhancement. A modified empirical correlation based on an
existing correlation available in the literature is also proposed. This new correlation
takes into consideration, for the first time in the literature, the thermal diffusivity of
the solid material of the microchannel. It is shown that the improved correlation can
better predict the direct numerical simulation VOF results in comparison to the original
correlation that does not consider the solid material properties. It should be mentioned
that one of the main novelties of the present thesis lies in the fact that the effect of the
investigated controlling parameters is quantified on the resulting transient two-phase
flow and heat transfer characteristics, focusing on the first transient stages, from the
bubble nucleation and growth up to the two-phase flow development.

In the second part of the present PhD thesis, the capabilities of the Eulerian-Eulerian
two-fluid model of OpenFOAM are examined initially against experiments of flow boiling
within conventional tubes and subsequently against experimental data of flow boiling
within microchannels. The purpose of conducting simulations using this numerical
model is because it can successfully study complex phenomena such as flow boiling
within conventional tubes, at lower computational cost compared to the VOF method
and it is therefore applicable to device scale simulations. The results showed that the
Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model of OpenFOAM is able to adequately predict the
radial profiles of the vapour fraction and the liquid temperature, as well as the axial
profiles of the heat transfer coefficient and wall temperature of a conventional tube,
calibrating in each case the constitutive correlations through tuning of various empirical
coefficients, by performing sensitivity analysis. However when the optimised/calibrated
numerical simulation set-up was applied to numerically reproduce experiments of flow
boiling within microchannels it has been found that the model is not able to predict the
heat transfer coefficient trends for all of the examined cases successfully, especially for
the case of low to moderate mass fluxes. This is attributed to the different underlying



physical phenomena of flow boiling within microchannels compared to conventional
tubes, and by the fact that the included sub-models use empirical correlations based on
experiments conducted in conventional tubes.

Finally, as it is evident from the overall results of the present thesis, in the future it
is necessary to utilise a combination of high fidelity VOF-based numerical simulation
results and high-resolution spatiotemporally resolved experimental measurements to
develop new closure relationships to be implemented in the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid
simulation framework to render it capable to accurately predict flow boiling within
microchannels.
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Latin Letters

ḣ Energy source term [J/m3]

V̇ Volumetric flow rate [m3/s]

ṁ Mass flow [kg/s]

hlv Latent heat of vaporization [m2/s2]

q′′ Heat transfer coefficient [kW/m2]

R Time-averaged thermal resistance [Km2/W]

f⃗g Momentum source term due to gravity [N/m3]

f⃗st Momentum source term due to surface tension [N/m3]

n⃗ Normal vector [−]

S⃗ Surface area vector [m2]

CD Drag coefficient [−]

cp Constant pressure specific heat [m2/s2K]

D Diameter [m]

G Mass flux [kg/m2s]

g Gravitational accelaration [WmK]

H Enthalpy [J]

h Heat transfer coefficient [W/m2s]

j Evaporating mass flux [kg/m2K]

L Length [m]

M Molecular weight [kg/mol]

p Pressure [Pa]

Q Heat transfer rate [W]

R Thermal resistance [Km2/W]

r Radius [m]

Rgas Gas constant [J/kgK]
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T Temperature [K]

t Time [s]

U Velocity [m/s]

V Volume [m3]

W Width [m]

Greek Letters

α 1. Volume fraction
2. Thermal diffusivity [W/mK]

β Channels’ aspect ratio [−]

∆h Percentage difference of time-averaged local heat transfer coefficient [%]

∆T Temperature difference [K]

δ Thickness of the thermal/velocity boundary layer [m]

∆ρ Density difference [kgm3]

∆τ Time step [s]

κ Interface curvature [1/m]

λ, κ Thermal conductivity [W/mK]

µ Dynamic viscosity [Pas]

ν Kinematic viscosity [m2/s]

ρ Density [kg/m3]

σ Surface tension [N/m]

θ Contact angle [°]

Abbreviations

AR Aspect Ratio

CA Contact Angle

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

CHT Conjugate Heat Transfer

DNS Direct Numerical Simulations

E− E Eulerian-Eulerian
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FVM Finite-Volume-Method

HPC High-Performance Computing

IATE Interfacial Area Transport Equation

LS Level-Set

ONB Onset of Nucleate Boiling

PISO Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators

SS Stainless steel

VOF Volume-of-Fluid

Subscripts

0 Static reference

α Advancing

c Convection

cline Contact line

cr Critical

eq Equilibrium

evap, e Evaporation

f Fluid

gas Gas phase

glob Global value

h Hydraulic

int Interface/interfacial

l Liquid

lv, if Liquid-vapour interface

new − cor New correlation developed in the present study

old− cor Old correlation developed by Li and Wu [1]

q Quenching

r Receding



ref Reference value

sat Saturation

sp, s− p Single-phase stage of the simulation

sp Single-phase stage of the simulation

TD Turbulent dispersion

TI Turbulent impact

tp, t− p Two-phase stage of the simulation

v Vapour

w Wall

WE Wake Entrainment

wt Waiting time

x Local value

Dimensionless Numbers

Ca Cappilary number
(
µucline

σ

)
Bi Biot number

(
Bi = hδ

λ

)
Bl Boiling number

(
Bl = q

Ghlv

)
L∗ Dimensionless length

(
L∗ = L(x)

L0

)
Nu Nusselt number

(
Nu = hDh

λ

)
Pr Prandtl number

(
Pr = cpµ

λ

)
Re Reynolds number

(
Re = GD

µ
, Re = ρUD

µ

)
We Weber number

(
We = ρU2D

σ

)
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1 Introduction 1

1 Introduction
In this chapter, a brief introduction to the motivation for conducting the present PhD
thesis as well as the main goals of this work together with a brief outline of the thesis,
are presented.

1.1 A brief introduction to flow boiling in microchannels

The global tendency towards miniaturization driven by the micro-electronics industry
is pushing systems and packaging towards unprecedented values of thermal load, with a
parallel dramatic reduction of the surface area of the devices. The continuously increasing
performance of these electronics results in the need for dissipation of continuously
increasing high heat fluxes which can seriously damage or even destroy the devices.
Investigations have reported that the average heat flux in computer chips is predicted
to reach 2-4.5MWm−2 by 2026 [2], while the next generation of computer chips is
expected to produce localized heat fluxes over 10MWm−2 [3, 4]. The highest values of
heat flux at the chip level can be found in Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBTs),
where heat fluxes can reach values as high as 6.5-50MWm−2 [5]. At the same time
conventional cooling methods that are used today, such as air cooling through fans
or pumped liquid cooling, cannot cope with such high cooling demands. This has
led to important thermal management challenges for emerging electronic devices. To
overcome this issue, new technologies of multiphase thermal systems for Smart Thermal
Management (STM) have been developed [6–10]. Among numerous STM technologies,
two-phase microchannel cooling technology is predicted to be a promising solution [11].
The concept of microchannel (high surface area to volume ratio) as a cooling mechanism
was firstly introduced by Tuckerman and Pease [12]. Subsequently, a big amount of
both experimental and numerical studies of flow boiling in microchannels have been
performed, in order to better understand the underpinned phenomena and improve the
heat transfer performance.

A two-phase flow (flow-boiling) cooling method is more effective compared to a
single-phase flow due to the involvement of the latent heat of evaporation/condensation.
This has made further investigations of phase-change cooling a necessity for better
understanding the phenomena and facilitating higher heat transfer [13]. An additional
advantage of phase change phenomena is that cooling can be achieved at a uniform
temperature, in this way the possibility of hot-spot formation on the surface of electronic
devices that can even cause a failure is eliminated.

On the other hand, flow instability is the major challenge that hampers the
implementation of two-phase microchannel heat sinks in some practical applications [1]
(a problem that is encountered in multiple parallel microchannels). Making difficult
the prediction of flow both experimentally and numerically. However, it has been
found that the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) can rise when notches in the sidewalls
of microchannels are created, as well as quasi-steady flow boiling conditions can be
achieved by using inlet flow restrictions [14].

As mentioned above, for optimising the existing STM systems and their components,
the development of new numerical simulation techniques is required. The existing
models, that are available in the literature for flow boiling in microchannels, rely on
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empirical correlations from experiments based on conventional channels, where the heat
transfer characteristics are different compared to microchannels [2]. Furthermore, they
also consider only specific liquids (mostly water), while in the industry is very common
that different liquids with other properties than water are used as well [15]. The main
aim of the present PhD Thesis is to utilise an existing, enhanced Volume-Of-Fluid-based
(VOF-based) direct numerical simulation approach for fundamental research on boiling
heat transfer, providing valuable information on the underlying physics and heat transfer
characteristics on flow boiling within microchannels. The scope is two-fold, i.e. to utilise
the enhanced VOF method in order to give answers to important unresolved aspects
of flow boiling within microchannels (e.g. the examination of various parameters such
as surface wettability, channels’ aspect ratio, solid surface thermophysical properties
and channels’ hydraulic diameter) and to create a database that can be used to explore
the weaknesses and limitations of existing closure relationships and sub-models in more
global multiphase Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) methodologies for boiling heat
transfer such as the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid modelling approach. Therefore, the
capabilities of the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid method are also tested, after performing
a sensitivity analysis, against experiments of flow boiling within conventional tubes
and microchannels, utilising literature-assailable experimental data. The overall results
from the application of the VOF as well as the Eulerian-Eulerian multiphase approaches
contribute significantly to the current state of the art by identifying and quantifying
important unresolved aspects of flow boiling within micro-channels and by illustrating
the necessity for significant future modification of the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid
methodology for the successful prediction of the main fluid flow and heat transfer
characteristics.

1.2 Thesis Outline

Chapter 1 presents the motivation and aim of this Ph.D. thesis.
Chapter 2 provides some fundamental background on heat transfer and boiling

characteristics. This chapter also presents a review of the state-of-the-art on both
experimental and numerical works on flow boiling characteristics within microchannels.

Chapter 3 describes the formulation of the enhanced VOF-based solver, utilised
in the present thesis. Additionally, the governing equations of the Eulerian-Eulerian
two-fluid model for boiling heat transfer that is utilised in the present thesis are presented
along with the necessary closure models. All the sub-models utilised for the simulations
of the present thesis are also presented.

Chapter 4 reports the results from the application of the VOF-based numerical
simulation framework. In this chapter, various fundamental unresolved research aspects
and issues of flow boiling within microchannels are investigated (i.e. the effect of solid
surface wettability, channel aspect ratio, channel hydraulic diameter and solid surface
thermophysical properties). For each of the investigated aspects, an extended literature
review, as well as qualitative and quantitative results together with detailed conclusions,
are reported.

Chapter 5 shows the numerical simulations conducted utilising the
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Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid method. In this, chapter a sensitivity analysis is performed
in order to initially validate/tune the method against experiments of flow boiling within
conventional channels. Subsequently, the accuracy of the optimum/validated model
set-up from the conventional channel simulations is checked against experiments of
flow boiling within microchannels, indicating the necessity of replacing the existing
correlations with correlations based on data from investigations of microchannels.
Potential reasons for the discrepancy of the predictions for the case of microchannels
are discussed in relation to the VOF results database of Chapter 4.

Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions based on the results presented in the previous
chapters. Finally, recommendations for future work are discussed as well.
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2 State of the art review

2.1 Introduction

Phase-change heat transfer is a broad field that finds applications in many of the
engineering disciplines [16–20]. Boiling and condensation are two of the most important
phase-change processes as they are generally associated with high heat transfer rates
[21–24]. In this section, fundamentals of pool and flow boiling heat transfer will be
presented, in order to give a fundamental overview to the present work. More detailed
representation of the boiling theory can be found in [25–28].

2.2 Boiling phenomena

At a solid-liquid interface, boiling occurs when the temperature of the solid surface,
where the liquid is in contact with, is higher than the saturation temperature Tsat of the
liquid at any specific pressure. Important parameters in boiling are the latent heat of
vapourisation hfg, the surface tension σ at the liquid-vapour interface and the density
difference between the two phases [29]. This difference induces a buoyancy force, which
is proportional to g(ρl − ρν), where g is the gravitational acceleration, ρl and ρν are the
saturated density of the liquid and vapour phase, respectively.

Thanks to the combined latent heat and buoyancy-driven flow effects, boiling
and condensation heat transfer coefficients and rates are much higher than those
characteristics of convection heat transfer without phase-change (e.g. single-phase)
[29]. Particularly, latent heat is the heat required for an object to change phase and
buoyancy-driven flow effects is a result of density difference due to a temperature
gradient. The rate of heat transfer by convection is expressed by Newton’s law of
cooling :

q = hA(Tw − Tbulk) (1)
where, h is the heat transfer coefficient in Wm−2K−1, A is the surface area involved
in the heat transfer (area of the microchannel) in m2, while Tw and Tbulk are the
temperatures of the solid wall and the bulk liquid respectively in K. In cases where
saturated liquid flows into the channel from the inlet, the bulk temperature (Tbulk) is
equal to the saturation temperature Tsat at the specific pressure of the considered flow.

From equation 1 it can be seen that the available options for improving the heat
transfer are by either increasing the heat transfer coefficient h, the surface area A or
the temperature difference of the wall Tw − Tsat. Increasing the area A means higher
cost, more weight and bigger size of the heat sink, which is against the miniaturization
design of the nowadays devices that, as mentioned previously, has led to smaller devices
and therefore smaller areas. Increasing the heated wall temperature Tw can negatively
affect the efficiency of the heat exchanger or even damage the device. Hence, increasing
the heat transfer coefficient h is considered the most efficient and safe way for enhancing
the heat transfer of heat sinks.

From equation 1, and for the case of saturated liquid flowing into a microchannel,
the local heat transfer coefficient at any specific location along a heated wall can be
easily obtained as follows:
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h(x) =
q

A(Tw(x) − Tsat)
(2)

where x represents the position along the central longitudinal axis of the conjugate
heat transfer boundary.

2.2.1 Pool boiling

Pool boiling is defined as a stationary flow while bubbles grow and rise due to buoyancy
effects. Saturated pool boiling term is employed when the temperature of the liquid
reaches its boiling point, while the term subcooling refers to a liquid existing at a
temperature below its normal boiling point. Nukiyama [30] was the first who identified
experimentally and published different regimes that can be encountered in pool boiling
of saturated water at 1 atm. Particularly, in his work, shown in Fig. 1, it is stated that
boiling takes different forms which are functions of the wall superheat ∆Te, which is
termed as the temperature difference between the wall temperature Tw and the fluids
saturation temperature Tsat. Pool boiling (of water) consists of four primary regimes:

• Natural convection boiling (where ∆Te < 5°C): Up to point A, heat is removed
by natural convection in the pool and then by evaporation at the free surface. As
the excess temperature is increased, bubble inception will eventually occur, but
below point A, referred to as the onset of nucleate boiling ONB, fluid motion is
determined principally by free convection effects. Finally, at point A or the ONB
the first bubbles will appear.

• Nucleate boiling (where, 5°C < ∆Te < 30°C): In this regime most of the heat
exchange is through direct transfer from the surface to liquid in motion at the
surface, and not through the vapour bubbles rising from the surface. In the
region A−B bubbles are formed but collapse and dissipate into the liquid rapidly
(subcooled boiling region). In the region B − C, the vapour escapes as columns,
which subsequently merge into slugs of vapour (saturated boiling region). Point
P of Fig. 1 shows a change in the behavior of the boiling curve. Before point P ,
the boiling curve can be approximated as a straight line on a log–log plot. The
heat flux, after this point increases more slowly as ∆Te is increased, with the
maximum heat transfer coefficient h to be achieved when the heated surface is
covered by bubbles. The point where the maximum h occurs is known as the
Critical Heat Flux (CHF) (point C).

• Transition boiling (where, 30°C < ∆Te < 200°C): After the CHF point is
reached, the transition boiling regime occurs. Now the heated surface is covered
by a vapour layer, which acts as a thermal insulator. At any point on the surface,
conditions can oscillate between nucleate and film boiling, with the fraction of
the total surface covered by the vapour film increasing with the increase of the
∆Te. As a result, due to the significantly lower thermal conductivity of the vapour
phase in comparison to the liquid phase, a fast drop in the overall heat transfer
occurs at this boiling regime.
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• Film boiling (where, 200°C < ∆Te): At point D of the boiling curve, referred as
Leidenfrost point, a stable film boiling in the heated surface has been developed.
This is also the point with the lowest heat flux when the vapour completely covers
the heating surface q′′s,D = q′′min. Heat transfer from the surface to the liquid occurs
by conduction and radiation through the vapour layer, with the radiation to be
more significant as the ∆Te increases. At this stage, the heat flux also increases
with the increase of the ∆Te. At such wall superheat, bubbles bounce off or prowl
above the heating surface without any form of wetting taking place.

Figure 1: Boiling curve of water at atmospheric pressure [30].

More details regarding Nukiyama’s work and the resulting boiling regimes observed
can be found here [29].

For the prediction of the heat transfer in the nucleate boiling regime, there are
not any theoretical relations available. Instead, experimental-based correlations are
used. Some of the most commonly used correlations for the prediction of pool boiling
in different regimes are shown in Table 1.

2.2.2 Flow boiling

Flow boiling combines pool boiling with flow convection and is classified into two
categories: internal flow and external flow. External flow is similar to pool boiling with
additional heat flux due to flow motion. However, in internal flow, vapour and liquid
are forced to move together and there is no path for vapour to escape to free surface.
Forced convection boiling is commonly referred to as two-phase flow and is characterized
by rapid changes from liquid to vapour in the flow direction. The two-phase flow within
a tube, minichannel or microchannel exhibits different flow boiling regimes, depending
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Table 1: Proposed correlations for pool boiling available in literature

Reference Model Regime

Cooper
[31]

h = 1.7× 55P
(0.12−0.2logCsf )
r (−logPr)

−0.55M̄−0.5 × q0.67wall

Pr = Psat/Pcrt, M̄ = 102.03(forR134a)

General

Ribatski &
Jobardo

[32] h = 100× P (0.45)
r (−logPr)

−0.8M̄−0.5Re0.2a ×q0.9−0.3P
(0.3)
r

wall

Nucleate
boiling

Jung
[33]

Nu =
hD

λlTsat
= 10(

qwallϕ

AλlTsat
)c1(1− Tr)

−1.4Pr−0.25
l

ϕ = 0.0146
√

2σ/g(ρl − ρv), Tr =
Tsat
Tcrt

c1 = 0.855(
ρv
ρl
)0.309Pr−0.437

Nucleate
boiling

Rohsenow
[34] qwall = µlhlv[

g(ρl − ρv)

σ
]0.5[

Cpv(Twall − Tsat
CsfhlvPr1.0l

]3
Nucleate
boiling

Stephan &
Abdelsalam

[35]
Nu =

hD

λl
= 0.0546[(

ρv
ρl
)0.5

qwalldw
λlTsat

]0.67

×[
hlvdw
a2L

](0.248)[
ρl − ρv
ρl

]−4.33

Nucleate
boiling

Bromley
[34]

qwall = 0.62[
gλ3l ρv(ρl − ρv)[hlv + 0.4Cpv(Twall − Tsat)]

µvD(Twall − Tsat)
]0.25

×(Twall − Tsat)

Film
boiling

on several parameters [36–38], making the understanding of the phenomena even more
difficult.

Internal flow regimes can be divided into bubbly, slug, annular, transition and mist
flow [34]. The different stages in flow boiling in a heated tube, together with the
corresponding heat transfer coefficient variation along the tube are shown in Fig. 2. In
more detail, in the inlet of the channel, the liquid is under its saturation temperature
and the heat transfer to the liquid is by forced convection process. Subsequently, as
the temperature of the liquid increases, bubble nucleation near the wall is observed.
However, because the bulk temperature of the liquid remains under the saturation
temperature, the bubbles, after reaching their critical dimension, detach from the heated
wall, and condense into the liquid, heating it, generating subcooled flow boiling. As
the bulk temperature of the liquid continuously raises and finally reaches its saturation
temperature, bubbles start to appear everywhere, detach, grow and rise from the heated
surface resulting in a bubbly flow. As the liquid is heated further, the formed bubbles
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begin to coalescence forming slugs of vapour. Later along the tube an annular flow can
be seen and characterised by a liquid that is confined on the walls while the core of
the tube is filled with vapour. This leads to very high heat transfer coefficients. The
continuous heating of the wall has as a result the annular liquid layer to become thinner
and thinner, with eventually dry patches (elongated vapour areas) at the inner surface
of the channel appearing. The appearance of such dry patches is associated with a sharp
decrease of the heat transfer coefficient, leading to transition flow which is observed
until the inner surface is completely dry. During this stage, any liquid exists in the form
of droplets suspended in the vapour core until it has vanished. This is referred to as
mist-flow regime. At the end of the mist-flow regime, there is saturated vapour, which
becomes superheated with any further application of heat. Table 2 shows various flow
boiling correlation that have been developed, based on microchannel and minichannel
experiments and are available in literature.

Figure 2: Boiling curve of water at atmospheric pressure (left) and flow boiling regimes
within a tube under forced convection [29].
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2.3 State of the art

2.3.1 Experimental and numerical investigations of flow boiling within
micochannels

Over the past years numerous investigations, both experimental and numerical, were
conducted in order to analyze and understand important parameters which can affect
single-phase heat transfer as well as flow boiling within microchannels. Such parameters
include the geometry of the channel [51–55], fluid and flow characteristics [56–59], the
channel aspect ratio [60–62] and surface characteristics [63–65]. In this section, a brief
review of the most relevant experimental studies will be given. In the next chapters a
more detailed and comprehensive literature review examining each parameter separately
will be presented.

In the bibliography various morphologies of microchannels have been investigated
and proposed [66–70]. In more detail, Chung et al. [71] performed experiments of
two-phase flow on square and circular microchannels under adiabatic conditions and
found out that under the same experimental conditions, only slug flow was identified
in both geometries. Sempértegui-Tapiaa and Ribatski [72], conducted experiments of
convective boiling heat transfer of different heat flux values of refrigerant R134a for
circular, square and triangular microchannels and it was found that for low heat fluxes,
the heat transfer coefficient for the circular channel is higher, whereas for high heat
fluxes, the heat transfer coefficient for the triangular channel is higher than for circular
and square channels.

Flow regimes themselves can play a significant role in the overall heat transfer rates
during flow boiling within microchannels. Geometry and dimensions of the channel
(in addition to fluid parameters), can determine the flow regimes within the channel.
Harirchian and Garimella [73] performed experiments of flow boiling of a dielectric fluid,
Fluorinert FC-77 in a microchannel to investigate the effects of channel size and mass
flux in flow regimes. In total, twelve different flow regime maps were plotted for the
six channel dimensions considered using coordinates of mass flux versus vapour quality
and of liquid superficial velocity versus vapour superficial velocity. Both types of flow
regime maps depended on channel dimensions; hence, for each channel dimension, a
separate flow regime map was required to capture the flow regime transitions accurately.
The proposed flow maps are depicted in Fig. 3.

Different coolants are used as working fluids (e.g. water R134a, R113 etc.), in
microchannel heat sinks. In their review, Tulius et al. [74] found out that the most
commonly used fluids are air, water and refrigerants. Some of these fluids have limited
heat transfer capabilities due to their transport properties. More specifically, air has
been a preferred fluid used in microchannel heat sinks for the cooling of electronic
components in the past. However, nowadays cooling methods of air have become
insufficient for most cases due to the rapid increase of the dissipated heat fluxes which
are above 1000 kWm−2 for most applications. On the other hand, liquids have a much
higher convection heat transfer coefficient providing a better performance in cooling
[75]. As mentioned before, one way to reduce convection resistance is by increasing
heat transfer coefficient. A qualitative comparison of different heat transfer coefficients
is presented in Fig. 4. As it can be observed the heat transfer coefficients that can be
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Table 2: Proposed correlations available in literature for flow boiling within
mini/microchannels.

Comments Model Ref

For mini/
microchannels

Dh= 0.19 to 32mm
G=13 to 8179kg/m2s−1

P=0.4 to 64 bar
water, refrigerants

htp = max(hCBD, hNBD)(1− χ)0.8hlo

hNBD = 0.6683N−0.2
Co + 1058Bo0.7FFl)

hCBD = 1.136N−0.9
Co + 667.2Bo0.7FFl)

hlo =
ReloPrl(f/2)(kl/Dh)

1 + 12.7(Pr
2/3
l − 1(f/2)0.5

, 104 ≤ Relo ≤ 5× 106

hlo =
(Relo − 1000)Prl(f/2)(kl/D)

1 + 12.7(Pr
2/3
l − 1(f/2)0.5

, 3× 103 ≤ Relo ≤ 5× 104

For 1600 < Relo < 3000),

hlo is calculated by interpolation between
Relo = 1600 and 3000

For Relo < 1600, hlo is calculated from Nu = constant
For Relo < 100, htp = hNBD(1− χ)0.8hlo

[39]

For minichannel
Dh= 3.1 mm

Based on
728 data points

G=125 to 750kg/m2s
P=1.3 to 4.1 bar

Bo = 2.3 × 10−4 to
76 × 10−4

coolant: R113 htp =
kl
Dh

(30Relo0.857Bo0.714) [40]

For mini/
microchannels

Based on R141b and
water flow in
circular tube
with diameter

1.39 to 3.69mm htp = (30Re0.857lo Bo0.714(1− χ)0.143) [41]

For minichannel
coolant: FC-84
Dh=0.75mm

0.00027≤ Bo ≤ 0.00089
0.03 ≤ χ ≤ 0.55 htp = [1 + 6Bo1/16 − 5.3χ0.65(1− 855Bo)]

4.36kl
Dh

[42]

For minichannel
for flow boiling

in small
horizontal tube
Dh= 2.98mm

G=50 to 200kg/m2s
P=200kPa h = 6400000(Bo2Wel)

0.27(ρl/ρg)
−0.2 [43]
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Table 2: (continued) Proposed correlations available in literature for flow boiling
within mini/microchannels.

Comments Model Ref

For minichannel
Dh= 3.1 mm

Based on
728 data points

G=125 to 750kg/m2s
P=1.3 to 4.1 bar

Bo = 2.3 × 10−4 to
76 × 10−4

coolant: R113

For 0 < χ ≤ 0.05, htp = 3.856X0.267hl

hl = Nu3k/Dh

Nu3 = 8.235(1− 1.883α+ 3.767α2

−5.814α3 + 5.361α4 − 2α5)

Xvv = (
µl

µg
)0.5(

1− χ

χ
)0.5(

νl
νg

)0.5

Xvt = (
flRe0.2g

0.046
)0.5(

1− χ

χ
)(
νl
νg

)0.5

Reg =
GχDh

µl

For 0.05 < χ ≤ 0.55,

htp = 436.48Bo0522We0.351l X0.665hl

For 0.55 < x ≤ 1, htp = MAX(108.6X1.665hg, hg)

hg = Nugk/Dh

Nug = 0023Re0.8g Pr0.4g (for turbulent gas flow)

[44]

For mini/
microchannels

Based on 3700 data
and 13 coolants
Dh=0.2 to 3mm htp = 334Bl0.3(BoRe0.36l )0.4

kl
Dh

[45]

For mini/
microchannels

based on 3700 data
and 12 fluids.

Out of these 12
, one is water and

remaining fluids are
wetting fluids only
such as refrigerants,

liquid N2
and FC-77

Dh= 0.16 to 2.92mm
G=20 to 3000kg/m2s
q”=4 to 1150 kW/m2

χ=0 to 1

htp = Shnb + Ehconv

Modified cooper correlation suggested
by Jones and Garimella [46]

hnp = 55P 0.12
r R(1−Pr)//5

p (−log10Pr)
−0.55M−0.5

w q0.67

hconv = (1− χ)hlo + χhgo

For turbulent flow hlo and hgo

are calculated from the Dittus–Boelter equation
For laminar flow:

hlo/go =
kl/g

Dh

[
3.66 +

0.0668Dh
l Relo/goPrl/g

1 + 0.04((DhRelo/go
Prl/g

l )2/3

]
S = (1− χ)

E = 1 + 80(χ2 − χ6)exp(−0.6Co)

Co = (|| σ/g∆ρ||)0.5/Dh

[47]
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Table 2: (continued) Proposed correlations available in literature for flow boiling
within mini/microchannels.

Comments Model Ref

For mini/
microchannel

Based on 8561 data
and R134a coolant

Dh= 0.52 to 4.26mm
G=100 to 500kg/m2s
q”=2.4 to 175.4kw/m2

P=6 to 14bar

For Dh = 0.52mm,χ ≤ 0.3

htp = 3320
Bo0.63We0.2l Re0.11l

Co0.6
kl
Dh

For Dh = 0.52mm,χ > 0.3

htp = 5324

[
Bo0.3We0.25l

No0.6Co

]
kl
Dh

[48]

For mini/
microchannel

Based on 5152 data
points and

R134a coolant
Dh= 0.52 to 4.26mm
G=100 to 700kg/m2s
q”=1.7 to 158kw/m2

P=6 to 14bar

htp = SnewhCooper + Enewhl

hCooper = 55Pr0.12−0.434lnRp(−logPr)−0.55M−0.5
w q0.67

hl = 4.36
kl
dh

for Rel < 2000

hl = 0.023Re0.8l Pr0.4l

kl
dh

Rel > 3000

Rel =
(1− χ)GDh

µl

Enew =

(
1 +

2.812Co−0.408

X

)0.64

Snew =
1

1 + 2.56× 10−6(RelE1.25
new)

1.17

X =

(
fl
fg

)0.5(ρg
ρl

1− χ

χ

)

[48]

For mini/
microchannel

Based on 2505 data
and 11 coolants

Dh= 0.21 to 6.05mm
G=44 to 1500kg/m2s
q”=5 to 109kw/m2 htp =

[
6Re1.05lo Bo0.54

We0.191l (ρl/ρg)0.142
]
kl
Dh

]
[49]
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Table 2: (continued) Proposed correlations available in literature for flow boiling
within mini/microchannels.

Comments Model Ref

For minichanel
Based on 1157 data
and NH3 coolant

Dh= 1.22 to 32mm
G=10 to 600kg/m2s

q”=2.0 to 240.0kw/m2

P=1.9 to 16bar

h = 0.00061(S + F )Re1Pr0.41 Fa
0.11

kl
µlw /

(
bµlf

µlw

)

Fa =
(ρl − ρg)σ

G2dh

b =

{
−1.936 + 2.966µlf/µlw

−2.589 + 3.543µlf/µlw

S =

{
81000Bo1.191 + 0.66

58000Bo1.15 + 2.6

F =

(
x

1− x

)(
ρl
ρg

)

[50]

achieved with flow boiling are orders of magnitude higher than conventional single-phase
convective flows.

In the literature there are several parameters related the enhancement of heat transfer
in microchannels, that are still under investigation. This has hampered the transition
of this innovative cooling methods from laboratory research to commercial applications.
Karayiannis and Mahmoud [2] presented their experimental research on flow boiling in
single tubes as well as rectangular parallel microchannels and discussed the following
fundamental, unresolved issues: (1) the definition of a microchannel (e.g. what ranges
of hydraulic diameter are considered as microchannels), (2) the resulting flow patterns
and prevailing heat transfer mechanisms during flow boiling within micro-passages, (3)
the occurring flow instabilities (encountered in multiple channels) and reversals and
their effect on the heat transfer rates, (4) effect of channel solid surface characteristics
and (5) the accurate prediction of the critical heat flux values.

Additionally, it should be mentioned that in numerical investigations an important
issue for predicting heat transfer and flow boiling characteristics within microhannels is
that the utilised sub-models are based on data based on conventional tubes experiments,
something that is not representative for microchannels problems. Last but not least,
pressure drop along the channels is also considered a fundamental design parameter for
applications of flow boiling in microchannels and accurate predictive correlations must
be developed. Many experimental and numerical investigation focused on this issue over
the past years. Liang-ming Pan et al.[76] performed experiments of flow boiling in order
to investigate the characteristics of pressure drop in parallel microchannels. They used
various heat and mass flux ranges with constant hydraulic diameter and constant inlet
temperature. The experimental results show that the pressure drop resulted in slight
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Figure 3: Flow regime maps on mass flux-vapour quality coordinates with transition
lines for six microchannels width (w) as presented by [73].

decrease and subsequently rapid increase of heat flux under constant inlet temperature
and mass flux. Finally it was concluded that mass flux, heat flux and inlet temperature
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Figure 4: Thermal properties of different fluids in different modes of convective flows
[74].

play a vital role for the variation of pressure drop. The experimental investigation
from Sempértegui-Tapia and Ribatski [77] on two-phase frictional pressure drop in
horizontal micro-scale circular, square and triangular channels, revealed that increasing
the mass velocity results to an increment on frictional pressure gradient. Additionally,
it was found that when saturation temperature is increased, the frictional pressure drop
decreases. The highest pressure drop gradients were observed for the triangular channel
followed by square and circular geometries. In another work, flow boiling experiments
were conducted in copper stepped fin microchannels over a wide range of heat fluxes by
Balasubramanian et al. [78], they concluded that two-phase pressure drop varies as a
function of exit vapour quality and mass flux proportionally, because of the increase in
friction and body drag effects. But also that heat transfer coefficient is minimum as
the pressure drop fluctuation amplitudes are very low in a stepped fin microchannel.
This shows that a stable boiling enhances heat transfer performance, this agrees with
the conclusion of Lee and Pan [79].

2.4 Conclusions

From the above literature review on the major experimental and numerical investigations
on two-phase flows within micro-passages, some worth mentioning conclusions can be
drawn. These can be summarised as follows:

1. Microchannel heat exchangers have the potential of achieving very high heat
transfer rates compared to conventional heat exchangers due to the very high
surface area to volume ratio as well as due to the associated latent heat of
phase-change. Therefore flow boiling in microchannels constitutes one of the most
promising cooling methods for electronic devices.

2. Like with two-phase phenomena, researchers rely heavily on empirical correlations
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to predict flow boiling phenomena in microchannels. However, since the
correlations are valid for specific fluids and limited ranges of operating and
flow parameters, there is great uncertainty when attempting to apply them to
other fluids or beyond the validity range of the involved flow parameters.

3. Fundamental issues such as the geometry of the channel, pressure drop, surface
characteristics (including wettability), flow regimes and flow instability (e.g.
backflow) as well as prediction of critical heat flux, remain unanswered.

From the above conclusions it can be understood that even though cooling of devices
with the method of flow boiling in microchannels has seen great improvements since
the method was firstly introduced, fundamental unanswered questions (e.g. the one
presented earlier by Karayannis and Mahmoud) hinder the proposed method to advance
towards a higher Technology Readiness Level (TRL) in order to achieve a transition
from the laboratory applications to real commercial applications.
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3 Numerical methodology

In this chapter, the numerical methodology which are used to simulate flow boiling are
presented and discussed. An important parameter when two-phase flow and boiling
phenomena are simulated is the phase change sub-model. This can be subdivided into
the calculation of the local rate of evaporation and the calculation of corresponding
source terms for the conservation equations (e.g. heat and mass transfer at liquid-vapour
interfaces) [26]. In the following section the phase-change sub-model and the mechanisms
that required modeling are described in detail.

The heat transfer in fluids occurs through convection and is a result of diffusion and
advection, whereas in solid heat transfer occurs through conduction (only diffusion).
Conjugate heat transfer concerns the coupled analysis of heat transfer between fluids
and solids. Numerically, in order to simulate conjugate heat transfer phenomena, the
partial differential equations (PDEs) that are used to describe the different physics in
solids and fluid are coupled, at the solid-fluid interface, where the continuity of the
temperature and the heat flux must be satisfied.

Conjugate heat transfer finds applications in several engineering applications, where
an accurate prediction of the heat transfer and the thermal loading is important, due to
the relation of the thermal management of a device to its life cycle. Different examples
of conjugate heat transfer applications are listed below:

• Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC)

• Cooling of electronic devices

• Heat exchangers

• Gas turbines

• Engine cooling

Due to its complexity in numerical modeling, conjugate heat transfer problems are
often ignored in numerical works, however, they play a significant role for the accurate
prediction of fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics.

3.1 Numerical methods for two-phase flows and boiling

Generally, for the numerical simulation of two-phase flows, there are three approaches
that are mainly applied in inhouse, commercial and open-source CFD codes:

• Complete or "Direct" Numerical Simulations (DNS): utilizing
a combination of interface tracking/capturing methods with appropriate
phase-change models, constitutes a powerful and quite promising way for the
numerical simulation of boiling heat transfer. The state of the art in this numerical
modeling direction, clearly shows that most of the important sub-processes that
take place in boiling heat transfer can be directly resolved by such models leading
to the development of complete numerical models that could be applied to a wide
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range of geometrical configurations, spatial and temporal scales as well as to a
variety of flow conditions. The main drawback of this method is that since it
relies on interface tracking/capturing techniques it requires a great number of
computational cells to capture the complex interface dynamics that are usually
associated with boiling heat transfer (e.g. bubble detachment from heated walls,
bubble break-up and coalescence events). Therefore this kind of modeling approach
due to the high computational cost is usually applied to study in detail local
phenomena within parts of heat transfer devices, focusing on single or multiple
bubble events [80].

• Eulerian-Lagrangian approach: a certain number of individual bubbles is
tracked and its interaction with the continuous phase is modelled with single
particle models (Lagrangian). The continuous phase is solved by phase-averaged
equations integrated on an Eulerian mesh (fixed in space) covering the flow
domain. The problem with this approach is that in dense flows the number
of bubbles required for a reasonable accuracy is high, and thus the number of
equations needed to be solved (every particle is “moved” by its own equation) and
computational cost are correspondingly high [81].

• Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) approach: the dispersed and continuous phases
are solved by phase-averaged equations integrated on an Eulerian mesh, and all
interactions between both phases are volume averaged within a control volume.
The major advantage of this approach is that the number of equations only
depends on the number of phases, and not on the number of particles, as in
the Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. The total amount of cells required is also
much less than DNS interface tracking/capturing methods. However, the main
drawback of this approach is that it relies on empirical problem-specific closures
for the interactions between the phases [25, 82].

In the following sub-sections of the present thesis, only the DNS and the E-E
methodologies will be further described since the numerical investigation is focused
on these two methods.

3.2 Numerical methods of tracking and capturing the interfaces

Single-phase flows involves the derivation of field equations which describe the
conservation of mass, momentum as well as energy equations which later are
complemented by the appropriate fundamental correlations for thermodynamic state
and energy transfer. On the other hand, in multi-phase flows equations derivation is
more difficult due to the existence of the moving interfaces between the phases which
have as a result in important variations and discontinuities of the fluid properties. In
order to be able to solve numerically such complicated phenomena, the utilisation of
the correct interface capturing and tracking methods, which can determine the shape
and position of the interface at every time instant is needed [83].

The numerical methods for tracking and capturing the interfaces can be categorized
into two main categories. The "interface tracking methods" and the "interface capturing
methods". Each of these categories is used for specific occasions [84]. Initially, the
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interface tracking methods can represent the interface between two immiscible fluids
explicitly. This can be done either by adapting the Eulerian fluid mesh in a way to
resemble the interface, usually known as the Moving-Mesh method [85], or introducing
an immersed boundary representing the interface, i.e. Front-Tracking method [86].
The Moving-Mesh methods can accurately reproduce the jump condition due to the
corresponding fluid properties jump across the interface and also impose the force acting
along the interface since they include the surface tension parameter. Conversely, the
Front-Tracking methods do not require altering the Eulerian fluid mesh, therefore this
method is limited to topological changes in a multiphase-fluid, such as merging or
breaking of bubbles, during coalescence or break-up events [87].

Interface capturing methods rely on an implicit interface representation, which
means the explicit position and shape of the interface is not known [88]. There are
many numerical models for interface capturing that are used today. Some of them are
presented and analyzed by Mirjalili et al. [89].

The most well-known and broadly used interface capturing methods are the
Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF) and the Level-Set (LS) methods, introduced by Hirt and
Nichols [90] and Sethian [91], respectively. The VOF and LS methods are the most
suitable methods for studying complex gas/liquid interface topologies, by modeling
both fluid phases as a single mixture.

In VOF methods, the fluids on each side of the interface are marked by an indicator
function. In more detail, the volume fraction α is tracked for this purpose. It takes
values between zero and one in order to distinguish the two different phases while cells
with a volume fraction value between zero and unity represent the interface region
(Fig. 5). The volume fraction is advected based on the underlying flow field. The
VOF method is accurate in the sense of volume preserving, and break-up or merging of
droplets and/or bubbles can be captured, but very fine meshes are needed to diminish
numerical artifacts. A usual drawback of some VOF methods that involve interface
reconstruction is that the reconstruction process makes it difficult to keep the topology
of the interface [92]. Another usual drawback of VOF methods is that the errors in the
calculation of the interface curvature lead to the development of spurious velocities in
the vicinity of the interface that for the case of boiling flows especially in small scales
might lead to nonphysical results.

The Level-set (LS) method is another quite commonly used method today. This
method uses a distance function from the interface. The implicit interface representation
is given by the zero set of the scalar field ϕ. When ϕ = 0 it means that this is where
the interface lies (the surface has no height). Positive and negative values mark the two
different phases, respectively. The LS method can provide accurate results when the
interface is advected parallel to one of the coordinate axes. It has simple mathematical
formulation and it is easy to solve. However, an important drawback of this method is
that volume is not always preserved while advecting the interface [88].

For the initial stage of this thesis, the VOF method is adopted. Particularly,
a previously developed and tested enhanced version of the VOF-based solver of
OpenFOAM interFoam is utilised [93–99]. Subsequently, in the second part of the
thesis, the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid method is used.
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Figure 5: Schematic of VOF method on computational cells: a volume fraction value
of 0 represents 100% phase A and a volume fraction value of 1 represents 100% phase
B. The interface position is approximated by the 0.5 volume fraction contour

3.3 CFD toolbox

For both numerical simulation strategies that are followed in the present PhD thesis
the opensource CFD toolbox of OpenFOAM is used. In more detail, a customised
enhanced version of the original VOF-based solver in OpenFOAM (developed in version
2.2.1) is utilised for the interface capturing simulations while one of the existing original
Eulerian-Eulerian solvers of OpenFOAM (from the original distribution of version 8.0).

The overall details and the theoretical background of these two different numerical
simulation methodologies are given in detail in the following subsections.

3.4 The Volume-of-Fluid Method

As mentioned previously for the purposes of the present PhD project, and particularly
during the first two objectives, an enhanced Volume Of Fluid (VOF) based numerical
simulation framework that accounts for conjugate heat transfer between a solid region
and a two-phase flow region with phase-change due to evaporation and/or condensation,
is utilised in order to perform a wide series of parametric numerical simulations aiming
to identify and quantify in detail the effect of fundamental flow controlling parameters
on the resulting bubble growth and detachment characteristics for the case of isolated
bubbles within micro-passages, and additionally on bubble coalescence and break-up
events for the case of multiple bubbles within micro-passages. The utilised, enhanced,
VOF-based numerical model, has been extensively validated in the past against existing
analytical solutions and experimental data on adiabatic and diabatic bubble and droplet
dynamics and it has also been applied for the investigation of adiabatic and diabatic
two-phase flows within mini and microchannels [93–96, 100–102]. Some, of these
validation results are shown in Fig. 6. As it can be observed, the proposed VOF-based
numerical modeling framework, accurately predicts adiabatic and diabatic bubble and
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droplet dynamics as well as conjugate heat transfer between solid and two-phase fluid
domains. Therefore, since all underpinned mechanisms have been validated in the past
(interfacial dynamics, phase-change, wettability, conjugate heat transfer) it can safely
be used for the purposes of the present PhD project.

Figure 6: (a) Comparison between numerical simulation and analytical solution results
for a bubble evaporating in a superheated domain [94], (b) numerical simulation results
and experimental results in pool boiling [94], (c) conjugate heat transfer numerical
simulation results and experimental measurements on droplet impact cooling [95].

3.4.1 Governing equations

In this section, the governing equations for mass, momentum, energy, and volume
fraction are presented. It should be mentioned that liquid and vapour phases are both
treated as incompressible, Newtonian fluids. The mass conservation equation is given
as:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρU⃗) = 0 (3)

where U⃗ is the fluid velocity, ρ is the bulk density and t is the time. The source term on
the right-hand side accounts for the phase change [103]. The conservation of momentum
is given by the following equation:

∂

∂t
(ρU⃗) +∇ · (ρU⃗U⃗)−∇ ·

{
µ

[
(∇U⃗ + (∇U⃗)T

]}
= −∇p+ F⃗st + F⃗g (4)
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where p is the pressure and µ is the bulk dynamic viscosity. The momentum source
terms on the right-hand side of the equation account for the effects of surface tension
and gravity, respectively. The surface tension term is modelled according to the classical
approach of Brackbill et al. [104]. The conservation of energy balance is given by the
following equation:

∂

∂t
(ρcpT ) +∇ · (U⃗ρcpT )−∇ · (λ∇T ) = ḣ (5)

where cp is the bulk heat capacity, T the temperature field, and λ is the bulk thermal
conductivity. The source term on the right-hand side of the equation represents the
contribution of the enthalpy of evaporation/condensation or else the cooling/heating
associated with the latent heat of the phase-change. The volume fraction α is advected
by the flow field by the following equation:

∂a

∂t
+∇ · (αU⃗)−∇ · (α(1− α)U⃗r =

ρ̇

ρ
α (6)

Interface sharpening is very important in simulating two-phase flows of two
immiscible fluids. In OpenFOAM the sharpening of the interface is achieved artificially
by introducing the extra compression term ∇ · (α(1− α)U⃗r) in Equation 6. Ur is an
artificial compression velocity which is calculated from the following relationship:

U⃗r = min(Cγ

∣∣∣U⃗ ∣∣∣,max(
∣∣∣U⃗ ∣∣∣)) ∇α

|∇α|
(7)

where Cγ is a coefficient that controls the artificial compression of the interface
diffusion, where its value can be set between 0 and 4.Further details can be found in
the following work [105].

The divergence of the compression velocity U⃗r, ensures the conservation of the
volume fraction α, while the term α(1− α) limits this artificial compression approach
only in the vicinity of the interface, where 0 < α < 1 [106]. The level of compression
depends on the value of Cγ ([106], [107]). For the simulations of the present investigation,
initial, trial simulations indicated that a value of Cγ = 1 should be used, in order to
maintain a quite sharp interface without at the same time having nonphysical results.
The source term on the right-hand side of the Equation 6 is needed because, due to the
local mass source terms, the velocity field is not free of divergence.

It should be mentioned that the VOF method in OpenFOAM does not solve
Equation 6 implicitly, but instead by applying a multidimensional universal limiter
through an explicit solution algorithm (MULES), which preserves the boundedness
of volume fraction. Together with the interface compression algorithm, this method
ensures a sharp interface and bounds the volume fraction values between 0 and 1 [108].
Finally, the bulk fluid properties γb are computed as the averages over the liquid (γl)
and vapour (γv) phases, weighted with the volume fraction α.

The bulk physical properties of the mixture are calculated as weighted averages of
the corresponding properties of the liquid and gaseous phases:

γb = αγl + (1− α)γg (8)
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As it is mentioned previously, the VOF method usually suffers from non-physical
spurious currents in the interface region. These spurious velocities are due to errors in
the calculation of the normal vectors and the curvature of the interface that are used
for the calculation of the interfacial forces. These errors emerge from the fact that in
the VOF method the interface is implicitly represented by the volume fraction values
that encounter sharp changes over a thin region [109]. The VOF-based solver that is
used in the present investigation has been modified accordingly in order to account for
an adequate level of spurious currents suppression. The proposed modification involves
the calculation of the interface curvature κ using smoothed volume fraction values ã
that are obtained from the initially calculated sharp volume fraction field α, smoothing
it over a finite region in the vicinity of the interface:

κ = ∇ ·
(

∇α̃
|∇α̃|

)
(9)

All other equations are using the initially calculated (non-smoothed) volume fraction
values of α. The proposed smoothing is achieved by the application of a Laplacian filter
which can be described by the following equation:

ãP =
ΣαfSf

ΣSf

(10)

In Equation 10, the subscripts P and f denote the cell and face index respectively
and αf is the linearly interpolated value of α at the face center and Sf is the surface
area of the cell face. The application of the proposed filter can be repeated more than
one time in order to obtain an adequately smoothed field. For the applications of the
present investigation, initial trial simulations indicated that the filter should applied no
more than 2 times, in order to avoid the leveling out of high curvature regions. The
proposed, enhancement to the originally distributed VOF solver has been tested and
verified against literature available experimental results in isothermal bubble dynamics
with an excellent degree of convergence. More details on the proposed validation as
well as on the proposed improvement of the VOF method can be found in the paper by
Georgoulas et al. [93].

The conservation of energy equation in the solid domains is defined as:

ρcps
∂

∂t
(T ) = ∇ · (λs∇T ) (11)

where the subscript “s” indicates that the properties are of the solid only. The
coupling at the interface between the solid region and fluid region is achieved iteratively
through the following conditions:

Tf = Ts (12)

λf
∂Tf
∂n

= λs
∂Ts
∂n

(13)
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3.4.2 Phase change model

The utilized phase change model that was implemented in the improved OpenFOAM
VOF solver that is used in the present investigation, will be described briefly in this
section. In the case of evaporation, the evaporating mass flux at the liquid - vapour
interface jevap is calculated from the following equation:

jevap =
Tint − Tsat
Rinthlv

(14)

where Tint is the temperature of the interface and is calculated from the simulations,
Tsat is the saturation temperature, Rint is the interfacial heat resistance and hlv is the
latent heat of evaporation at the saturation temperature [110]. The amount of liquid
that evaporates is calculated locally and the resulting source term field is artificially
smeared over a few cells in order to avoid numerical instabilities. The evaporating
mass is taken away on the liquid side of the interface and reappears on the vapour side,
following the process originally suggested in the work of Hardt and Wondra [111].

The interfacial heat resistance is calculated by the following equation based in the
considerations of Schrage [110]

Rint =
2− γ

γ

√
2πRgas

h2
lv

T
3/2
sat

ρv′
(15)

It is clear that this last equation is in fact a fitting function, due to the uncertainty of
the parameter γ, which is eventually may vary in the range 0< γ < 1. For the cases that
will be presented here, the constant γ that is also known as the evaporation/condensation
coefficient is taken equal to unity from the literature (e.g. [26, 112, 113]), ([109, 114, 115])
(because these simulations concerned condensation phenomena). However, it should
be noted that in different cases that are not presented in the present investigation,
the value of the proposed coefficient needed to be significantly lower than unity. Rgas

is the specific gas constant of the working fluid that is calculated from the universal
gas constant and the molecular weight of the working fluid. According to previous
investigations (e.g [26], [112], [113]), ([109], [114], [115]), despite the fact that Eqs. 14
and 15 are derived from considerations on length scales which are several orders smaller
than the typical grid size used in the simulations, the proposed evaporation model leads
to correct evaporation rates since it acts like a control loop. The more the temperature
at the interface deviates from the saturation value, the more liquid evaporates and
the more the temperature drops locally. This ensures that the temperature at the
liquid–vapour interface always remains close to the saturation temperature [26]. The
evaporating/condensing mass flux is calculated from Eq. 14 and must be incorporated
into the conservation equations, by the definition of volumetric source terms. This is
done by multiplying the evaporating mass flux at the liquid–vapour interface by the
magnitude of the volume fraction gradient, as indicated in the following equation:

ρ̇0 = jevap|∇a| (16)
This initial Sharp Source Term Field (SSTF) is integrated over the whole

computational domain to calculate the “Net Mass Flow” through the entire liquid-vapour
interface, using the following equation:
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ṁint =

∫∫∫
ρ̇0dV (17)

This value is important for the global mass conservation, in order to ensure that the
magnitudes of the mass sources in the liquid and vapour parts are equal and correspond
to the net evaporation rate. The sharp source term field is then smeared over several
cells, by solving the following diffusion equation for the smooth distribution of source
terms

ρ1 −∇ ·
[
(D∆τ)∇ρ1

]
= ρ̇0 (18)

∆τ is an artificial time step and Neumann boundary conditions are imposed for the
smooth source term field on all boundaries of the domain. Therefore, the integral values
of the sharp and the smooth source fields remain the same, in spite of the smearing. The
width of the smeared source term field is proportional to the square root of the product
of the diffusion constant “D” and the artificial time step “∆τ ”. It should be mentioned
that the value of “D” must be adjusted to the mesh resolution such that the source term
field is smeared over several cells. Then, the source terms in all cells that do not contain
pure liquid or vapour (α < 1-αcut and α > αcut , where αcut may be set to 0.001) are
artificially set to zero. This cropping step ensures that source terms are shifted into the
pure vapour and liquid cells only in the vicinity of the interface. The interface therefore
is not subjected to any source terms and is only transported by the calculated velocity
field. Therefore, the transport algorithm for the volume fraction field as well as the
associated interface compression, can work efficiently without any interference with the
source term field. The remaining source term field is scaled individually on the liquid
and the vapour side through the application of appropriate scaling coefficients. This
scaling step ensures that the mass is globally conserved and that the evaporating or
condensing mass flow, corresponds globally to the net mass flow through the interface.
The proposed scaling coefficients Nl and Nv are calculated by integrating the smooth
source term field in each of the pure phases and comparing it to the net mass flow ṁint

(Equation 17), utilizing the following equations:

Nl = ṁint

[ ∫∫∫
(α− 1 + acut)ρ̇1dV

]−1

(19)

Nv = ṁint

[ ∫∫∫
(acut − a)ρ̇1dV

]−1

(20)

Finally, the final source term distribution is calculated using the above scaling
factors in the following equation:

ρ̇ = Nv(acut − a)ρ̇1 −Nl(a− 1 + acut)ρ̇1 (21)

An example of the aforementioned final source term distribution is depicted
indicatively in Fig. 7 below.

The source term of ḣ of Eq. 5 is obtained from Eq. 22:

ḣ = [Nv(1− a)Cpv −NlaCpl]ρ̇1T )− ρ̇hlv (22)
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Figure 7: Distribution of the final source terms in the computational domain for the
case of an evaporating bubble [94].

where Cpv and Cpl represent the heat capacity of the vapour and liquid phases
respectively. The first part of the source term corresponds to a correction source term
that removes artefacts that emerge due to the structure or the mass source term in the
proposed methodology. The second part of the source term represents the contribution
of the enthalpy of evaporation or else the cooling associated with the latent heat of the
phase-change. Further details can be found in the work of Hardt and Wondra [111].
The proposed implementation of the phase-change model into the enhanced, customised
VOF solver that is used in the present PhD thesis as well as its validation against
existing analytical solutions and experimental measurements on boiling heat transfer
can be found here [94].

3.4.3 Dynamic contact angle modeling

The utilised VOF-based solver includes also an implementation of the dynamic contact
angle (DCA) model originally suggested by Kistler [116]. This implementation has
been validated in the past against experiments available in the literature for droplet
impact on flat surfaces[96] with different wettability, but also on droplet impact on
porous surfaces[97] as well as against experiments of pool boiling in biphilic surfaces [98],
with excellent degree of convergence between the experimental measurements and the
numerical predictions.

In the proposed dynamic contact angle model, the dynamic contact angle θd is given
as a function of the contact line velocity (ucline), through the capillary number Ca and
the inverse of Hoffman’s function. The θd, can be calculated by the following equation:

θd = fH
[
Ca + f−1

H (θeq)
]

(23)
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where H−1 is the inverse function of the Hoffman’s empirical fundtion, which is given
by:

fH = arccos

{
1− 2 tanh

[
5.16

(
x

1 + 1.31x0.99

)]0.706}
(24)

where x is defined as:

x = fH
[
Ca + f−1

H (θeq)
]

(25)

The capillary number is defined as:

Ca =
µucline

σ
(26)

The equilibrium angle θeq is replaced by either a limiting advancing or receding
contact angle θα or θr , depending on the sign of the velocity vector at the contact line.

3.5 The Eulerian-Eulerian approach

The Eulerian multiphase flow approach is based on a two-fluid model. In this
approach, governing equations for mass, momentum and energy are written for each
phase, separately, weighted by the so-called Volume Fraction, which represents the
ensemble-averaged probability of occurrence for each phase at a certain point in time
and space [117]. Interaction/exchange terms between the phases appear as source/sink
terms in the governing equations. These exchange terms normally consist of analytical
or empirical correlations, expressing the interfacial forces, as well as heat and mass
fluxes, as functions of the average flow parameters. However, most of these correlations
are highly problem specific and therefore their applicability and validity range must
be carefully considered [117]. Moreover, for the case of boiling flows, where heat is
transferred into the fluid from a heated wall at rates that boiling happens and vapour
is generated, additional source terms describing the physics of these processes at the
heated wall have to be included. For this purpose, these global multi-phase CFD models
are usually coupled with appropriate wall boiling sub-models, like the most widely
used wall partitioning model of Kurul and Podowski [118]. Some representative and
relatively recent numerical investigations in this branch are the works by Steiner et
al. [119], Koncar and Krepper [120], Lopez-de-Bertodano et al. [121], Yun et al. [122],
Krepper et al. [123]. However, such wall boiling sub-models require additional closure
relationships that predict the bubble departure characteristics and the density of the
active nucleation sites that incorporate a lot of model constants, the value of which,
can be found only for specific flow conditions and working fluids [117]. In the works
of Prabhudharwadkar et al. [124] and Cheung et al. [125], the performance of a wide
combination range of the existing closure relationships is examined through comparison
with a wide range of experimental data. In their works, it is stated that not one single
combination of empirical correlations has shown the propensity of providing satisfactory
predictions covering the entire range of the simulated conditions.
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3.6 Numerical framework of the Eulerian-Eulerian solver

In the following paragraphs a detailed description of the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid
numerical framework will be presented. More information about the averaging procedure
can be found in the works conducted by Enwald et al. [126] and Crowe et al. [127].

3.6.1 Averaging procedure

For almost all practical purposes, the exact determination of the characteristics of the
flow or the tracking of the interface are not of real interest. Much more interesting is
the knowledge of the overall characteristics of the flow, so the application of a sort of
averaging process on the derivation of the effective conservation equations for the two
fluid model. The disadvantage of this procedure is that only macroscopic phenomena
are computable, and conservation laws must be closed by constitutive equations, derived
both from theoretical and empirical analysis. Taking this into account, the accuracy
of numerical results depends strongly on the closure models for the conservation laws,
that are being selected for predicting the flow. Generally, the averaging procedure can
be done in three different ways:

• Time averaging :

ϕ = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫
T

ϕ(x, t)dt (27)

• Space averaging:

⟨ϕ⟩V =
1

V

∫
V

ϕ(x, t)dV (28)

• Ensemble averaging:

⟨ϕ⟩E = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
n=1

ϕ(x, t) (29)

where ϕ is a generic transported quantity. While the averaging process allows a
computationally lighter solution, the lost information regarding local gradients must be
reconstructed using semi-empirical closure relationships, (constitutive equations).

These averaging procedures itself cannot be considered adequate, due the fact that
they lead to equations expressed in function of averaged products of instantaneous
quantities. For overcoming this issue, it is necessary to derive equations where all
quantities are averaged. In order to achieve that, the time Favre-averaging method [128]
is usually adopted, because it leads to equations where oscillation in quantities like
density and phase fraction are automatically filtered. A suitable solution for that is
to think that a generic quantity can be expressed as the sum of a mean part and a
fluctuating part:

ϕ(t) = ϕ(t) + ϕ′(t) (30)
This decomposition allows separation between mean and fluctuating value of quantities.
In multiphase flow generally two kind of averaged quantities are preferred, the
phase-weighted average, defined by:

⟨ψ⟩ = ⟨χkψ⟩
⟨χk⟩

(31)
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where χk represent the phase indicator function of kth phase (defined in section 3.7 at
page 29) and the density-weighted average, defined by:

⟨ζ⟩ = ⟨ρkζ⟩
⟨ρk⟩

(32)

In this manner, the instantaneous volume averaged variables can be written as:

⟨ψ⟩ = ⟨ψ⟩+ ψ′ (33)

for the phase-weighted average method, and by:

⟨ζ⟩ = ⟨ζ⟩+ ζ ′ (34)

for the density-weighted average method; the two terms ψ′ and ζ ′ are the fluctuating
components of quantities ⟨ψ⟩ and ⟨ζ⟩, respectively. Multiplying equation (33) by ⟨χk⟩,
and averaging in time, is gives the following equation:

⟨χkψ⟩ = ⟨χk⟩⟨ψ⟩+ ⟨χk⟩ψ′ = ⟨χk⟩ ⟨ψ⟩ (35)

The second term on the right-hand side of equation (35) is zero by definition. A similar,
but formally equivalent result as (35) can be obtained for (34), multiplying it this time
for ⟨ρk⟩.

3.7 Equation of motion for continuous phases

The equation of motion for each continuous phase are deducted by the fundamentals
principles of conservation laws of physics, which are mass conservation, momentum
conservation and energy conservation. Through introduction of a phase indicator
equation to these mathematical equations and an averaging process that it is carried out
over each phase, the equations governing the mass, momentum and energy conservation
are subsequently derived in the interpenetrating continua framework.

3.7.1 Conservation of mass

Considering an elemental volume, fixed in space dV containing any kth phase of the
flow, it can be deducted that the rate of increase of mass within the elemental volume
of fluid is equal to the net rate of mass that enters into the elemental volume of fluid;
locally it can be expressed as:

∂αkρk
∂t

+∇ · (αkρkUk) = ṁkj − ṁjk (36)

where ṁkj and ṁjk is the mass transfer rate between the kth and jth phases and vice
versa. Equation (36) represent the local instantaneous equation for the conservation of
mass for the kth phase. But before averaging it, it is important to define the so called
phase indicator function χk(x, t), that has the role of distinguishing between the various
phases that are present within the flow. By definition:

χk(x, t) =

{
1 when x is on phase kth at time t
0 otherwise

(37)
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3.7.2 Conservation of momentum

The momentum equation for phase κ is given by:

∂αkρkUk

∂t
+∇ · (αkρkUkUk) = −αk∇pk +∇ · [αk(τk + τRe

k )] + αkρkg +Mki (38)

where αk, ρk, Uk are the volume fraction, density and the velocity vector for each phase
k, respectively. The terms τk, τRe

κ are the viscous and Reynolds (turbulent) stresses,
respectively. Additionally, Mki is the averaged inter-phase momentum transfer term.

The Reynolds and viscous stress tensors are modeled using Boussinesq hypothesis
which uses the Newtonian strain-stress relation. It is given by

τk + τRe
k = −(µk + µt

k)(∇Uk +∇UT
k − 2

3
I∇×Uk) +

2

3
Ikk, (39)

where I, µk, µt
k, kk, are the identity tensor, physical dynamic viscosity, turbulent

dynamic viscosity and turbulent kinetic energy of phase k, respectively.

3.7.3 Conservation of energy

To describe the conservation of energy in Eulerian multiphase applications, a separate
enthalpy equation can be written for each phase:

∂(αkρkHk)

∂t
+∇ · (αkρkUkHk) = ∇ · (αkλk∇Tk) +∇ · (αk

µT,k

PrT,k
∇Hk)

+
2∑

l=1

(ṁjkHj − ṁkjHk) +QH,int

(40)

where Hj and Hk, is the enthalpy of the jth and kth phases λk is the thermal
conductivity of phase k, ṁjk and ṁkj are the mass transfer rates between the kth and
jth phases, PrT,k is the turbulent Prandtl number, QH,int is the heat flux exchanged by
the interface between two phases, and the terms inside the summation represent the
total enthalpy exchanged in case of phase change.

3.7.4 Turbulence modeling

For the continuous liquid phase, the turbulent fluctuations are modelled by a shear
stress turbulence (SST) κ − ω model (KOmegaSSTSato) introduced by Sato et
al. [129] and later by Menter et al. [130]. The SST model works by solving a
turbulence/frequency-based model κ− ω near the wall and a κ− ϵ model in the bulk
flow. The κ− ϵ turbulence model (continuousGasKEpsilon) is used for the dispersed
gas phase. This particular turbulence model is used for gas-phase in a two-phase system
as a stable numerical framework that supports phase-inversion. In more detail, in this
turbulence model when the fraction of the gas phase approaches to zero, a contribution
from the liquid phase is blended into the turbulence equations. This results to the
model being reverted in a pure single-phase form.
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3.8 Interfacial momentum transfer

From the momentum equation (eq. 38) it is clear that the interfacial momentum term
cannot be ignored as plays an important role in determining the overall flow dynamics.
Particulalrly, the interfacial momentum transfer is caused by the forces acting between
two phases such as the forces acting on rising bubbles from the liquid which surrounds
it, and are a function of primarily four established interfacial momentum transfer
mechanisms. These include the drag force MD

ki, the lift force ML
ki, the wall lubrication

force MWL
ki , the turbulent dispersion force MTD

ki and the virtual mass force MVM
ki .

Hence, the interfacial momentum exchange is the sum of these forces:

Mki = MD
ki +ML

ki +MWL
ki +MTD

ki (41)

The virtual mass force becomes dominant when there are big density differences
within the flow, however in the present study this term is neglected, as steady state of
flow is concerned [131, 132].

3.8.1 Drag force model

3.8.2 Drag force

The drag force represents the force acting on the rising bubbles by the fluid and it
depends on the bubble size and shape. The drag model describes how the drag affects
the phases that impart onto one another. In the present work the Ishii-Zuber correlation
[133] has been chosen and is expressed as:

MD
ki = −3

4

CD

dB
ρlαg|Ug −Ul|(Ug −Ul) (42)

where, dB is the bubble diameter, ρl is the density of the liquid phase, CD is the drag
coefficient and is modeled differently for various flow and bubble shape regimes and is
given as

CD = max(min(CD,ellipse, CD,cap), CD,sphere) (43)

where,

CD,sphere = max

(
24

Reb
(1 + 0.15Re0.687b ), 0.44

)
(44a)

CD,ellipse =
2

3
Eo

(1/2)
d (44b)

CD,cap =
8

3
(44c)

the above equation is valid for bubble Reynolds number Reb > 1000, where,

Reb =
ρl ||Ug −Ul|| dB

µm

(45)

with µm being the mixture viscosity. Eod is the dimensionless Eötvös number to consider
bubble shapes in drag correlations and is defined as follows:
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Eod =
g(ρl − ρg)D

2
d

σ
(46)

where g is the gravitational force, σ is the surface tension, and Dd the maximum bubble
horizontal dimension.

3.8.3 Lift force

For gas-liquid flows, non-drag forces have a huge influence on flow characteristics,
especially in dispersed flows. The lift force plays an important role and has a large
effect on the radial distribution of bubbles. According to Drew and Lahey [134], the lift
force has a general formulation expressed as:

ML
ki = −CLαdρc(Ug −Ul)× (∇×Ul) (47)

where CL express the lift force coefficient, αd the dispersed phase fraction, ρc the
continuous phase density, with Ug and Ul disperse and continuous phase velocities and
the symbol "×" represents the curl product.

Models have been developed based on empirical correlations for the calculation of
the lift force coefficient CL. In the present study the model of [135] is adopted. The
principal characteristic of this model is that the sign of the lift force can change when
the bubble becomes substantially non-spherical [136]. The model is defined on the basis
of the Eötvös number as:

CL =


min[0.288 tanh(0.121Reb), f(Eod)] if Eod < 4

f(Eod) = 0.00105Eo3d − 0.0159Eo2d − 0.0204Eod + 0.474 if 4 ≤ Eod ≤ 10

−0.288 if Eod > 10

where the function f(Eod) is defined as:

f (Eod) = 0.00105Eo3d − 0.0159Eo2d − 0.0204Eod + 0.474 (48)

3.8.4 Wall lubrication force model

This force constitutes another lateral force due to surface tension, and prevents the
bubbles from attaching onto the solid wall. In simulations, it leads in a low gas-phase
fraction in proximity of the wall area. This force can be generally expressed, according
to Antal et al. [137] model which is adopted also in the present model, as:

Fwl,d =
αdρc

[
(Ud −Uc)− ((Ud −Uc) · nw)nw

]
Ds

×
(
Cw1 + Cw2

Ds

yw

)
nw

(49)

where nw represents the wall normal vector, DS the Sauter diameter, yw is the distance
from the wall and Cw1 = −0.01, Cw2 = 0.05 are two constants, whose values were
determined through experiments on a sphere and have been used also in the present
PhD thesis.
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3.8.5 Turbulent dispersion force model

The turbulent dispersion force accounts for the effect of the dispersion of bubbles in
the turbulent liquid flow. In the present work the expression proposed by Lopez de
Bertodano [138] has been used,

MTD
ki = CTDρbkeb∇αg (50)

where CTD is a modifiable constant and has been set as default equal to 1.0, keb is the
turbulent kinetic energy and ∇αg is the divergence gas volume fraction.

3.8.6 Inter-phase heat transfer

With regards to the heat transfer, an appropriate modeling is required in order to
compute the heat exchanged between two phases. Newton’s law of cooling that was
presented in equation 1 is used in order to find the applied heat flux on the heated wall.

The liquid-gas interfacial heat transfer coefficient hif , is expressed as

hif =
λl
ds
Nu (51)

where λl is the liquid thermal conductivity and ds is a length scale which is assumed
equal to the bubble diameter. The Nu number is calculated from a formula proposed
by Ranz-Marshall [139], expressed as:

Nu = 2 + 0.6Re0.5b Pr0.33 (52)

where Reb is the bubble Reynolds number.

3.9 Boiling model (RPI wall boiling model)

In order the boiling process to occur, the heated wall temperature needs to exceed
the saturation temperature of the working liquid. In numerical models, the bubble
generation rate is determined by the wall heat flux partitioning model. In the past
years, various mechanistic wall heat flux partitioning models have been proposed for the
prediction of the boiling heat transfer [140], [118]. In the present model the so called
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) model proposed by Kurul & Podowski [118] is
utilised. The key novelty of this wall boiling model is that it divides the total wall heat
flux into several components as shown in the following equation 53,

qw = qq + qe + qc (53)

here, the term qw is the total wall heat flux, qq represents the so called quenching
heat flux, qe the evaporation heat flux and qc the heat flux transferred to the liquid by
turbulent convection.

The quenching heat flux qq is the heat flux exchanged due to liquid filling the wall
vicinity after bubble detachment, and can be expressed as:

qq = Cwt
2kl√
πλl

√
f(Tw − Tl) (54)
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where Cwt is the bubble waiting time coefficient, kl is the liquid conductivity, λl =
kl/(ρlcp,l) is the liquid thermal diffusivity, f is the bubble detachment frequency and
Tw is the wall temperature.

The evaporative heat flux qe is computed as the latent heat carried away by the
bubbles departing from the wall and is given by

qe = (
π

6
D3

w)Nwρghfgf (55)

where Dw is the bubble departure diameter (calculated from eq. 61), Nw is nucleation
site density, hfg is the latent heat of evaporation and f is the detachment frequency.
The last term qc concerns the single-phase convective heat flux and can be expressed as:

qc = hc(Tw − Tl)(1− Ab) (56)

where hc is single phase convection heat transfer coefficient and Ab is the bubble influence
area coefficient. The coefficient Ab can be computed as:

Ab = min

(
1, K

NwπD
2
w

4

)
(57)

where the coefficient K according to Del Valle & Kenning [141] can be calculated from
the following relationship,

K = 4.8e

(
−Jsub

80

)
(58)

where Jsub is the subcooled Jacob number.

3.9.1 Closure relations

As shown in the above wall heat flux equations, the accurate modeling of bubble
nucleation quantities, including the bubble departure diameter, the bubble departure
frequency, and the nucleation sites density, is required because they have a direct effect
on the bubble generation and on the heat partitioning at the heated wall. Below the
selected models of these parameters are presented.

3.9.2 Nucleation site density

For the calculation of the nucleation site density, which mostly depends on the material
of the wall and the wall superheat, a modified correlation [142] originally proposed by
Lemmert and Chawla [143] is used:

Nw = CnNref

(
TW − TL
∆Tref

)p

(59)

where Cn is an empirical constant. Nref is the number of nucleation bubbles per
unit area, TW and TL is the wall and liquid temperature and ∆TrefN is the reference
temperature which in the present study varies between 10 to 30K.
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3.9.3 Bubble detachment frequency

The bubble departure frequency denotes the cycle of bubble generation and growth to
the size of bubble departure diameter detaching from the wall at one given nucleation
site. Due to the high importance of this parameter, several investigations have been
performed on the bubble departure frequency. In this study the model proposed by
Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii [144] is selected and is computed according to

f =
Cf

Dl

(
σ∆ρ

ρ2l

)0.25

(60)

where Cf is an empirical constant and usually has value of 1.18 and Ddp is the bubble
departure diameter.

3.9.4 Bubble departure diameter

Generally, the bubble departure diameter Dw is a function of contact angle, thermal
properties of the working fluid and the mass flux. The most widely used correlation
for the calculation of Dw in the RPI model is the Tolubinsky-Konstanchuk’s [145]
correlation and is given by

Dw = drefe
−∆Tw
∆Tref (61)

where, dref is a reference value of bubble diameter , ∆Tw is the wall super-heat, and
∆Tref = 45K.

3.10 IATE model

It has been shown [117] that bubble coalescence and breakup can significantly affect
the predicted results of two-phase flows within small tubes/channels. A widely used
model that accounts for bubble coalescence and breakup is the interfacial area transport
equation (IATE) method proposed by Wu et al. [146] and further developed by Ishii et
al. [147]. The model is expressed as:

∂ai
∂t

+∇ · (aiv⃗i) =
2

3

(ai
α

)(∂α
∂t

+∇ · αv⃗g
)
+

1

3ψ

(
α

ai

)2

[RTI −RRC −RWE] (62)

where v⃗g is the velocity of the bubble, v⃗i is the interfacial velocity and ai is the
interfacial area concentration. The first term on the right hand side accounts for
pressure effects on the expansion or contraction of the gas phase, whereas the last three
parameters constitute important bubble interaction mechanisms. The expression of
each of these mechanism is written below.

3.10.1 Bubble Breakup Due to Turbulent Impact

RTI is the bubble breakup rate caused by turbulent impact and is defined as
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RTI = CTI

(
nut
Db

)
exp

(
−Wecr
We

)√
1− Wecr

We
, where We > Wecr (63)

where CTI is an experimental coefficient, ut = ϵ1/3d
1/3
b is the mean bubble fluctuating

velocity, We = (ρu2tdb)/σ is the Weber number, and Wecr is an experimentally
determined critical value of the Weber number.

3.10.2 Bubble Coalescence Due to Random Collisions

The bubble coalescence rate RRC is caused by random collision and is expressed as

RRC = CRC

 n2utD
2
b

α
1/3
max

(
α
1/3
max − α1/3

)
[1− exp

(
−C α

1/3
maxα1/3

α
1/3
max − α1/3

)]
(64)

where, αmax is the maximum allowable void fraction and CRC and C are two model
constants.

3.10.3 Bubble Coalescence Due to Wake Entrainment

Finally, RWE is the bubble coalescence rate caused by wake entrainment, is given by

RWE = CWEC
V/3
D n2D2

bur (65)

where CWE is an experimental coefficient, ur is the bubble terminal velocity. For
further details about the IATE model the reader is referred to [117, 146, 147].
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4 Application of the enhanced VOF based numerical
simulation framework

As it was concluded from the state-of-the-art review, various important parameters
that may influence the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics during flow boiling
within microchannels remain unexplored. In this section, some of these parameters are
investigated extensively by utilising an enhanced VOF-based solver of OpenFOAM. For
every parameter, a detailed literature review on previous investigations that examined
this parameter is conducted and the utilised numerical set-up for the present numerical
simulations is presented. Subsequently, a qualitative and quantitative representation
of the numerical predictions as well as a detailed analysis and discussion is conducted.
Finally, the main conclusions withdrawn from each particular study are summarised at
the end of each subsection.

4.1 Effect of surface wettability on the bubble growth and
detachment characteristics during saturated flow boiling
within micro-passages

4.1.1 Scope

Surface wettability is considered a critical parameter in micro-scale phenomena,
especially in two-phase flows, where the surface tension force becomes dominant as
the size decreases [148]. Therefore, many investigations under different experimental
conditions have been focused on surface wettability effects of two-phase flow in
microchannels [149–154]. Nevertheless, as Kandlikar [155] reported even if wettability
effects are of great importance in flow boiling within microchannels, there is a limitation
of available experimental reports having considered flow boiling micro-scale channels in
the literature. According to Kandlikar & Grande [156] the main reason for this could be
the difficulties in fabrication. Some older and more recent experimental investigations
on wettability effects of flow boiling in microchannel are presented as follows [157]
[158–162].

Flow boiling experiments that investigated the effects of wettability in multiple small
channels were first studied by Rioboo et al. [157]. In this work, deionized Milli-Q water
is used. Hydrophobic surfaces (θα/θr = 107.3°/80.3° ) (θα/θr = 94.8°/55.5°) heated on
the bottom side (with a total applied power of 500W) have been used, whereas the liquid
mean velocities tested were 0.0309 and 0.0386m s−1. The overall channel dimensions
were (L, W, H: 18, 0.1 and 0.6mm). It was found that the resulting phase-change is
linked to the local density of nanobubbles which depends on the surface hydrophobicity.

Wang et al. [163] experimentally studied the wettability effects of a
chemically-patterned surface and compared the results with homogeneous hydrophilic
microchannel with a hydraulic diameter of 311.76µm and heat flux values between
25.6 kWm−2 to 786.1 kWm−2. It was found that the HTC increased up to 22% for
the patterned surface in comparison to the hydrophilic microchannel and when the
mass flux increases, HTC is accordingly enhanced. An enhanced HTC and CHF of
heterogenous surfaces is also reported by Kim et al. [164] who tested the flow boiling
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performance of water on a hydrophilic (57°) rectangular channel with hydraulic diameter
7.5mm coated with SiO2 , having hydrophobic (120°) stripes with different widths
and directions coated with Teflon. Particularly, it was observed that higher HTC
and CHF were generated for narrow patterns, compared to the wide patterns. The
influence of heterogeneous wetting surfaces was explored also numerically by Kim et al.
[165] who tested a rectangular channel of a hydrophilic (30°) surface combined with
hydrophobic (110°) patterns (crosswise, parallel and dotted). The working fluid was
water, and the hydraulic diameter was 0.95mm, while constant heat flux of 350 kWm−2

is applied, whereas the mass flux values ranged between 100-800 kgm−2 s−1. Their
model included a nucleation site density correlation. They found that nucleation site
density was higher for the case of the dotted patterns at high mass fluxes resulting in
better heat transfer performance. However, very wide or narrow hydrophobic areas
result in reduced heat transfer performance. Since however, the present investigation is
focused on homogeneous wettability surfaces the following paragraphs review works on
microchannels with homogeneous wettability.

Phan et al. [158] conducted an experimental investigation of flow boiling of water
in rectangular microchannels with the applied heat flux varied from 30 kWm−2 to
80 kWm−2, and for different vapour qualities. In total three hydrophilic plus one
hydrophobic surfaces with an equilibrium contact angle of 26°, 49°, 63° and 104° were
used, respectively. From the experiments, it was shown that different flow patterns such
as bubbly flow, slug flow, and semi-annular flow resulted in a significant variation on
the overall heat transfer. Additionally, it was also observed that when the contact angle
increases, the superheat needed for onset of nucleate boiling decreases. They concluded
that a low superheat for onset of nucleate boiling, in combination with good control
of bubbles emission frequency, is an important factor in improving the heat transfer
performance of flow boiling within microchannels

Concerning the evaluation of the flow boiling hydraulic and thermal performance in
microchannels Liu et al. [159] performed experiments on 3 different microchannels with
dimensions of 105, 1000 and 30 000µm3, with different wettability characteristics. The
three surfaces included a super-hydrophilic surface after growth of nanowire arrays with
a contact angle of almost 0°, a plain silicon wafer hydrophilic surface machined through
a plasma etching process with a contact angle of 36° and a hydrophobic surface coated
by a thin film of low surface energy material with a contact angle of 103°. Different
boiling flow patterns on surfaces with different wettabilities were found, leading to large
differences in temperature oscillations and hence in the resulting HTC. In detail, for the
super-hydrophilic case, a generation of a high number of nucleation sites was observed,
possibly due to the high number of defects formed between the nano-spaced rings on
the nanowire fabricated surface. For the hydrophilic case a cyclic flow process occurred
mostly associated with the corresponding cyclic nucleation, growth and coalescence of
bubbles. Finally, for the hydrophobic surface, a severe superheat of the liquid phase was
encountered, leading to the fast growth of the nucleated bubbles after boiling incipience.

More recently, Li et al. [160] conducted an experimental study of saturated flow
boiling of water in a bare silicon wafer hydrophilic surface which was later converted to
super-hydrophilic after deposition of nanoscale silicon dioxide particles, with a deposition
thickness of 100 nm, through the plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
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process. The corresponding contact angles were measured to be 65° and less than 5°,
respectively. The applied heat flux values ranged between 40 kWm−2 to 200 kWm−2

while the mass fluxes spanned from 120 kgm−2 s−1 to 360 kgm−2 s−1. It was reported
that in the annular flow regime the local HTC decreased until approaching a minimum
value and later increased towards the exit along the flow direction. At low mass flux and
high vapour quality, a delay of the partial dryout occurrence on the super-hydrophilic
surface was observed. The averaged HTC of the hydrophilic surface decreased with
increments of heat or mass flux, indicating that in the bared wall hydrophilic surface
dryout patches and high wall temperature are more easily formed in comparison to the
super-hydrophilic surface. Another study on subcooled boiling in microchannels using
the same set-up as in [160], but with the possibility of varying the channel orientation,
was conducted by Li et al. [161]. The applied heat fluxes were ranged from 40 to
250 kWm−2 and the mass fluxes from 200 to 500 kgm−2 s−1. It was shown that due
to the enhancement of convective heat transfer caused by bubble disturbance near
the exit and the suppression of nucleate boiling caused by high subcooling close to
the entrance, the HTC increased along the flow direction. An earlier occurrence of
the Critical Heat Flux value (CHF) was observed for the cases of vertical downflows.
It was also shown that at low mass flux, the super-hydrophilic surface delays CHF
without an increased pressure drop penalty when it is in a vertical orientation either
in an up-flow or downflow configuration. By changing the orientation to horizontal,
the super-hydrophilic surface showed a higher heat transfer coefficient by 10% with a
corresponding 37% increase in the pressure drop for the bottom-heated flow, while for
the top-heated flow, the HTC decreased by 16% and the pressure drop increased by
15%, compared to the hydrophilic surface. It was concluded that the effect of surface
wettability is more significant in the horizontal orientation.

Choi et al. [162] conducted experiments of flow boiling of water in rectangular
hydrophilic and hydrophobic microchannels, in order to investigate the effect of
wettability. It was reported that the HTC of the hydrophobic microchannel was
higher than the hydrophilic microchannel, mostly due to the associated nucleation
site density and the resulting flow instabilities. However, the pressure drop in the
hydrophobic surface was higher than that of the hydrophilic case, due to the unstable
motion of bubbles and the formation of liquid films.

Numerical investigations in wettability effects of flow boiling in microchannels are
even more limited in the literature, mainly due to the complex physics involved with
such micro-scale two-phase flows and also due to the fact that the available contact angle
treatments in commercial as well as opensource CFD codes are failing to accurately
capture the dynamic nature of the apparent contact angles during bubble growth. Gong
& Cheng [166] developed a 2D model where the Lattice Boltzmann method was utilised.
The effects of contact angle, inlet velocity, and heater size on the resulting flow patterns,
under constant heat flux conditions, were studied. Their model could also provide
information about nucleation time and temperature using an empirical correlation [167].
The results showed that the variation of the static contact angle does not influence
the bubble departure size. Nevertheless, nucleation time and nucleation temperature
appeared to decrease when the contact angle is increased. Examining the resulting
Nusselt numbers, an increase was observed with the increase of the Re number or
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with an increase in the superheat degree. Conversely, a corresponding decrease in the
resulting Nusselt numbers with an increase in the imposed contact angle was found.
Finally, along the centreline in the superheated liquid from the inlet to the outlet, the
pressure was shown to drop almost linearly, except in the exit region of the flow where
unphysically large pressure jumps and drops in liquid-vapour interface regions were
observed, which were attributed to the equation of state for real gases adopted in the
model.

Wettability and inertia effects on heat transfer during flow boiling in microchannels
were numerically investigated by Kim & Lee [168]. A constant heat flux of 350 kWm−2

was applied at the bottom surface of the utilised rectangular channel with dimensions (L,
W, H: 30, 0.2 and 0.5mm), while the mass flux value varied between 20 to 500 kgm−2 s−1.
A hydrophilic and a hydrophobic surface with contact angles of 30° and 110°, respectively,
were utilised. The computational mesh consisted of 1.536 M cells with 12.5 µm cell
size. In their numerical model, the fluid interface is tracked by the volume of fluid
approach, while the same phase change model as proposed by Hardt and Wondra [111]
was used. Their model included also a nucleation site density submodel utilising an
empirical correlation. For the prediction of the contact angle, a dynamic contact angle
model based on Tanner’s Law was used. Their results were compared with experimental
data available in the literature. From their results, it was observed that wettability did
not influence the flow patterns when cases with the same mass flux were compared.
By increasing the mass flux different flow patterns could be seen (annular flow at
20 kgm−2 s−1, churn flow at 50 kgm−2 s−1, slug flow at 100 kgm−2 s−1, confined bubble
flow at 200 kgm−2 s−1 and bubbly flow for mass fluxes above 350 kgm−2 s−1). With
regards to the temperature of the channel, at low mass flux, a higher temperature
could be seen in the hydrophobic surface due to the presence of a thin liquid film
which is covering the interface between the solid and the vapour and is working as
a lubricant. Under low mass fluxes (20-100 kgm−2 s−1), the hydrophilic channel had
higher CHF compared to the hydrophobic. This trend was reversed for high heat fluxes
(200-500 kgm−2 s−1). Finally, the numerical model overestimated HTC by approximately
10% compared to the experimental results, concluding that the model can be adequately
used for boiling simulations in microchannels.

A 3D conjugate heat transfer numerical study of flow boiling in diverging mini
and microchannels with different inlet and outlet width (between 0.2 and 0.8mm) has
been carried out by Alugoju et al. [169], in order to investigate the bubble pattern
and heat transfer characteristics of flow boiling. The simulations were performed by
using the volume of fluid method of ANSYS-FLUENT©18.0, coupled with a phase
change and a surface tension force model [104]. A uniform heat flux condition varying
between 500 and 2000 kWm−2 is applied at the bottom surface of the channel, with
the rest of the walls to be considered adiabatic, while the mass flux ranges between
240 and 710 kgm−2 s−1. A hydrophilic and a hydrophobic surface were utilised with
contact angles of 65° and 140°, respectively, while water was used as the working fluid.
Empirical correlations proposed by Bertsch et al. [47] which account for convective
heat transfer and nucleate boiling terms were included in the model. They reported
that different bubble patterns between the two surfaces were observed. Particularly, for
the hydrophilic case, the bubble separation rate from the wall is less, thereby creating
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localized hotspots, while for the hydrophobic surface the generated bubbles are detached
from the wall surface and flow along with the fluid stream. Other observations included
that when the hydraulic diameter is increased, smaller elongated bubbles are observed.
In smaller channels and at low flow rate localized flow reversal could be seen. Finally,
for some cases when the mass flux increases higher values of localized heat transfer could
be seen in channels with lower hydraulic diameter, and as the diameter is increased,
the values are reduced, due to the different nucleation time and bubble pattern.

As can be seen from all these works, there is a considerable influence of wettability
on flow boiling characteristics within micro-passages. However, so far most of the
experimental investigations related to surface characteristics and/or wettability effects
are focusing on heat transfer enhancement, with the underpinned physical mechanisms,
as for how heat transfer coefficient is enhanced, still not completely understood.
Additionally, in the experimental investigations, in order to alter the surface wettability
characteristics, different solid materials are used, or the channel surfaces are treated
accordingly through the application of coatings [170] that alter the structure, properties
and chemical composition of the surfaces. This might lead to the alteration of other
factors, apart from the solid/liquid/vapour contact angle, that can additionally affect
the flow boiling characteristics, such as the nucleation site density and the solid surface
thermal response. Therefore, the exact effect of wettability cannot be isolated and
directly identified and quantified, utilising experimental measurements. On the other
hand, the numerical investigations available in literature can isolate the effect of
wettability by altering only the contact angle, however in most cases, they use either
a constant contact angle model or a dynamic contact angle model without adequate
accuracy in the predictions. Additionally, the examined ranges of contact angles
in the literature are not wide enough (e.g. only hydrophilic and only hydrophobic
surfaces) to adequately capture the effects of hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity, taking
also into account the effect of contact angle hysteresis. In this section, the first series of
parametric numerical simulations of the present thesis regarding flow boiling within
a single microchannel are conducted, to thoroughly investigate wettability effects on
the two-phase flow and heat transfer characteristics. The main focus is to isolate,
identify and quantify the effect of wettability at the initial stages of the bubble growth
process within a few milliseconds from the bubble nucleation. Initially, single, isolated
bubbles are considered. Subsequently, simulations of multiple nucleation sites and
multiple nucleation events are also performed. All simulations are performed with the
enhanced conjugate heat transfer VOF-based solver described in section 3. As it has
also been mentioned in Chapter 3, in the utilised conjugate heat transfer VOF-based
solver, the dynamic contact angle treatment of Kistler [116] has been implemented, as it
performs better than the already implemented dynamic contact angle treatments in the
original distribution of OpenFOAM (version 2.2.1). The proposed implementation has
been tested in the past against droplet impact experiments on surfaces with different
wettabilities as well as against droplet impact experiments on suspended metallic meshes
by the present PhD candidate. More details on these works can be found here [96, 171].
Furthermore, a comparison with experiments on pool boiling in bi-philic surfaces has
been also performed with an excellent degree of convergence in [98], by the supervisor
and collaborators of the present PhD Candidate.
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Application of numerical method

4.1.2 Computational geometry, mesh and boundary conditions

A single microchannel consisting of a fluid domain on top of a solid domain is considered
for the present investigation (Figure 8). The computational mesh has been generated
by discretising the computational domain in two parts. The solid domain mesh and
the fluid domain mesh. A uniform, structured computational mesh, consisting of
hexahedral elements is utilised. The physical dimensions of the fluid domain (length,
height and width) are Lf = 2.40mm, Hf = 0.30mm, Wf = 0.15mm and the solid
domain dimensions are Ls = 2.40mm, Hs = 0.09mm, Ws = 0.15mm, respectively. The
hydraulic diameter of the microchannel is Dh = 0.2mm and the aspect ratio (β = W/H)
is 0.5. The generated computational geometry, the mesh and the applied boundary
conditions are illustrated in Figure 9. These dimensions have been selected in order to
represent typical rectangular microchannel geometries from the literature [172, 173].

With respect to the boundary conditions, apart from the inlet and outlet in the
fluid domain, the bottom side of the solid domain (where constant heat flux is applied)
and the CHT boundary (interface between fluid and solid domains), all the rest surfaces
are considered to be adiabatic walls. At the solid walls of the fluid domain, including
the CHT boundary, a no-slip velocity boundary condition is used with a fixed flux
pressure boundary condition for the pressure values. Additionally, a dynamic contact
angle boundary condition is imposed for the volume fraction field by assigning the
maximum advancing and minimum receding contact angle values from sessile drop
measurements, that are then used for the calculation of the dynamic (apparent) contact
angle values during the computations. For the sidewalls of the fluid and solid domains,
a zero gradient boundary condition is used for the temperature field, representing an
insulated microchannel. At the outlet, a fixed-value pressure boundary condition and
a zero-gradient boundary condition for the volume fraction were used, while for the
velocity values a special (combined) type of boundary condition is used that applies
a zero-gradient when the fluid mixture exits the computational domain and a fixed
value condition to the tangential velocity component, in cases that the fluid mixture
enters the domain. Finally, a zero gradient boundary condition for the temperature field
was also prescribed at the outlet boundary. For the inlet, a constant uniform velocity
value was imposed as well as a fixed flux pressure condition. The volume fraction
value was assigned as unity, as saturated liquid only enters from the inlet during the
calculations. Hence, the temperature of the liquid at the inlet was also fixed at the
saturation temperature. As mentioned earlier both the temperature values as well as
the heat fluxes are coupled at the CHT interface (between the solid and fluid domains)
for each calculation time step through an inner iteration process.

4.1.3 Numerical simulation set-up and process

As shown in Figs. 8 and 9 the considered configuration for the present parametric
numerical investigation consists of a single microchannel with a constant uniform heat
flux q′′ applied at its bottom solid wall. Therefore, the generated 3D computational
domain consists of a solid domain (representing the bottom solid wall of the channel)
that is in contact with the fluid domain that corresponds to the considered micro-passage.
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All the simulations are performed in two main stages. During the first stage, a specified
heat flux is applied to the bottom surface of the solid domain and a single-phase liquid
flow is considered initially with saturated liquid, flowing with a specified mass flow
rate. This is run up to a point that a steady state condition is reached and both the
hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers have been developed, as shown in Fig. 10a.

Figure 8: (a) 3D sketch of the heated solid domain. (b) Side view of solid wall and
fluid domain. The position of the imposed bubble at t = 0ms is shown as well.

Figure 9: Computational domain, mesh and boundary conditions.

The velocity of the liquid Ul is constant and uniform through the inlet boundary
and the flow is laminar. The first stage is conducted for all simulations presented
in this study. At the second stage (Fig. 10b) a small vapour nucleus (bubble seed),
represented as a half-sphere with a radius of 20µm, is patched on the conjugate heat
transfer boundary (interface between the fluid and solid domains) at a distance of
200µm from the channel inlet, at saturation temperature. Since the initial bubble
seed is patched within the previously developed thermal boundary layer, where the
temperature is higher than the saturation temperature, boiling occurs at the meniscus
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(solid/liquid/vapour triple line) as well as at the parts of the liquid/vapour interface
that are in contact with temperatures higher than the saturation temperature.

Figure 10: (a) Developed thermal boundary layer at the end of the first stage of
simulations (single-phase), (b) patched bubble seed position at the beginning of the
second phase of simulation (referred as initial time t = 0ms) , for q′′ = 20 kWm−2

and G = 150 kgm−2 s−1.

It should be mentioned that for all of the simulations conducted for the present
investigation, the liquid and vapour phase properties are taken as these of Ethanol
liquid and vapour at the saturation equilibrium point for pressure of Psat= 1 bar, which
corresponds to a saturation temperature of Tsat=351.05K (REFPROP NIST software
[174]). As for the solid domain, stainless steel properties were used, for all cases. The
exact values of the fluid and solid properties that were used in all simulations conducted
for the purposes of the present study are summarised in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
The advancing and receding contact angles for the base case of the present parametric
analysis were taken as these of Ethanol with a particular stainless-steel sample at an
average roughness Ra = 0.4µm, having values of θα = 19° and θr = 8°, respectively. In
order to investigate the isolated effect of wettability in the bubble growth characteristics
as well as its effect on the local heat transfer, in the rest of the runs, the values of θα and
θr were varied, while all the rest fluid and solid properties and operating conditions were
kept unaltered. The contact angle values that were selected for this purpose correspond
to realistic contact angles for different combinations of Ethanol as well as other working
fluids (e.g. R-113, Glycerol and Water) with other uncoated or coated Stainless Steel
(SS) 316 samples of the same or different grades. For the exact fluid-solid combination
contact angle values the reader is referred to [175]. To observe the effects of wettability
at different heat fluxes, the overall analysis for all of the selected contact angle values
was performed for three different values of applied heat flux (q′′ = 20, 50, 100 kWm−2)
and three different values of mass flux (G = 74, 150 and 295 kgm−2 s−1). These values,
as well as the material of the solid domain, were selected due to the fact that they are
often used in the literature on flow boiling experiments within micro-passages and have
a broad range of industrial applications [2, 159]. At this point, it should be mentioned
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Table 3: Ethanol properties at saturation temperature that were used in the simulations.

Tsat

(K)
Psat

(kPa)
ρl

( kg
m3 )

ρv
( kg
m3 )

νl
(m

2

s )
νv

(m
2

s )
λf

( W
mK )

λv

( W
mK )

Cpl
( m2

s2 K )
Cpv

( m2

s2 K )
hlv
(kJK )

σ
(N
m )

351.05 100 736.78 1.63 6.01× 10−7 6.37× 10−6 0.153 0.02 3182 1804 850.5 0.15

Table 4: Steel properties that were used for the simulations.

ρs
(kgm−3)

cv
(m2K−1 s−2)

κs
(Wm−1K−1)

7840 500 16.2

Table 5: Considered wettability characteristics all these cases are considered for
q′′ = 20, 50, 100 kWm−2 and G = 74, 150, 295 kgm−2 s−1.

Case Surface θα (◦) θr (◦) CAH (◦)

I Hydrophilic / Low hysteresis 19 8 11

II Hydrophilic / High hysteresis 49 0 49

III Hydrophilic / High hysteresis 72 40 32

IV Hydrophobic / Low hysteresis 101 95 6

V Hydrophobic / High hysteresis 120 80 40

VI Hydrophobic Low hysteresis 120 115 5

that mass flux is a parameter that is often used in investigations of fluid flow within
channels and is defined as

G =
V̇ ρl
nAc

(66)

where ρl is the liquid density, n is the number of the microchannels, Ac is the
cross-sectional area, and V̇ is the volumetric flow rate which is equal to,

V̇ = UlAC (67)

In order to cover a wide range of contact angles (CAs), the selected values represent
cases of hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces with both small and high Contact Angle
Hysteresis (CAH = θα - θr). The overall details, regarding the wettability characteristics
considered for each of the applied heat and mass flux values in the numerical simulations,
are summarised in Table 5. As it can be seen, a combination of six different advancing
and receding contact angles have been chosen, and considering all heat fluxes and
mass fluxes tested, 54 in total, 3D, transient, numerical simulations were performed.
A High-Performance Computing (HPC) cluster was utilized for these runs. Each run
utilised 100 computational cores. The duration of the computation for each of the nine
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single-phase simulations (one for each q′′ value) was approximately 10 days, as seconds
of real flow was required for a steady state condition to be reached. For the two-phase
simulations, the duration of the computation was only a couple of days since just a few
milliseconds of real flow were required for the generated vapour bubble to reach the
outlet of the channel. In total, more than 1 million core-hours were utilised for the
overall runs that are presented in the present investigation. A variable calculation time
step was utilised for the two-phase runs with the Courant number kept constant at 0.5.
Hence the calculation time step was varied automatically ranging approximately from
10−8 up to 10−6 s.

4.1.4 Mesh independence study

A mesh independence study was carried out, to select the optimum cell size in the utilised,
uniform, structured, computational mesh for the parametric numerical simulations.
Four different structured meshes, consisting of hexahedral cells, were constructed for this
purpose, with a uniform cell size of 6 µm, 4 µm, 2 µm and 1 µm, respectively. The mesh
independency study was performed for the case of q′′ = 50 kWm−2, G = 74 kgm−2 s−1

for a hydrophilic surface with θa=19° and θr=8°. The material properties were these of
Ethanol liquid and vapour at the saturation equilibrium point of Table 3 for the fluid
domain, while the stainless steel properties of Table 4 were used for the solid domain.

The local time-averaged Nu number (Nu(x)) over the non-dimensional length of
the channel L∗ (L∗ = L(x)/Lmax) predictions for all four computational meshes are
compared in Figure 11. The average relative errors of the 2 µm case in comparison
with the 1 µm case is 0.285% and in comparison with the 4 µm and 6 µm cases, the
average errors are 0.527% and 0.674%, respectively. The maximum local relative error
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Figure 11: Mesh independency study results for q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 74 kgm−2 s−1.
Hydrophilic surface (θa=19°, θr=8°). Averaged Nusselt number over dimensionless length
is tested.
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Figure 12: Mesh independency study results for q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 74 kgm−2 s−1.
Hydrophilic surface (θa=19°, θr=8°). Volume evolution of the bubble over dimensionless
time is tested.

of the 2 µm case compared with the 1 µm, 4 µm and 6 µm cases is 1.626%, 2.721% and
3.362%, respectively. Additionally, another property of the simulation results has been
plotted (Figure 12). Particularly the volume of the bubble over the dimensionless time
is examined for the above-mentioned mesh sizes. For this comparison, the maximum
local relative error of the 2 µm case compared with the 1 µm, 4 µm and 6 µm cases is
10.805%, 80.272%, 130.838%, respectively.

Since this particular result constitutes the main outcome aim of the present
parametric numerical investigation the selected mesh size of 2 µm can be safely
considered as the mesh independent solution. Furthermore, from previous investigations
[93–95, 98, 99, 176], where the same solver was utilised, it has been shown that a 2 µm
cell size is sufficient for capturing correct interface dynamics and evaporation rates.
The selected mesh consists of a total number of 17.55M cells (4.05M cells in the solid
and 13.50M cells in the fluid domain).

4.1.5 Additional validation of numerical simulation framework

In order to further validate the utilised solver on flow boiling within rectangular/square
microchannels, a benchmark experimental work performed by Mukherjee et al. [177]
has been chosen to be numerically reproduced. These experiments concern a single
bubble growth within a microchannel and have been reproduced in the past by different
researchers [178, 179]. Mukherjee et al. [177] assumed that the bottom and side walls
have a constant temperature of 2.1K above the saturation temperature and the top
wall is adiabatic. Additionally, the inlet and the initial temperature are 2K above the
saturation temperature (superheated state). The same boundary conditions and initial
conditions have been adopted also for the validation run of the present investigation.
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The working fluid is water and the properties of water at 1 bar have been used, whereas
the microchannel has equal width and height of 229µm. It is important to note that
these parameters concern only this additional validation part of the present study. Prior
to patching of the single bubble nucleus, a single-phase simulation for obtaining fully
developed initial thermal and hydrodynamic boundary layers is performed. In Figures 13
and 14 the predicted equivalent diameter over time for the generated vapour bubble with
the present numerical solver is compared with the corresponding experimental as well
as the numerical results of Mukherjee et al. [177]. As it can be seen the present solver,
initially, overpredicts slightly the numerical and experimental results by Mukherjee
et al. but this may be attributed to the fact that the initial bubble seed is placed
within developed boundary layers, as correctly pointed out also by Zhang and Jia [179].
However, overall, it can be seen that the experimental results and the simulation results
of the present numerical solver show good agreement within an acceptable average error
value of less than 5%. This further ensures the accuracy of the present, customised
numerical simulation solver for the purposes of the investigations presented in this
chapter.

Effect of surface wettability - Numerical simulation results

4.1.6 Effect of wettability on micro-passages – Single nucleation site, single
nucleation event

In this subsection, the numerical results of flow boiling of a single nucleation event
at a single nucleation site within a rectangular microchannel will be presented. As
previously shown in Table 5, numerical simulations of three different heat flux values
have been performed, each of them separately investigated with three different mass flux
values. In total six surfaces with different wettability characteristics (three hydrophilic
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Figure 13: Comparison of the present numerical solver predictions against the
experimental and numerical results reported by Mukherjee et al. [177].
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and three hydrophobic surfaces) will be examined. At this point, it is important to
mention that in the present numerical model the nucleation event is not a result of the
simulation but an imposed condition. In more detail, as also mentioned earlier, a single
liquid-phase simulation is initially performed to develop the hydrodynamic and thermal
boundary layers. Then a small bubble nucleus is artificially placed at the heated wall a
finite distance from the microchannel inlet, which initiated the boiling process at that
particular position, with a bubble that grows and either slide along the channel walls
from the previously developed liquid-cross flow (being in contact at certain points with
the channel walls) or detaches from the wall and continues its growth as an evaporating
vapour slug, due to liquid film evaporation.

Figure 14: Qualitative comparison of the present numerical solver predictions against
the experimental and numerical and experimental results reported by Mukherjee et al.
[177].
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Indicative qualitative/macroscopic results of the spatial and temporal evolution of
the generated vapour bubbles, for three different cases, are shown in Figs.15 and 16.
In the isometric view snapshots, the coloured contours in the clip section that extends
from one side of the channel up to its middle plane, reveal the developed temperature
fields in both the fluid and solid regions of the computational domain. In the top view
snapshots, the coloured contours also show the instantaneous temperature distribution
in the CHT boundary, i.e. the interface between the fluid and solid domains. The
transparent grey surface constitutes the liquid/vapour interface which is represented by
the 0.5 volume fraction iso-surface.

Both Figs. 15 and 16 correspond to cases with low heat and mass flux. Figure 15
compares hydrophilic cases and Fig. 16 hydrophobic cases. The spatial evolution of the
liquid/vapour interface for three successive time instants is illustrated, in each case,
through a 2D top view and a 3D isometric view. The first two time instants are common
among the different wettability cases (0.4ms and 4.2ms), but the last time instant is
chosen differently for each case, corresponding to the time that the leading edge of the
bubble reaches the outlet of the channel. The macroscopic results of the remainder of
the cases, for the rest of the tested mass fluxes and heat fluxes, due to space limitation,
are only shown for the last time instant until the nose of the bubble touches the end of
the microchannel, in Figs. 17, 18 and 19.

Focusing on Figs. 15 and 16, from a bubble dynamics point of view, a complete
detachment of the bubble from the walls and the formation of a liquid film between
the walls and the vapour bubble is observed for some of the cases, while, in some other
cases, partial detachment or even no detachment with respect to the heated wall, as
the bubble grows and slides towards the outlet, is observed. This can be attributed
to the high cohesion and low adhesion forces that hydrophilic surfaces show and to
high adhesion forces that the hydrophobic surfaces show. It should be mentioned that
the imposed contact angles are applied for all walls of the channel and not only at the
bottom heated wall.

In Figs. 15 and 16 the results for different wettability cases and for the low heat
and mass fluxes (q′′ = 20 kWm−2, G = 74 kgm−2 s−1) are shown. When comparing
the three hydrophilic surfaces to each other (Figures 15a, 15b, 15c at time instants
t=7.9ms, t=9.8ms and t=13.1ms, respectively) it is observed that for the low advancing
contact angle case (Figure 15a: θa=19°, θr=8°), a thin liquid film is formed between the
bubble and the bottom heated wall as well as the top adiabatic wall of the considered
microchannel in the frontal part of the bubble, while the remaining trailing part of the
bubble is staying in direct contact with the bottom and top walls through a relatively
large dry patch at the bottom wall and a smaller one at the top wall. It is also evident
that the bubble is in contact with the side channel walls throughout almost its entire
length. However, as the advancing contact angle is increasing the length of these dry
patches decreases gradually (Fig. 15b: θa=49°, θr=0°) up to a point where no liquid
film is present at all (15c: θa=70°, θr=40°).

As for the hydrophobic cases that are illustrated in Fig. 16, no presence of liquid film
is observed as well. Therefore, it seems that there is a critical value of advancing contact
angle (∼70°) after which there is no formation of liquid film occurring. Furthermore, it
is evident that for the cases with small CAH (θa=101°, θr=95° and θa=120°, θr=115°),
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the growing bubble remains in contact with the side and bottom wall of the channel
throughout its entire path within the microchannel without touching the top wall.
However, for the higher CAH case (θa=120°, θr=80°) the generated vapour bubble
comes also in contact with the top wall of the channel at a certain stage. From
all these macroscopic observations it can be concluded that, for relatively low heat
and mass fluxes, the variation of the advancing and receding contact angles (i.e. the
wettability characteristics) has a quite significant effect on the resulting bubble growth
characteristics as well as in the size and the shape of the bubble, resulting also in
different contact line dynamics (i.e. triple liquid/vapour/solid line evolution behaviour).
For all cases, due to the associated latent heat of evaporation, as the bubble grows and
slides along the solid wall, the temperature of the solid is decreasing. Depending on the
imposed contact angle values the bubble grows either due to evaporation at the triple
line or to a combination of triple line evaporation and liquid film evaporation, as a result
of different adhesion and cohesion forces and according to Kim et al. [168] due to inertia
and surface tension forces, which is also related to the delayed bubble growth of the
hydrophobic surface (higher inertia). The combination of the two mechanisms is more
evident for relatively small contact angle values (i.e. more hydrophilic cases, Figs. 15a
and 15b). The contribution of the liquid film evaporation to the overall evaporation rate
is reduced as the hydrophilicity is reduced and it seems to be a threshold ( θa ∼ 70° ),
just after which the main evaporation mechanism is solely contact line evaporation (i.e.
less hydrophilic and hydrophobic cases, Figs. 15c, 16a, 16b and 16c).

Figure 15: Flow visualisation results of hydrophilic cases, for q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and
G = 74 kgm−2 s−1, (a) θa/θr = 19°/8°, (b) θa/θr = 49°/0°, (c) θa/θr = 70°/40°. In each
case a 2D top view and a 3D isometric view of the phenomenon for two common time
instants (0.9ms and 4.2ms) and a last time instant that corresponds to the time that
the leading edge of the bubble reaches the outlet of the microchannel are shown.

Figure 17 illustrates only the last time period before the generated vapour
bubble reaches the outlet of the channel, for two higher values of mass flux cases
( G = 150 kgm−2 s−1 and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1), but for the same applied heat flux
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Figure 16: Flow visualisation results of hydrophobic cases, for q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and
G = 74 kgm−2 s−1, (a) θa/θr = 101°/95°, (b) θa/θr = 120°/80°, (c) θa/θr = 120°/115°.
In each case a 2D top view and a 3D isometric view of the phenomenon for two common
time instants (0.9ms and 4.2ms) and a last time instant that corresponds to the time
that the leading edge of the bubble reaches the outlet of the microchannel are shown.

as in Figs. 15 and 16 (q′′ = 20 kWm−2) for all of the considered wettabilities. As it
can be seen, also for higher values of mass flux a similar trend is observed, with the
development of liquid films for the low and medium hydrophilicity cases and direct
contact of the vapour slug with the heated surface for the hydrophobic cases. It is also
evident that as the mass flux increases and the heat flux remains constant, the contact
areas of the generated vapour slugs with the heated wall are reducing in dimension.
The overall volume of the vapour bubbles also seems to decrease with an increase of
the mass flux. Finally, it is also evident that the increase of the mass flux tends to
eliminate the previously observed trend of the generated vapour slug in the case of
the high CAH hydrophobic surface to get in contact with the top wall of the channel
(please see Figs. 17e and 17k).

Figure 18, summarises the corresponding flow visualisation results for the medium of
the applied heat fluxes (q′′ = 50 kWm−2), for all three of the considered mass flux values
(G = 74 kgm−2 s−1, G = 150 kgm−2 s−1, G = 295 kgm−2 s−1). In the hydrophilic cases,
the leading edge of the bubble has developed a characteristic bullet-shape nose, which
has a more rounded (less pointy) profile for the medium and high mass flux values,
resulting in a slightly thinner liquid film compared to the simulation with the low mass
flux. Very similar predictions can be seen between the two hydrophobic cases with low
(θa=101°, θr=95°) and medium (θa=120°, θr=80°) advancing contact angles. In more
detail, for G = 74 kgm−2 s−1 and G = 150 kgm−2 s−1 almost a complete detachment of
the bubble is observed with respect to the heated wall, except for a small part in the
trailing side of the bubble which remains in contact with the heated surface. However,
a complete detachment and development of liquid film between the entire bottom side
of the bubble and the heated wall can be seen when the mass flux is 295 kgm−2 s−1,
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Figure 17: Macroscopic view of the numerical simulation results, showing only
the last time instant before the bubble reaches the outlet of the microchannel
for: q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and G = 150 kgm−2 s−1 (left), and q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and
G = 295 kgm−2 s−1 (right).

meaning that the CAH difference between these two cases affects neither the bubble
shape nor the bubble growth rate. Different behaviour is observed for the case with
high hydrophilicity (θa=70°, θr=40°), where, for low mass flux, the bubble is entirely
detached from the heated surface. However, for medium and high mass flux simulations,
the high receding contact angle value, compared to the other two hydrophilic cases,
has resulted in partial contact of the bubble with the heated wall. A contact area
between the heated wall and the bubble is also observed, for the hydrophobic surface
cases. Particularly, the cases with small CAH (θa=101°, θr=95° and θa=120°, θr=115°)
maintain contact area with the heated wall throughout the entire bubble growth process,
for all three mass flux cases. Conversely, when the mass flux is 295 kgm−2 s−1 for the
case with high CAH (θa=120°, θr=80°), about 70% of the bubble is still in contact with
the heated wall, while the remainder 30% has similar a shape as the one described
previously for the hydrophilic cases, with presence of a thin liquid film between the
bubble and the top and the bottom wall of the microchannel.

Finally, the corresponding qualitative results for the high heat flux value
(q′′ = 100 kWm−2) are illustrated in Figure 19. For G = 74 kgm−2 s−1 a different flow
pattern is observed, compared to the cases with lower heat flux that have been discussed
earlier. Particularly, for all the examined surfaces churn flow is observed. This can be
attributed to the high wall superheat, which has resulted in a prompt growth of the
nucleation bubble and unstable/asymmetrical flow, for the first few time periods until
the wall superheat is cooled down due to the heat transfer mechanisms. When the mass
flux is increased to G = 150 kgm−2 s−1 and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1, a slug flow boiling
regime is evident for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic cases. For the medium mass
flux (G = 150 kgm−2 s−1), a total detachment of the developed vapour bubble from
the heated surface is observed for the hydrophilic cases. However, for the hydrophobic
cases, a contact areas with the heated wall are observed mainly towards the trailing
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Figure 18: Macroscopic view of the numerical simulation results for q′′ = 50 kWm−2 at
mass flux values 74, 150 and 295 kgm−2 s−1 from the top to the bottom box, respectively.
In each box a 2D top view and a 3D isometric view for the last time period before the
leading edge of the bubble touches the outlet of the microchannel for the six different
wettability cases that are investigated, is shown.

part of the generated bubbles. For the high mass flux simulations (G = 295 kgm−2 s−1),
the hydrophilic cases with low receding contact angle have detached from the heated
wall, while the trailing part of the hydrophilic case with high receding contact angle
maintains contact with the heated surface.

From the overall flow visualisation results so far, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

1. Slug flow boiling regime is observed in all cases, with the exception of the case
with high heat flux and low mass flux, where a churn flow can be observed. In
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Figure 19: Macroscopic view of the numerical simulation results for q′′ = 100 kWm−2 at
mass flux values 74, 150 and 295 kgm−2 s−1 from the top to the bottom box, respectively.
In each box a 2D top view and a 3D isometric view for the last time period before the
leading edge of the bubble touches the outlet of the microchannel for the six different
wettability cases that are investigated, is shown.

both flow regimes, the bubbles grow within a few milliseconds and fill almost the
entire cross-section of the microchannel.

2. Low heat flux or high mass flux (e.g. q′′ = 20 kWm−2, G = 295 kgm−2 s−1) is
associated with smaller bubble sizes (less vapour volume). Conversely, high heat
flux or low mass flux (e.g. q′′ = 100 kWm−2, G = 74 kgm−2 s−1) is associated
with higher bubble sizes (higher vapour volume).

3. The contact line areas with the heated wall is relatively small for the hydrophilic
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cases in comparison to the hydrophobic surfaces.

4. Apart from the heat and mass flux values, the wettability characteristics of the
heated surface also determine the prevailing evaporation mechanism (liquid film
versus contact line evaporation).

5. Liquid film evaporation is the main and sometimes the only heat transfer
mechanism observed in hydrophilic surfaces, while in hydrophobic surfaces the
dominant heat transfer mechanism is contact line evaporation.

6. For all three of the examined heat fluxes the maximum values of the wall superheat
decrease with the increase of the mass flux for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
surfaces.

7. When the wall superheat becomes significantly large (for the examined cases there
is a threshold of >19 °C), for the hydrophilic cases, the radius of the curvature of
the nose decreases, resulting in a sharper nose, and hence, a thicker liquid film.

8. The receding contact angle value plays a significant role in the trailing part of the
generated bubbles. In many cases, this value prevents a complete detachment of
the bubble from the heated wall for the hydrophilic surfaces (especially at high
mass flux) and sometimes for hydrophobic surfaces as well (at high heat flux).

In order to better identify and quantify the effect of wettability on flow boiling
performance, quantitative results for the simulations, described above, are presented and
discussed in the following paragraphs. Figures 20, 21 and 22 report the dimensionless
time-averaged local Nusselt numbers Nu(x), over the dimensionless length of the channel
L∗ , for all of the examined advancing and receding contact angle combinations together
with the single-phase stage of the proposed numerical runs that is used as a reference,
for each of the considered applied heat and mass fluxes, respectively. The percentage
differences of the global Nusselt numbers (Nuglob) for each advancing and receding
contact angle combination with the corresponding Nuglob of the single-phase stage of
each numerical run, are summarised in Tables 6, 7 and 8, for applied heat flux values of
q′′ = 20, 50 and 100 kWm−2, respectively.

In order to evaluate the local Nusselt number, the local heat transfer coefficient h(x)
needs to be calculated from expression 2.

The Nu number can be calculated from the following relationship:

Nu =
h(χ)Dh

λl
(68)

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel and λl is the thermal conductivity
of the liquid phase. The global averaged Nusselt number Nuglob represents the area
below the resulting in each case local time-averaged Nu (Nu(x)), over dimensionless
length L∗ curve and is calculated as follows:

Nuglob =
n∑

i=j

Nuj,n
L∗ (69)
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The Nuglob has been calculated using a Matlab script. It is important to mention at
this point that the single-phase stage of the numerical runs that is used as a reference
for the local and/or global Nu numbers, might be much higher than the corresponding
forced convection Nu numbers of a real single-phase liquid flow, due to the fact that in
the numerical simulation the nucleation is not a result of the simulation but instead a
bubble is patched artificially in a previously developed single-phase flow that has reached
a steady state without any nucleate boiling initiation when the onset temperature is
reached. Therefore, this “numerical” single-phase stage is used here as a reference in order
to identify and quantify the enhancement in the heat transfer from each two-phase flow
stage that corresponds to each combination of advancing and receding contact angles. A
quantitative comparison of the Nu(x) versus L∗, for q′′ = 100 kWm−2 is conducted in
Fig. 20, for G = 74, 150, 295 kgm−2 s−1. For low mass flux, hydrophobic surfaces (solid
line) appear to have slightly higher Nu(x) values compared to the hydrophobic surfaces
(dash-dotted line). However, for medium and high mass fluxes the Nu(x) values in
hydrophilic surfaces gradually decrease while in the hydrophobic surfaces gradually
increase with respect to the single-phase flow reference curve. The above observations
are also reflected in Table 6, where the percentage difference of the Nuglob between the
single-phase reference and each two-phase flow result is depicted, for q′′ = 20 kWm−2.
It is evident that hydrophilic surfaces perform better at G = 74 kgm−2 s−1. This might
be due to the fact that for cases with low and medium hydrophilicity, both liquid film
and contact line evaporation contribute to the overall heat transfer, while for the high
hydrophilicity case heat transfer occurs only due to the contact line evaporation. For
G = 150 kgm−2 s−1, the differences between hydrophilic and hydrophobic cases can be
considered as minor as the percentage difference with the single-phase flow reference
is in all cases around 3%. Finally, hydrophilic surfaces and liquid film evaporation
mechanism leads to inferior heat transfer performance, compared to the hydrophobic
surface, at high mass flux G = 295 kgm−2 s−1.

Table 6: Percentage difference between the global Nu number and the single-phase for
q′′ = 20 kWm−2.

θα
(◦)

θr
(◦)

G

( kg
m2s

)
Nuglob

(-) %Diff.
G

( kg
m2s

)
Nuglob

(-) %Diff.
G

( kg
m2s

)
Nuglob

(-) %Diff.

Single
phase

74

4.493 -

150

5.866 -

295

7.689 -

19 8 4.658 3.682 6.042 3.002 7.873 2.392
49 0 4.631 3.075 6.036 2.892 7.875 2.420
70 40 4.604 2.457 6.006 2.398 7.902 2.771
101 95 4.580 1.945 6.036 2.901 7.960 3.530
120 80 4.568 1.677 6.044 3.034 8.039 4.550
120 115 4.589 2.135 6.078 3.618 8.057 4.794

The time-averaged local Nu over the non-dimensional L∗ (Nuglob) of the considered
hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces for the medium heat flux value q′′ = 50 kWm−2

and all three investigated mass flux values is presented in Fig. 21. Similar behavior
is observed for the simulations of q′′ = 50 kWm−2. As it can be seen from Fig. 21
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Figure 20: Time-averaged local Nu along the conjugate heat transfer interface versus
dimensionless Length for q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and G =74, 150 and 295 kg/m2/s

and Table 7, for mass the fluxes of 74 and 150 kgm−2 s−1, for the hydrophilic surfaces
where the liquid film evaporation has been the dominant heat transfer mechanism (for
low mass flux: θa/θr=19°/8°, θa/θr=49°/0°, θa/θr=70°/40°; and for medium mass flux:
θa/θr=19°/8°, θa/θr=49°/0°), higher Nuglob is observed. For mass flux 295 kgm−2 s−1,
hydrophobic surfaces with the underpinned contact line evaporation mainly contributing
towards the overall heat transfer, perform slightly better than the hydrophilic cases.
Among the three hydrophobic cases, the surface with the high CAH hysteresis shows
the highest increase in the overall heat transfer in comparison to the single-phase flow
reference. The reason for this is expected to be the comparatively higher radius of the
curvature of the nose which in some cases has resulted in the presence of liquid film,
and therefore, enhancement of heat transfer, due to a combination of liquid film and
contact line evaporation.

Finally, the Nuglob for the high heat flux value (q′′ = 100 kWm−2), for all of the
investigated advancing and receding contact angle combinations as well as the percentage
difference between the Nuglob of the two-phase flows and with the corresponding
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Figure 21: Time-averaged local Nu along the conjugate heat transfer interface versus
dimensionless Length for q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 74, 150 and 295 kg/m2/s

Table 7: Percentage difference between the global Nu number and the single-phase for
q′′ = 50 kWm−2.

θα
(◦)

θr
(◦)

G

( kg
m2s

)
Nuglob

(-) %Diff.
G

( kg
m2s

)
Nuglob

(-) %Diff.
G

( kg
m2s

)
Nuglob

(-) %Diff.

Single
phase

74

4.493 -

150

5.866 -

295

7.689 -

19 8 4.658 3.682 6.042 3.002 7.873 2.392
49 0 4.631 3.075 6.036 2.892 7.875 2.420
70 40 4.604 2.457 6.006 2.398 7.902 2.771
101 95 4.580 1.945 6.036 2.901 7.960 3.530
120 80 4.568 1.677 6.044 3.034 8.039 4.550
120 115 4.589 2.135 6.078 3.618 8.057 4.794
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Figure 22: Time-averaged local Nu along the conjugate heat transfer interface versus
dimensionless Length for q′′ = 100 kWm−2 and G = 74, 150 and 295 kg/m2/s

Table 8: Percentage difference between the global Nu number and the single-phase for
q′′ = 100 kWm−2.

θα
(◦)

θr
(◦)

G

( kg
m2s

)
Nuglob

(-) %Diff.
G

( kg
m2s

)
Nuglob

(-) %Diff.
G

( kg
m2s

)
Nuglob

(-) %Diff.

Single
phase

74

4.493 -

150

5.866 -

295

7.689 -

19 8 4.659 3.683 6.173 2.684 7.858 1.700
49 0 4.643 3.333 6.169 2.610 7.861 1.742
70 40 4.655 3.613 6.166 2.559 7.848 1.582
101 95 4.635 3.158 6.110 1.625 7.820 1.211
120 80 4.615 2.711 6.127 1.924 7.852 1.628
120 115 4.581 1.955 6.077 1.093 7.798 0.925
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single-phase flow references, are summarised in Figure 22 and Table 8, respectively.
Overall, it can be seen that hydrophilic surfaces show slightly better performance for
all mass fluxes compared to the hydrophobic. Additionally, it can be seen that the
decrease of the mass flux results in a corresponding decrease in the percentage difference
between the two-phase simulations and the corresponding single-phase flow reference.
As mentioned earlier, churn flow was observed for the low mass flux simulations for all
surfaces. It is important to note that by comparing Figs. 20, 21 and 22 we observe that
for single-phase flow we do not have significant difference in heat transfer, however, this
is not the case for two-phase flow. This may attributed to the fact that in two-phase
flows when q′′ is changing then the evaporation rates are also changing, as well as the
two-phase flow patterns are changing and therefore different heat transfer rates are
observed.

From all these quantitative comparisons and analyses of the numerical simulation
predictions, the following conclusions can be made:

1. Overall, as expected for the same heat flux, the Nuglob is increased linearly with
the corresponding increase of the mass flux.

2. In all graphs at L∗ = 0, the curve starts with the maximum local time-averaged Nu
number in the inlet region of the considered microchannel. This can be attributed
due to the sudden release of the patched bubble.

3. In many cases up to L∗ = 0.15, a sudden increase of the time-averaged Nu is
observed. This behavior is related to the nucleation of the bubble and the rapid
bubble growth in this region.

4. For q′′ = 20 kWm−2 the Nuglob curve of two-phase simulation cases and numerical
single-phase diminish the difference and have almost same results after the L∗ = 0.7.
For higher mass fluxes the difference between the two-phase and single-phase is
approximately at L∗ = 0.5.

5. The time-averaged Nu varies with respect to the existent flow boiling regime
and the corresponding heat transfer mechanism, which were found to be; a) film
boiling evaporation and b) contact line evaporation.

6. For the same heat flux applied, the hydrophilic surfaces result in better heat
transfer performance for low mass flux (G = 74 kgm−2 s−1). Hydrophilic surfaces
perform slightly better for the medium mass flux cases (G = 150 kgm−2 s−1) as
well, with the only exemption of the case with low heat flux (q′′ = 20 kWm−2

), where the Nuglob of hydrophobic cases is marginally higher, compared to the
hydrophilic cases. For the highest mass flux value (G = 295 kgm−2 s−1) and the
lowest heat flux value (q′′ = 20 kWm−2), hydrophobic cases performed better.
Conversely, for G = 295 kgm−2 s−1, the cases which have as dominant heat transfer
mechanism the contact line evaporation it is shown to perform slightly worse
when the value of the heat flux increases (e.g. 50 and 100 kWm−2).

7. When it comes to the Nuglob and percentage difference with respect to the
reference single-phase stages of the simulations, the highest difference between the
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hydrophilic and the hydrophobic surfaces is found to be between the two extreme
contact angle cases (θa=19°, θr=8° versus θa=120°, θr=115°) for q′′ = 20 kWm−2

and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1. Particularly, the hydrophobic surface had a percentage
difference of 4.794% compared to 2.392% of the hydrophilic case (approx. 2.4%
difference). The smaller percentage difference is found to be for q′′ = 50 kWm−2

and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1 between θa=19°, θr=8° and θa=120°, θr=80°, with the
hydrophilic case to have percentage difference of 2.011% and the hydrophobic
surface 2.795% (approx. 0.8% difference).

Overall, it can be concluded that for the examined heat and mass flux ranges, the
effect of wettability plays a significant role on the bubble growth dynamics that are
directly linked to the developed flow regime causing a noticeable effect in the resulting
heat transfer characteristics. However, considering a single nucleation site and a single
nucleation event the effect of wettability on Nuglob is evident but nor significant.
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4.1.7 Effect of wettability on micro-passages – Single nucleation site,
multiple recurring nucleation events

In a wide range of practical applications, considering a single nucleation site bubble
nucleation constitutes a recurring event. Therefore, in order to create a more realistic
case where the initiated nucleation event is recurring, an additional numerical study is
performed using the same simulation set-up but with multiple recurring single nucleation
events for the same overall flow time interval. In total two simulations are conducted,
one for hydrophilic (θa=19°, θr=8°) and one for hydrophobic (θa=120°, θr=115°) surface.
The applied heat and mass flux values are 50 kWm−2 and 295 kgm−2 s−1, respectively.
These values are specifically selected because Nuglob percentage difference between the
hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces, as can be seen in Table 7, are minimal, showing
in this way the effect of wettability on multiple recurring nucleation events for the
worst-case scenario heat and mass flux values. In these simulations, after the initial
patch of the bubble nucleus, a new bubble is patched at the same point after a certain
time period. The time interval that each bubble is patched is chosen to be 1.2ms. The
first bubble is patched at 0ms, which corresponds to the time that the thermal boundary
layer is fully developed (first single-phase stage of each simulation), up to 8.4ms, where
the last bubble seed is patched. The simulations were run up to 8.4ms, completing
seven nucleation cycles in total (one nucleation cycle = 1.2ms). All the bubble seeds
were patched at the same position (same as in the previous simulations shown, at
200µm distance from the inlet of the microchannel). As it can be seen from Figure 23,
the proposed time interval has been selected after plotting the surface temperature (for
a single nucleation event, shown in the previous section) at the nucleation point over
time and it is found that this is the common point between the two surfaces for the
temperature to stabilise for the first time, after its initial drop due the contact line
evaporation. As mentioned earlier, the proposed numerical model does not include
any prediction of the onset temperature. Therefore, in the following simulations, it
is considered that the temperature at the surface is enough for producing multiple
recurring nucleation events of a single bubble with the given frequency.

Qualitative, flow visualisation results of the multiple recurring nucleation events are
shown in Figure 24. In total, four different time periods using a 3D isometric view as
well as a 2D top view of the investigated cases are depicted. The spatial and temporal
evolution of the vapour bubble of the hydrophilic case is shown on the left side of the
Fig. 27, while results for the same time period of the hydrophobic surface can be seen
on the right side. In both cases, a similar flow regime that resembles a slug flow can be
observed, however, the dominant heat transfer mechanism is different in each case. In
more detail, for the hydrophilic case, the imposed bubble seed maintains a contact area
with the heated wall, at the early stages of each nucleation cycle.

The average time needed for each bubble to completely detach from the heated
wall is 1.5ms, after its appearance in the microchannel. Subsequently, the bubble(s)
detaches from the surface covering almost the entire cross-section of the channel, with
the presence of a thin liquid film between the bubble and the channel walls. Some
temporary dry patches with the side walls of the channel are evident at specific time
periods. Therefore, in this case, the dominant heat transfer mechanism is liquid film
evaporation while contact line evaporation contributes only at the initial stages of the
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Table 9: Percentage difference between the global Nu number and the single-phase for
q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1 for a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic surface.

θa/θr Bubble cycle Bubble growth
event duration (ms) % Difference

Single nucl.
cycle 0-3.1 2.011

1st nucleation
cycle 0-1.2 0.745

2nd nucleation
cycle 0-2.4 1.947

3rd nucleation
cycle 0-3.6 3.584

19, 8 4th nucleation
cycle 0-4.8 5.479

5th nucleation
cycle 0-6.0 7.239

6th nucleation
cycle 0-7.2 8.958

7th Nucleation
cycle 0-8.4 10.704

Single nucl.
event 0-2.2 2.526

1st nucleation
cycle 0-1.2 0.573

2nd nucleation
cycle 0-2.4 2.256

3rd nucleation
cycle 0-3.6 4.956

120, 115 4th nucleation
cycle 0-4.8 7.673

5th nucleation
cycle 0-6.0 10.487

6th nucleation
cycle 0-7.2 13.370

7th nucleation
cycle 0-8.4 16.314
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Figure 23: Temperature evolution of a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic case measured
at the center of the initial position of the patched bubble (e.g. 200µm from the entrance
of the microchannel) over time.

bubble growth after nucleation. On the contrary, the dominant heat transfer mechanism
for the hydrophobic surface is in fact the contact line evaporation, with the growing
bubble(s) maintaining contact area with the heated wall throughout the entire transport
process. Moreover, it is characteristic that in the hydrophilic case, the bubbles are in
continuous contact with the side walls of the channel throughout the entire process. In
both surfaces, someone can clearly see that the colour of the surface near the outlet of
the channel has changed from red (for t = 1.2ms) into orange for the hydrophilic surface
and into green for the hydrophobic surface (for t = 8.4ms), reducing significantly the
superheat of the wall, compared to the single nucleation event simulations.

This is evident by seeing the quantitative results of the two simulations. In Figure 25
the Nuglob of each recurring nucleation cycle is compared with the reference single-phase
curve as well as with the simulation presented in the previous section with the bubble
growth from a single nucleation event for the same heat flux, mass flux and wettability.
In both sub-figures it can be seen that each cycle is increasing the Nuglob gradually,
enhancing significantly the overall heat transfer. The percentage differences between
the Nuglob of each nucleation recurring event and the single-phase simulation, can be
seen in Table 9. Initially, it should be noted that the Nuglob percentage difference
of the hydrophilic surface (2.011%) was slightly lower than the hydrophobic surface
(2.526%) for the single nucleation event simulations, and for every nucleation cycle, this
difference is farther increased. In more detail, the percentage difference of the Nuglob
for the hydrophilic surface from 0ms up to 8.4ms is 10.704%, while for the hydrophobic
surface it is 16.314%. This difference for such a small time frame and for the utilised
mass flux, which was earlier shown that the wettability effect diminishes as the mass
flux increases (for the q′′ = 50 kWm−2), can be considered as a significant enhancement
of the heat transfer due to the different surface wettability.
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Figure 24: Simulation results of a single bubble growth and multiple nucleation
events with time interval 1.2ms. The heat and mass flux values are 50 kWm−2

and 295 kgm−2 s−1. (a) Hydrophilic surface (θa/θr=19°/8°), (b) hydrophobic surface
(θa/θr=120°/115°).

4.1.8 Effect of wettability on micro-passages – Multiple nucleation sites,
multiple recurring nucleation events

In order to investigate an even more realistic case with respect to the previous
investigations, numerical simulations of flow boiling in microchannels, with 29 recurring
nucleation sites arbitrarily distributed on the heated wall, were also conducted. The
simulations use the same parameters as the ones previously presented, where the heat
and mass flux is 50 kWm−2 and 295 kgm−2 s−1, respectively, and the bubble radius is
20 µm. The 29 nucleation sites are recurring every 1.2ms, up to 8.4ms (seven nucleation
cycles in total). The position of the 29 nucleation sites remains the same for all recurring
cycles. In Figure 26, the position of the 29 arbitrarily distributed bubble seeds is shown
at 0ms.

Figure 27 shows the evolution of the phenomenon through four successive time
instants. Again, as in the previous figures, a 2D top view and a 3D isometric view of the
phenomenon for the hydrophilic and the hydrophobic surface can be seen. Qualitatively,
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Figure 25: Results of a single nucleation site and multiple nucleation events for
q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1. Comparison of the seven nucleation cycles
with time interval 1.2ms with the single-phase reference simulation and the previous
single nucleation event simulation. Left: Hydrophilic surface (θa/θr=19°/8°). Right:
Hydrophobic surface (θa/θr=120°/115°).

Figure 26: Top view of the position of the 29 arbitrarily distributed along the heated
microchannel bubble seeds. In total, seven recurring nucleation events of 29 nucleation
sites, at the same position, were conducted.

it is evident that the flow regime can be affected by the total number of nucleation
sites. Particularly, for the hydrophilic case, the transition from churn to slug flow is
observed. Churn flow can be seen at the beginning of each cycle and mostly at the
second half of the length of the microchannel, where the wall superheat is higher. This
phenomenon is more profound in the early stages of the simulation and diminishes as
the wall superheat decreases. Liquid film evaporation is the dominant heat transfer
mechanism in the hydrophilic surface case, with small contribution of contact line
evaporation, mostly in the first half of the microchannel, until the full departure of
the bubbles from the heated surface. Conversely, slug flow is only observed for the
hydrophobic surface and contact line evaporation is the only heat transfer mechanism.
By observing the colour of the heated wall at each time period for both surfaces, it
is evident that the wall temperature of the hydrophilic surface due to the liquid film
evaporation is considerably lower, resulting in a smaller wall superheat. Therefore, it
seems that liquid film evaporation is a more effective mechanism from the overall heat
transfer.

This can also be clearly seen from the time-averaged Nu number for each nucleation
cycle over the non-dimensional length L∗ for the hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces
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Figure 27: Top and 3D views of the numerical results for q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and
G = 295 kgm−1 s−1. (a) Single nucleation site and single nucleation event of bubble
growth, for the last time period before the leading edge reaches the outlet of the
channel, for a hydrophilic and hydrophobic surface. (b) Four different time periods
for simulations of multiple nucleation sites (29 bubble seeds placed arbitrarily) and
recurring nucleation cycles (1.2, 4.9, 6.2 and 8.4ms).
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shown in Figures 27a and 27b, respectively, as well as from Table 10, where the
percentage difference between each nucleation cycle and the reference single-phase
Nuglob is shown.

As in the previous simulations of single nucleation bubble, the highest time-averaged
Nu values are observed at the inlet of the channel. The hydrophobic surface performs
better locally, particularly within the first 15% of the microchannel length. After that,
a sharp decrease of the time-averaged Nu up to 30% of the microchannels’ length
is observed, with the reduction continuing at a more moderate rate, up to the end
of the channel. Even though the maximum local time-averaged Nu in the first 15%
of the microchannel is lower in the hydrophilic surfaces, for the remainder 85% the
time-averaged Nu is significantly higher.
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Figure 28: Results of 29 nucleation bubble sites and multiple nucleation events for
q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1. Comparison of the seven nucleation cycles
with time interval 1.2ms with the single-phase simulation and the single nucleation
event simulation, up to the point where the nose of the bubble touches the outlet of the
microchannel. Left: Hydrophilic surface (θa/θr = 19°/8°). Right: Hydrophobic surface
(θa/θr = 120°/115°).

Quantitatively, in both cases, it can be seen that the multiple nucleation events and
the numerous nucleation sites have significantly enhanced the heat transfer coefficient
resulting in higher a Nuglob. In the simulations of the single nucleation event and single
nucleation site as well as in the case of a single nucleation site with multiple recurring
nucleation events, it has been concluded that the hydrophobic surface performed
slightly better compared to the equivalent hydrophilic case. However, in this set of
simulations, the hydrophobic surface performs better locally (from L∗ = 0 to 0.15),
while the hydrophilic surface performs better overall, along the microchannel. The
Nuglob is increased in total by 43.9% compared to the single-phase. A very high Nuglob
enhancement of 17.8% compared to the single-phase can be seen also in the hydrophobic
surface for all the nucleation cycles. The above results indicate the importance and the
significance of the wettability on the global Nu number, and hence, on the time-averaged
local Nu number.
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Table 10: Percentage difference between the global Nu number and the single-phase for
q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1 for a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic surface.

θa/θr Bubble cycle Bubble growth
event duration (ms) % Difference

Single nucl.
cycle 0-3.1 2.011

1st nucleation
cycle 0-1.2 9.039

2nd nucleation
cycle 0-2.4 16.214

3rd nucleation
cycle 0-3.6 21.492

19, 8 4th nucleation
cycle 0-4.8 26.762

5th nucleation
cycle 0-6.0 32.372

6th nucleation
cycle 0-7.2 38.156

7th Nucleation
cycle 0-8.4 43.896

Single nucl.
event 0-2.2 2.526

1st nucleation
cycle 0-1.2 1.916

2nd nucleation
cycle 0-2.4 4.758

3rd nucleation
cycle 0-3.6 7.507

120, 115 4th nucleation
cycle 0-4.8 10.101

5th nucleation
cycle 0-6.0 12.718

6th nucleation
cycle 0-7.2 15.292

7th nucleation
cycle 0-8.4 17.854
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4.1.9 Conclusions

CFD simulations have been performed for saturated flow boiling of Ethanol in a single
rectangular channel having a hydraulic diameter of 0.2mm and a channel length of
2.4mm in order to identify and quantify the effect of wettability characteristics on
the resulting flow regimes as well as on the local and global heat transfer coefficients.
The numerical experiments were conducted for six different surface wettabilities, with
all the other parameters remaining the same. In total, three sets of simulations were
performed:

A) Simulations considering a single nucleation site and a single nucleation event, for
heat fluxes of 20, 50 and 100 kWm−2 and mass fluxes of 74, 150 and 295 kgm−2 s−1.

B) Simulations considering single nucleation sites and seven recurring nucleation
events every 1.2ms, for a heat flux 50 kWm−2 and a mass flux 295 kgm−2 s−1).

C) Multiple nucleation sites (29 bubble seeds arbitrarily distributed along the
microchannel) and multiple (seven) nucleation recurring events every 1.2ms, for a heat
flux of 50 kWm−2 and a mass flux 295 kgm−2 s−1.

The following remarks summarize the conclusions of the present investigation:
A) Conclusions that are drawn from the simulations of a single nucleation site and

a single nucleation event:

• Surface wettability plays a significant role in the flow regime and the associated
dominant heat transfer mechanism, for all the above-described scenarios.

• The effect of surface wettability on Nu glob number for simulations with a single
nucleation site and a single nucleation event is found to be minor.

• Liquid film evaporation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism for hydrophilic
surfaces.

• On hydrophobic surfaces contact line evaporation is found to be the main heat
transfer mechanism.

• By observing the local time-averaged Nusselt number over the non-dimensional
length plot L∗, it can be seen that the hydrophobic surface performs better locally
(e.g. from L∗ = 0 to 0.15), while the hydrophilic surface performs better in overall
along the microchannel.

• For a single nucleation event and a single nucleation site, hydrophilic surfaces
performed better at low mass flux (74 kgm−2 s−1), for all three examined heat
fluxes, but also for the cases of high heat flux (100 kWm−2). Hydrophobic
surfaces performed better for the cases with heat flux 20 kWm−2 and mass
flux 295 kgm−2 s−1, and slightly better for heat flux 20 kWm−2 and mass flux
150 kgm−2 s−1 as well as for 50 kWm−2 and 295 kgm−2 s−1. For the same set of
simulations, when comparing the percentage difference between the global Nusselt
number of the numerical single-phase and each of the examined contact angle
simulations, the highest difference between the hydrophilic and the hydrophobic
surfaces is found to be between the two extreme contact angle cases (θa = 19°,
θr = 8° versus θa = 120°, θr = 115°) for q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1,
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where the hydrophobic surface had percentage difference of 4.794% compared to
2.392% of the hydrophilic case (approx. 2.4% difference). The smaller percentage
difference is found to be for q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1 between
θa = 19°, θr = 8°and θa = 120°, θr = 840°, with the hydrophilic case to have
percentage difference of 2.011% and the hydrophobic surface 2.795% (approx.
0.8% difference).

• Among the hydrophilic surfaces, bubble departure from the heated surface is
faster for the cases with low hydrophilicity (e.g. θa = 19°, θr = 8° and θa = 49°,
θr = 40°). For the case θa = 70°, θr = 40° the high receding contact angle has
led to either delayed bubble departure or no departure of the trailing part of
the bubble, leading to two simultaneous heat transfer mechanisms (liquid film
evaporation and contact line evaporation).

• By increasing the applied heat flux value and keeping the mass flux constant, a
minor effect on the time-averaged Nu number is observed, however, when the
mass flux is in- creased, the heat transfer coefficient is found to increase linearly.

• A slug flow regime is observed in all examined cases, except from the case with
high heat flux and low mass flux (100 kWm−2 and 295 kgm−2 s−1, respectively),
where churn flow can be seen at the initial stages of the nucleation. In both
flow regimes, the bubbles grow within few milliseconds and fill almost the entire
cross-section of the microchannel.

B) Conclusions that are drawn from the simulations of a single nucleation site and
multiple recurring nucleation events:

• The flow regime did not change, remaining slug flow for both surfaces.

• For the first two sets of simulations, where numerical experiments of a single
nucleation site are conducted, contact line evaporation is found to be the most
efficient cooling mechanism, resulting in a higher heat transfer rate.

• The global Nusselt number is seen to be increased significantly, by each nucleation
cycle, achieving within 8.4ms a 10.70% increase compared to the single-phase for
the hydrophilic surface and 16.31% for the hydrophobic surface. Meaning that
for the considered set of simulations as well as the heat and mass flux values,
contact line evaporation, which is the dominant heat transfer mechanism for the
hydrophobic surface, is more efficient.

C) Conclusions that are drawn from the simulations of multiple nucleation sites and
multiple nucleation recurring events:

• For the last set of simulations, where 29 arbitrarily distributed bubble seeds are
patched and are periodically recurred for seven nucleation cycles, it is found that
surface wettability plays a significant role on global Nusselt number, and hence,
on the heat transfer coefficient.
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• Within 8.4ms the global Nusselt number is increased by 43.9%, compared to the
single-phase. The increase of the hydrophobic surface compared to the single-phase
is 17.8%.

• For the hydrophobic case, a transition from churn flow to slug flow at the beginning
of each nucleation cycle (e.g. within 0.2ms) can be observed at the second half
of the length of the microchannel, where the wall superheat is higher. For the
hydrophobic surface, only slug flow is observed.

• Liquid film evaporation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism in the hydrophilic
surface case, with small contribution of contact line evaporation, mostly in the
first half of the microchannel until fully departure of the bubble from the heated
surface occurs. On the other hand, contact line evaporation is the dominant heat
transfer mechanism in the hydrophobic surface case.

• The wettability effects on this set of simulations are expected to be even more
effective on cases with low and/or high heat and mass flux (e.g. q′′ = 20 kWm−2

and G = 295 kgm−2 s−1), where the percentage difference for the first set of
simulations was even higher, compared to heat and mass flux utilised in these
cases.

• By the presence of multiple nucleation sites, liquid film evaporation has significantly
enhanced the overall heat transfer coefficient, and for the proposed simulation
parameters it can be considered a much more efficient heat transfer mechanism
compared to contact line evaporation.

Summarising, in this study for the first time in the literature, the effect of surface
wettability in the bubble dynamics and the associated heat transfer characteristics, for
cases of flow boiling within microchannels, is isolated, identified and quantified, giving
significant insight into the wettability dependent dominance of the various different
heat transfer mechanisms (liquid film versus con- tact line evaporation) providing their
quantified effect, on the local and global heat transfer characteristics

4.2 Effect of aspect ratio on flow boiling in microchannels

4.2.1 Scope

In flow boiling, the microchannel shape and cross-section dimensions are very important
due to their relation with the liquid film thickness, two-phase flow pattern and heat
transfer characteristics. As it has been stated by many researchers, the aspect ratio
notably affects the flow boiling characteristics and has been reported as one of the still
open fundamental research aspects and ambiguities. In detail, in the case of rectangular
microchannels, the developed flow patterns, the heat transfer mechanisms and rates
as well as the encountered pressure drops, can be affected by the aspect ratio of the
channel cross-section, defined as the ratio of the channel width over the channel height
(β = W/H). In this (sub)section, experimental and numerical works published related to
the effects of the aspect ratio (AR) on flow boiling within microchannels are presented.
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Markal et al. [180] studied the influence of aspect ratio on the saturated flow
boiling characteristics, conducting experiments of parallel rectangular microchannels of
deionized water, with constant hydraulic diameter of 100µm for various ranges of mass
(151-324 kgm−2 s−1) and heat (71–131 kWm−2) flux values. The examined aspect ratio
defined as the depth to width ratio for the particular investigation, were 0.37, 0.82, 1.22,
2.71, 3.54 and 5.00. It is concluded that the heat transfer coefficient increases with an
increase in the aspect ratio up to AR = 3.54, followed by a decrease for the highest aspect
ratio case. AR = 1.22 appeared as a threshold value for the heat transfer coefficient.
Additionally, it was reported that for all aspect ratio cases investigated, pressure drop
increases with an increase in the heat flux due to the increased evaporation momentum
force. It was observed that extended bubbles towards the inlet of the channel begin to
apply more force and therefore flow resistance was increased. In a more recent work by
Markal et al. [181], using the experimental data from their previous work [180], a new
correlation including the aspect ratio effect was proposed to predict the heat transfer
coefficient for saturated flow boiling in microchannels. The proposed correlation showed
very good predictions with an overall Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 16.9% and 86.4%,
96.2% and 99.5% of the predicted data falling within ±30, ±40 and ±50% error bands,
respectively.

Soupremanien et al. [182] performed experiments of flow boiling in rectangular
channels using Forane 365 HX as the working fluid. The experiments were conducted in
two microchannels with AR1=7 and AR2= 2.3, while the hydraulic diameter was kept
constant at 1.4mm, for various heat flux values. It was reported that higher values of
heat transfer coefficient could be seen in the case with larger aspect ratio and low heat
flux but lower heat transfer coefficient at high heat fluxes, highlighting the importance
of aspect ratio on flow boiling heat transfer.

In another study, Fu et al. [183] investigated the influence of various aspect ratio
channels (0.83, 0.99, 1.65, 2.47, 4.23 and 6.06) with a constant hydraulic diameter
1.2mm on flow boiling heat transfer using HFE-7100 as the working fluid. The results
showed that the aspect ratio has a significant effect on the flow boiling heat transfer
with the case of AR = 0.99 having the best heat transfer performance (both with respect
to the CHF and the heat transfer coefficient). This was due to the existence of the
liquid film around the channel corners of the square channel. The lower heat transfer
coefficient reported in the channels with other aspect ratios was due to the possibility
of partial dryout regions (non-wetted walls).

Singh et al. [184] focused on the impact of varying the aspect ratio of rectangular
microchannels, on the overall pressure drop involving water boiling. Rectangular
microchannels were fabricated with varying aspect ratios (β) but constant hydraulic
diameter of 142 ± 2 µm and length of 20mm. The invariant nature of the hydraulic
diameter is confirmed through two independent means: physical measurements using a
profilometer and by measuring the pressure drop in a single-phase fluid flow. These
experimental results show that the pressure drop for two-phase flow in rectangular
microchannels experiences minima at an aspect ratio of about 1.6. The minimum is
possibly due to opposing trends of frictional and acceleration pressure drops, with
respect to aspect ratio. In a certain heat flux and mass flux range, it was observed that
the two-phase pressure drop was lower than the corresponding single-phase value. This
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was also among the first studies to investigate the effect of aspect ratio in two-phase
flow in microchannels.

In the work by Wang et al. [185], flow boiling heat transfer in high aspect
ratio (β) micro-channels was experimentally investigated. Three high-aspect-ratio
rectangular micro-channels were used, with the hydraulic diameters of which being
571µm, 762µm and 1454µm. Mass fluxes of 11.2 kgm−2 s−1), 22.4 kgm−2 s−1) and
44.8 kgm−2 s−1) and a wide range of heat fluxes were applied. Visualisation results,
thermography measurements and heat transfer characteristics of FC-72 and ethanol
were obtained. Moreover, ten existing correlations for macro-, mini- and micro-channels
were assessed. For ethanol, good predictions of three micro-channel correlations were
achieved (MAE = 16.4–18.8%). However, all the correlations showed very high MAE
for FC-72 (MAE = 80.7–641.3%). It was found that liquid properties and the unique
high-aspect-ratio micro-channel geometry are crucial in developing a more accurate
correlation. A modified correlation was therefore proposed for FC-72 and ethanol with
an MAE of 23.6%. They concluded that the effects of channel aspect ratio and liquid
properties need to be emphasised to develop more accurate correlations for flow boiling
heat transfer in high-aspect-ratio micro-channels.

More recently, Al-Zaidi et al [186], investigated the effect of aspect ratio in flow
boiling heat transfer within horizontal multi-microchannels using HFE-7100 as well.
In total 3 different types of fabricated channels with aspect ratios of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0
were studied. The results demonstrated that the heat transfer coefficient increases with
heat flux, while there is an insignificant effect of mass flux. Additionally, the local
heat transfer coefficient was found to increase with the increase of the aspect ratio.
Furthermore it was concluded that bubble size in the higher aspect ratio case was
smaller than that in the lower aspect ratio case. Furthermore, it was observed that the
vapour slug length was longer for the smaller aspect ratio channels.

Candan et al. [187] conducted experiments of flow boiling of deionized water within
a single minichannel with different aspect ratios (0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 2.00 and 4.00) with
various heat (70–310 kWm−2) and mass (108-296 kgm−2 s−1) flux values, for studying
their influence in heat transfer and pressure drop. It was reported that the AR has a
significant effect on the local two-phase heat transfer coefficient, with the case of AR=1
demonstrating the best performance while the case of 0.25 showing the poorest one.
The heat transfer coefficient was found to increase with the corresponding increase of
the heat flux, mass flux, as well as with the local vapor quality. Regarding the pressure
drop, the results showed a significant effect on the aspect ratio. Particularly, the lowest
values of the pressure drop are obtained at the extreme values of the aspect ratio
(0.25 and 4), with the total pressure drop increasing with the corresponding increase
in the heat flux, mass flux and exit vapor quality. Finally, the obtained results were
compared with similar experiments of microchannel heat sinks [180], showing that in
minichannels the dominant heat transfer mechanism is nucleate boiling, and the flow
patterns are quite different. Therefore, it was concluded that the underlying reason for
the fundamental differences with the microchannel cases is the effect of confinement.

Lee and Mudawar [188, 189] examined experimentally the effects of micro-channel
hydraulic diameter and aspect ratio (1/β = H/W) on flow boiling heat transfer of
HFE-7100 in four horizontal rectangular multi-microchannels made of oxygen-free
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copper, with the hydraulic diameter ranging from 0.176 to 0.416mm and aspect ratio
(width to height) range of 0.25–0.41. They reported that the heat sink with a smaller
hydraulic diameter exhibited better heat transfer performance compared to channels
with large diameters. This was attributed to an increase in the wetted area and mass
velocity for the small hydraulic diameter. Reviewing the work by Lee and Mudawar
[188, 189] Ozdemir et al. [190] reported that the effect of diameter was studied while
the channel aspect ratio was not fixed. Hence, the change in the wetted area could be
due to a change in the aspect ratio rather than a change in diameter.

In their recent work, Ozdemir et al. [190] presented the experimental results of
flow boiling of water in single rectangular microchannels. Three rectangular copper
microchannels having the same hydraulic diameter (0.56 mm) and length (62mm) but
different aspect ratios (β = 0.5, 2.56, and 4.94) were investigated using de-ionized
water as the working fluid. The experiments were conducted over the experimental
range of mass flux 200–800 kgm−2 s−1), heat flux 4–1350 kWm−2) and inlet subcooling
of ∼ 14K. The results showed that the channel with smaller aspect ratio exhibited
better heat transfer performance up to certain heat fluxes (∼480–500 kWm−2), whilst
the effect of channel aspect ratio became insignificant for higher heat fluxes. The flow
boiling patterns were observed and the main flow regimes were bubbly, slug, churn, and
annular flow. Flow reversal was also observed which caused a periodic flow in the two
microchannels having smaller aspect ratio. A comparison of the experimental results
with widely used macro and micro-scale heat transfer correlations is presented. The
macro-scale correlations failed to predict the experimental data while some micro-scale
correlations could predict the data reasonably well. Ozdemir et al. [190] reported,
reviewing previous investigations, that the effect of aspect ratio is very complex. Markal
et al. [180] concluded that the heat transfer coefficient increased with increasing heat
flux in deep channels while it decreases with heat flux in shallow channels. On the
contrary, Candan et al. [187] reported that the deep channels exhibited poor heat
transfer performance due to the occurrence of dry-out, while Al-Zaidi et al. [186]
reported that, for HFE-7100, the local heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing
aspect ratio for all their tested conditions.

The effect of aspect ratio on flow boiling characteristics such as the heat transfer
coefficient, pressure drop and flow patterns in copper multi-microchannel evaporators was
experimentally studied by Al-Zaidi et al. [191]. The hydraulic diameter of each channel
was 0.46mm with ARs of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0, while HFE-7100 was utilised as coolant.
Constant heat flux with values ranging between 9.6 to 191.6 kWm−2 were applied
while the mass flux was varied between 50 to 250 kgm−2 s−1. From the experimental
visualisation flow patterns such as bubbly, slug, churn, and annular flow were observed.
It was observed that when the AR increased the volume fraction decreased, possibly
due to the confinement effect as well as the lower heat transfer from the side walls.
Additionally, the nose of the vapour slugs become rounder when the AR was decreased.
The heat transfer coefficient increased by about 14% when the channel AR was increased
from 0.5 to 2, while the pressure drop decreased with the increase of the aspect ratio
and increased when the heat flux was increased as well. The authors highlighted the
fact that the AR can play a significant role on both the base heat flux and pressure
drop and identified the AR as a parameter that needs to be taken into account when
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designing such thermal management systems. However, the authors concluded that
additional investigations with different ARs, operating conditions and working fluids
need to be conducted in order to better understand the proposed effect.

Lee and Garimella [192] performed numerical simulations, based on the finite volume
method, to predict steady, laminar heat transfer coefficients in hydrodynamically
developed but thermally developing flow within rectangular microchannels of different
aspect ratios (1/β = H/W). Generalised correlations for both the local and average
Nusselt numbers in the thermal entrance region were proposed. The proposed
correlations allow accurate predictions of the thermal performance of microchannel heat
sinks. The same authors investigated in another work experimentally flow boiling in
arrays of parallel microchannels, using a silicon test piece with embedded discrete heat
sources and integrated local temperature sensors [193]. The considered microchannels
ranged in width from 102µm to 997µm, with the channel depth being nominally
400µm in each case resulting in different aspect ratios (1/β = H/W). Each test piece
had a footprint of 1.27 cm by 1.27 cm with parallel microchannels diced into one
surface. Twenty-five microsensors integrated into the microchannel heat sinks allowed
for accurate local temperature measurements over the entire test piece. The experiments
were conducted with deionized water which enters the channels in a purely liquid state.
Results were presented in terms of temperatures and pressure drops as a function
of imposed heat flux. The experimental results allowed a critical assessment of the
applicability of existing models and correlations in predicting the heat transfer rates
and pressure drops in microchannel arrays and led to the development of models for
predicting the two-phase pressure drop and saturated boiling heat transfer coefficient.

In a more recent work [194], a numerical study, utilised ANSYS CFX 14.5,
commercially available CFD code, has been carried out to investigate the heat transfer
enhancement and fluid flow characteristics for various aspect ratios (1/β = H/W)
of single-phase rectangular micro channel heat sinks (MCHS). The channel size
optimization has been carried out numerically to obtain effective heat removal from the
MCHS. Average convective heat transfer coefficient, outlet temperature, friction and
pressure drop, pumping power and thermal resistance (76) have been plotted against the
Reynolds number. The Nusselt number has been plotted as a function of the Reynolds
number for three heat sinks with different aspect ratios: 20, 30 and 46.66. From the
numerical analysis, aspect ratio of 30 is the preferred choice and amount of the heat
removal is at an optimum level. The proposed investigation also considers conjugate
heat transfer, between solid and single-phase flow domains.

More recently Magnini and Matar [195] performed a systematic numerical analysis
examining the effect of the channel shape on the bubble dynamics and heat transfer,
under flow boiling conditions within microchannels, using their customised VOF method
in OpenFOAM in order to capture the liquid-vapour interface dynamics. A benchmark
flow model was utilised, where a single isolated Taylor bubble was seeded at the channel
upstream and transported by a liquid flow across a diabatic section, which was heated
by a constant and uniform heat flux. Flow conditions that apply well to the flow boiling
of water or refrigerant fluids in sub-millimetre channels at low heat flux ( 10 kWm−2)
were investigated, with cross-section aspect ratios (β = W/H) ranging from 1 to 8,
while the hydraulic diameter of the channel was fixed. It was shown that the heat
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transfer performances for different channel shapes are closely related to the perimetral
distribution of the liquid film surrounding the elongated vapour slugs that are generated
due to liquid film evaporation. It was also illustrated that square channels (β = 1)
exhibit the highest heat transfer coefficients at low flow rates, due to a very thin liquid
film that forms at the centre of the wall, however, they are more at a risk of film
dryout. High aspect ratio rectangular channels may be beneficial at larger flow rates,
as they promote the formation of an extended liquid film that covers up to 80% of
the cross-section perimeter. Finally, at larger aspect-ratios, the average heat transfer
coefficient along the shorter wall becomes orders of magnitude smaller than the value
detected along the longer wall, owing to a strong asymmetry in the liquid film perimetral
distribution. The proposed work constitutes a two-phase flow investigation related
to flow boiling within microchannels, however, it does not account for conjugate heat
transfer between solid and two-phase flow domains.

As can be seen from the above review, despite its potential and its significant effect,
there are only a few studies in the literature that examine the influence of aspect ratio
in two-phase flows within microchannels, with the majority of them being experimental.
Additionally, most of these studies investigate the effect of the aspect ratio on an already
quasi-steady state two-phase flow conditions, whereas the first transient stages of the
two-phase flow development from bubble nucleation up to two-phase flow development,
still remain unexplored. Therefore, fundamental analysis of the role of the channel
aspect ratio focusing both on the bubble dynamics and heat transfer characteristics
at the early transient stages of the bubble growth within confined micro-passages,
under saturated flow boiling conditions, is conducted and presented in the following
paragraphs. This study has been recently published by Andredaki et al. [99, 196].

4.2.2 Numerical simulations set-up and process

For the performance of the numerical simulations, the same boundary conditions as
described in section 4.1.3 are used. Furthermore, the working coolant remains ethanol
and the microchannel is considered as stainless steel. Both properties can be found in
Table 3 and Table 4. The advancing and receding contact angle values are 19° and 8°,
respectively. Three different aspect ratios are considered (β = 0.5, 1.0, 2.5), and for all
three different aspect ratios, a fixed channel hydraulic diameter of Dh = 200 µm was
used. Three different values of applied heat flux (q′′ = 20, 50, 100 kWm−2) and mass
flux (G = 73.7, 149.6, 249.7 kWm−2 s−1 for β = 0.5, G = 98.2, 199.5, 392.9 kWm−2 s−1

for β =1.0 and G = 171.7, 349.1, 687.6 kWm−2 s−1 for β = 2.5) are also considered.
Since the hydraulic diameter of the channels with the different aspect ratios as well
as the applied heat fluxes in each sub-series of runs remain constant, while both the
height and the width of the channels vary to achieve the different aspect ratios, the
total power dissipated in each case is slightly different. Therefore, the low, medium
and high mass fluxes, applied for each channel aspect ratio, were varied accordingly in
order to maintain the same total power to mass flux ratios, i.e., maintaining a constant
enthalpy.

In order to obtain a fully developed thermal and hydrodynamic boundary layer,
single-phase simulations for each case were conducted for a few hundreds of ms (following
the same strategy as described in 4.1.3). In total two series of simulations were performed
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Table 11: Considered channel aspect ratios and corresponding dimensions of the solid
and fluid domain.

Solid domain Fluid domain

β
Ls

(mm)
Hs

(mm)
Ws

(mm)

total
number
of cells

Lf

(mm)
Hf

(mm)
Wf

(mm)

total
number
of cells

0.5 2.4 0.09 0.15 4.05M 2.4 0.30 0.25 13.50M

1.0 2.4 0.09 0.20 5.40M 2.4 0.20 0.20 12.00M

2.5 2.4 0.09 0.35 9.45M 2.4 0.14 0.35 14.70M

(a) (b)

Figure 29: Initial condition for the second (two-phase) stage of numerical simulations
for Series 1 (a) and Series 2 (b) numerical simulations. In both cases the initial condition
that is illustrated indicatively here, corresponds to a channel aspect ratio of β =1.0, an
applied heat flux of q′′=20 kWm−2 and a mass flux of G = 98.2 kgm−2 s−1.

in this study. Initially, simulations of a single nucleation site (single bubble) with a
radius of 20µm placed in a distance of 200µm from the inlet of the channel, are
performed. After that, a second series, where 30 arbitrarily distributed bubble seeds,
with a radius of 20µm are placed simultaneously on the conjugate boundary, were
conducted. In order to examine the early stages of bubble growth dynamics and
heat transfer characteristics, only the first 10ms from the bubble nucleation event are
considered in each case. The computational domain for one of the cases (β = 0.5) is
shown in Figure 9. The dimensions of each utilised microchannel are shown in Table 11.
Figure 29 illustrates the position of the bubble(s) of the first (a) and second series (b)
of simulations.

For the first series of numerical simulations, in order to observe the effects of channel
aspect ratio at different heat fluxes, the overall analysis for all of the three considered
channel aspect ratio values, was performed for three different values of applied heat flux,
q′′=20, 50 and 100 kWm−2 and three different liquid velocities at the inlet (indicated as
low, medium and high). For the second series of numerical simulations, only the lowest
heat flux and mass flux for each channel aspect ratio are considered. The overall details
regarding the different channel aspect ratio cases considered for each of the main two
series of numerical simulations are summarised in Table 12 and Table 13, respectively.
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Table 12: Considered channel aspect ratios and corresponding mass flow rates for Series
1 of numerical simulations (these cases are considered for q′′ = 20, 50 and 100 kWm−2).

Series 1 W (mm) H (mm) Dh mm β (-) G (kgm−2 s−1) U (ms−1)

I
a

0.15 0.3 0.2 0.5
73.7 0.1

b 149.6 0.2
c 294.7 0.4

II
a

0.2 0.2 0.2 1
98.2 0.13

b 199.5 0.27
c 392.9 0.53

III
a

0.35 0.14 0.2 2.5
171.9 0.23

b 349.1 0.47
c 687.6 0.93

Table 13: Considered channel aspect ratios and corresponding mass flow rates for
Series 2 of numerical simulations (these cases are considered only for 20 kWm−2).

Series 2 W (mm) H (mm) Dh (mm) β (-) G (kgm−2 s−1) U (ms−1)
I 0.15 0.3 0.2 0.5 73.7 0.1
II 0.2 0.2 0.2 1 98.2 0.13
III 0.35 0.14 0.2 2.5 171.9 0.23

Finally, it should be mentioned that more than 1,700,000 core-hours were utilised
for the final runs of both series of numerical simulations.

4.2.3 Single bubble seed numerical simulations

The spatial and temporal evolution of the generated vapour bubbles for Cases Ib,
IIb and IIIb, of Table 12, for an applied heat flux value of q′′ = 20 kWm−2 , is
depicted, indicatively, in Figure 30. The grey semi-transparent surface represents the
liquid/vapour interface, while the coloured contours in a clip section that extends from
one side of the channel up to its middle plane, reveal the instantaneous temperature
fields in both the fluid and solid regions of the computational domain. The equivalent
bubble diameter, calculated as a sphere with the same volume, is indicated for each
time instance.

It is evident that the variation of the channel aspect ratio has a quite significant
effect on the resulting bubble growth dynamics. For β = 0.5, the bubble grows into a
Taylor bubble maintaining minimal contact with the channel walls, with a liquid film
formed between the bubble and the channel walls, apart from some small dry patches
at the side walls. For β = 2.5, the bubble grows into an elongated vapour slug that
maintains contact with the top and bottom walls of the channel, throughout most of its
length. However, no dry patches at the side walls are observed in this case. Therefore,
for β = 0.5, the bubble grows mainly due to liquid film evaporation, while for β = 2.5
the bubble grows due to vapour/liquid/solid contact line evaporation. In the case of
β = 1.0, the generated bubble grows into an elongated vapour slug that maintains
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Figure 30: The spatial and temporal evolution of the generated vapour bubble
(q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and G = 149.6, 199.5 and 349.1 kgm−2 s−1 for β = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.5,
respectively).

continuous contact with the bottom heated boundary almost for its entire length, while
some minimal contact with the top boundary is evident after t = 3ms without however,
this contact extending for the entire length as in the case of the bottom boundary of
the fluid domain. Dry patches with the side walls of the microchannel are also evident
that extend almost for the entire length of the bubble, after t = 3ms. Therefore, also
in this case, since there is no liquid film formed in the vicinity of the bottom heated
wall, the dominant heat transfer mechanism is only the contact line evaporation. As
expected, in all three cases, due to the associated latent heat of evaporation, as the
bubble grows and moves towards the outlet, the temperature of the heated solid domain
is decreasing since the solid domain cools down.

In Figures 31 and 32, the corresponding temporal and spatial bubble evolution is also
shown, once more for the medium velocity (i.e., mass flux) cases, Cases Ib, IIb and IIIb,
of Table 12, for applied heat flux values of 50 kWm−2 and 100 kWm−2, respectively.

It is evident that the previous observations still hold for the β = 0.5 cases, as the
applied heat flux subsequently increases. Also, for the higher applied heat fluxes, the
bubble grows into a Taylor bubble maintaining minimal contact with the channel walls,
with a liquid film formed between the bubble and the channel walls, apart from some
small dry patches at the side walls. It is, however, obvious that with the subsequent
increase in the heat flux, the generated bubble reaches at a similar volume at much earlier
flow times, which indicates a subsequent increase in the evaporation rates (t=5.0ms for
q′′ = 20 kWm−2, t = 2.0ms for q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and t=0.9ms for q′′ = 100 kWm−2).
For the cases of β = 1.0 and β = 2.5 and for q′′ = 100 kWm−2, it is observed that
the increase in the applied heat flux from q′′ = 20 kWm−2 to q′′ = 50 kWm−2 leads
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Figure 31: The spatial and temporal evolution of the generated vapour bubble
(q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 149.6, 199.5 and 349.1 kgm−2 s−1 for β = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.5,
respectively).

Figure 32: The spatial and temporal evolution of the generated vapour bubble
(q′′ = 100 kWm−2, G = 149.6, 199.5 and 349.1 kgm−2 s−1 for β = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.5,
respectively).

to the development of a liquid film at the later stages of the bubble development
that extends from the leading edge of the elongated bubble up to a quite significant
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portion upstream (t = 2.0ms, β = 1.0, 2.5). This development of the liquid film
for β = 1.0 and β = 2.5 is further enhanced with the further increase of the applied
heat flux to q′′ = 100 kWm−2. As it can be seen, the liquid film development for
q′′ = 100 kWm−2 starts much earlier (t = 0.2ms) for both β = 1.0 and β = 2.5 than
in the corresponding cases of q′′ = 50 kWm−2 (t = 1.5ms). Summarising, it is evident
that also for higher values of applied heat flux, the variation of the channel aspect
ratio has a quite significant effect on the resulting bubble growth dynamics. It is also
evident that as the applied heat flux increases, the liquid film evaporation starts to
become progressively more dominant for higher aspect ratio channels. The effect of the
variation of the applied liquid mass flux at the channel inlet on the generated vapour
slug dynamics is indicatively shown for the lowest of the considered applied heat fluxes
(q′′ = 20 kWm−2) and for all three considered aspect ratios, in Figures 33, 34 and 35.

Figure 33: The spatial and temporal evolution of the generated vapour bubble
(q′′ = 20 kWm−2, β = 0.5 and G = 73.7, 149.6, 294.7 kgm−2 s−1).

As can be observed, the area of the dry patches with the side walls that was already
observed in the medium mass flux case is enhanced at lower and higher mass fluxes
for β = 0.5. Moreover, for both lower and higher mass fluxes, a direct contact of the
generated bubble with the bottom heated wall is observed. Therefore, it is obvious
that for β = 0.5 and for low and high mass fluxes, contact line evaporation also occurs
in combination with the liquid film evaporation that was dominant in the case of the
medium mass flux. However, in all of the examined mass fluxes, liquid film evaporation
appears to be the prevailing heat transfer mechanism for β = 0.5. Finally, in general,
it is evident that the increase of the mass flux leads to a subsequent decrease in the
vapour slug volume that reaches the outlet of the micro-channel. This is due to the
higher traveling speed of the generated bubble and hence, the resulting less time that it
experiences evaporation.
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Figure 34: The spatial and temporal evolution of the generated vapour bubble
(q′′ = 20 kWm−2, β = 1.0 and G = 98.2, 199.5, 392.9 kgm−2 s−1).

For β = 1.0, the decrease of the applied mass flux leads to a considerable increase
of the contact area of the vapour slug with the top wall of the channel, in comparison
to what is observed for the medium mass flux value. The dry patch areas with the side
walls are, however, similar for low and medium mass fluxes. On the other hand, the
increase of the mass flux leads to a delay in the development of the dry patches with
the top and the side walls of the channel. For all three of the considered mass fluxes
contact line evaporation seems to be the prevailing heat transfer mechanism for β = 1.0.
Finally, also for β = 1.0, the increase of the mass flux leads to a subsequent decrease in
the vapour slug volume that reaches the outlet of the considered microchannel.

For β = 2.5, the decrease of the applied mass flux appears to have a negligible effect
on the generated vapour slug dynamics. Both for low and medium mass fluxes, the
bubble grows into an elongated vapour slug that maintains contact with the top and
bottom walls of the channel throughout most of its length, without any dry patches
developing at the side walls of the microchannel. However, for the higher mass flux
value, the bubble appears to be in contact only with the bottom wall without any dry
patches developing at the top and side walls. For all three of the considered mass fluxes,
contact line evaporation is the prevailing heat transfer mechanism also for β = 2.5.

In order to identify and quantify the effects of channel aspect ratio on the local,
instantaneous heat transfer, in Figure 36, the instantaneous local Nusselt number Nu(x)
is plotted over the dimensionless length L∗ of the considered microchannel, along the
central longitudinal axis of the conjugate heat transfer boundary, for the three considered
channel aspect ratios, for all values of the applied heat flux and for the medium of the
examined mass fluxes, for three successive time instances in each case, respectively. In
all cases, also the corresponding single-phase curve from the initial condition (Stage
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Figure 35: The spatial and temporal evolution of the generated vapour bubble
(q′′ = 20 kWm−2, β = 2.5 and G = 171.9, 349.1, 687.6 kgm−2 s−1).

1 simulations) of the corresponding two-phase simulation stages (Stage 2 simulations)
is plotted as a reference. The local heat transfer coefficient is first calculated as the
ratio of the applied heat flux over the temperature difference between the heated wall
temperature and the saturation temperature, h(x), and then, the local Nusselt number
is calculated as the ratio of the product of the heat transfer coefficient with the channel
hydraulic diameter over the thermal conductivity of the liquid, Nu(x).

Focusing on the single-phase curves, it can be observed that the initial increase
of β from 0.5 to 1.0, results in slightly lower values of Nu(x) along the heated wall.
However, the further increase of β to 2.5 results in a significant increase in the values
of Nu(x), indicating an enhancement in the local heat transfer coefficient, for all the
examined heat fluxes. Examining now the resulting Nu(x) for the two-phase flow stages,
it can be observed that, for all three values of the applied heat flux, at the early
stages of the bubble growth (time t = 1.0ms for q′′ = 20 kWm−2, t = 0.5ms for
q′′ = 100 kWm−2 and t = 0.2ms for q′′ = 100 kWm−2), two successive peaks in the
Nu(x) values are encountered in comparison with the corresponding single-phase curves.
These are due to the contact line evaporation at these points along the conjugate
heat transfer boundary. As the bubble growth process continues (time t = 2.0ms for
q′′ = 20 kWm−2, t = 1.0ms for q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and t = 0.6ms for q′′ = 100 kWm−2),
for the narrow microchannel (β = 0.5), where the bubble maintains a minimal contact
area with the heated wall, with a successively developing liquid film region, the local
heat transfer is significantly enhanced due to liquid film evaporation, approaching local
instantaneous Nu values similar to the wide microchannel (β = 2.5). In this case, it
is characteristic that an enhanced local heat transfer zone is traced also upstream of
the bubble position that gradually attenuates towards the inlet of the channel. As for
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Figure 36: Effect of the aspect ratio (β) on the local instantaneous Nusselt number
(Nu(x)) along the conjugate heat transfer boundary as a function of dimensionless length
(L∗), for different applied heat fluxes (q′′ = 20, 50, 100 kWm−2) and the medium in
each case applied mass flux (G = 149.6 kgm−2 s−1 for β = 0.5, G = 199.5 kgm−2 s−1for
β = 1.0, G = 349.1 kgm−2 s−1 for β = 2.5).

the square (β = 1.0) and wide microchannels (β = 2.5), where the growing bubbles
maintain a significant contact area with the conjugate heat transfer boundary, a local
increase of the instantaneous Nu number (with respect to the single-phase curves) is
observed, at the points where the central wall longitudinal axis (sampling line) meets
the contact line between the bubble interface and the heated wall. Also, in these
cases, upstream of the first peak point, an enhanced region of local heat transfer is
traced that gradually attenuates to the single-phase values towards the inlet. This is
due to the thermal inertia of the solid domain. In more detail, as the bubble grows
and moves towards the microchannel outlet, due to either contact line evaporation or
liquid film evaporation or due to a combination of these two mechanisms, the solid wall
temperature is reduced significantly, increasing the local heat transfer coefficient, due
to the resulting reduction in the temperature difference between the wall of the channel
and the saturation temperature. However, due to the thermal inertia of the solid wall,
it takes some time for the wall temperature to increase again. This has as a result the
development of this region of enhanced local heat transfer, behind the moving bubbles.
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The same behaviour is observed also for the later stages of the bubble growth process
(time t = 5.0ms for q′′ = 20 kWm−2, t = 2.0ms for q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and t = 0.9ms
for q′′ = 100 kWm−2). For q′′ = 100 kWm−2, liquid films have been developed for all
three of the considered aspect ratios, leading to a significant enhancement of the local
heat transfer. From all these observations, it is evident that the variation of the aspect
ratio of a microchannel has a significant effect on the local heat transfer coefficient, due
to an enhancement in the single-phase heat transfer, combined with the alteration of
the underpinned bubble growth dynamics (when boiling occurs and a two-phase flow
is developed), that may result in different contributions of contact line versus liquid
film evaporation. Furthermore, it is shown that the thickness and thermal properties of
the channel walls have a major impact on the local instantaneous heat transfer, due
to the associated thermal inertia of the solid domains. This last conclusion highlights
the importance of considering Conjugate Heat Transfer simulations for flow boiling
investigation within micro-passages and constitutes one of the main novelties of the
present numerical investigation. For practical applications, since the time-averaged
local heat transfer is more meaningful than the instantaneous one for microchannel heat
sinks design, in Figure 37, the effect of the channel aspect ratio on the time-averaged
local Nusselt number is plotted for all of the considered heat and mass flux levels. In
each case, the corresponding initial condition curve (from the steady state, single-phase
stage of the conducted simulations) is also plotted for reference.

As it can be observed, in general, for all combinations of applied heat flux and mass
flux, the channel with β = 2.5 results in significantly higher Nusselt values in comparison
to the other two values of aspect ratio (β = 0.5 and β = 1.0), which show comparable
heat transfer performance for most of the heat flux and mass flux combinations. However,
this can be mainly attributed to the significantly higher single-phase stage heat transfer
for the channel with β = 2.5, with respect to the channels with β = 0.5 and β = 1.0
which both start from a similar initial condition. It is also obvious that for all the
applied heat fluxes, and all the considered aspect ratios, the increase of the mass flux
results in a subsequent decrease in the two-phase time-averaged local Nusselt number
values. On the contrary, the increase of the applied heat flux does not seem to have a
significant influence on the resulting two-phase Nusselt numbers, with respect to the
single-phase stage curves. Just a local redistribution of the regions of higher Nusselt
numbers, with respect to the corresponding single-phase curves, is observed with the
increase of the applied heat flux, especially for the lower and medium mass fluxes. To
further quantify the effect of the channel aspect ratio variation, Table 14 summarises the
average and the maximum differences of the two-phase time-averaged Nusselt numbers,
from the corresponding single-phase stage curves as well as the global Nusselt number,
calculated as the area under the two-phase flow curves, for all the considered aspect
ratios and applied heat flux and mass flux combinations. As it can be observed more
clearly from the global Nusselt numbers, for all applied heat flux values and mass flux
levels combinations, the channel with aspect ratio of β = 2.5 shows the highest heat
transfer performance, while the other two channels with aspect ratios of β = 0.5 and
β = 1.0 show a quite similar heat transfer performance
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Table 14: Average and maximum differences of two-phase time-averaged Nusselt
numbers from the corresponding single-phase stage curves, and global Nusselt number
of two-phase simulation stages, for all the considered aspect ratio, applied heat flux
and mass flux combination (single nucleation site cases).

Case β
(-)

q′′

(kW
m2 )

G
( m
m2 s

)

Average difference
between single-phase
and two-phase curves

(%)

Maximum difference
between single-phase
and two-phase curves

(%)

Nuglob
(-)

1 0.5 20 low 3.225 9.436 4.66
2 1 20 low 12.142 16.535 5.11
3 2.5 20 low 1.285 4.355 5.35
4 0.5 50 low 2.538 10.789 4.63
5 1 50 low 3.123 9.124 4.73
6 2.5 50 low 2.407 14.56 5.42
7 0.5 100 low 2.937 13.695 4.66
8 1 100 low 3.918 11.835 4.74
9 2.5 100 low 1.978 6.861 6.86
10 0.5 20 medium 2.768 6.65 6.04
11 1 20 medium 1.858 4.989 5.98
12 2.5 20 medium 1.493 3.76 6.94
13 0.5 50 medium 2.011 5.961 6.15
14 1 50 medium 4.026 6.25 6.09
15 2.5 50 medium 3.257 10.674 7.03
16 0.5 100 medium 2.071 12.201 6.17
17 1 100 medium 1.67 6.703 5.97
18 2.5 100 medium 1.55 8.115 6.96
19 0.5 20 high 2.237 4.91 7.87
20 1 20 high 1.747 4.251 7.86
21 2.5 20 high 1.587 3.956 9.14
22 0.5 50 high 1.782 5.46 7.97
23 1 50 high 1.091 3.96 7.79
24 2.5 50 high 2.561 6.409 9.22
25 0.5 100 high 1.401 5.723 7.86
26 1 100 high 0.841 4.269 7.8
27 2.5 100 high 0.621 4.195 9.05
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Figure 37: Effect of the aspect ratio (β) on the local time-averaged Nusselt number
(Nu(x)) along the conjugate heat transfer boundary as a function of dimensionless length
for different mass fluxes (low, medium, high) and heat fluxes (20 kWm−2, 50 kWm−2

and 100 kWm−2), using a single nucleation site.

4.2.4 Multiple Bubble Seeds Numerical Simulations

From the analysis and comparison of all considered cases so far, it is evident that the
variation of the channel aspect ratio directly affects the resulting generated bubble
dynamics that, in turn, has a noticeable effect on the resulting local and global heat
transfer characteristics. However, since during flow boiling in micro-channels, usually
multiple nucleation sites are activated simultaneously, and there could be bubble to
bubble interactions that might additionally affect the developing two-phase flow regime
and, therefore, the heat transfer characteristics, three additional cases are considered in
the present investigation. In more detail, for the lowest of the examined heat fluxes and
mass fluxes for each aspect ratio (worst case scenario from the heat transfer performance
point of view), an additional simulation is performed, starting from the same initial
single-phase flow stages as before, patching this time 30 arbitrary distributed bubble
nuclei along the conjugate heat transfer boundary. The proposed simulations use the
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same parameters as the corresponding ones previously presented, where the applied
heat flux is q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and the applied mass fluxes are G = 73.7, 98.2 and
171.9 kgm−2 s−1, for the channels with aspect ratio β = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.5, respectively.
The radius of the 30 initialised bubble nuclei is 20 µm, and their position remains the
same with respect to the central longitudinal axis of the conjugate boundary in all three
channels.

Figure 38 shows the spatial and temporal evolution of the 30 initiated bubble seeds
for the first 1.3ms from their initiation. As expected, the bubble seeds evaporate,
grow, and coalesce. In all three cases, apart from an initial part in the vicinity of the
channel inlet, from the early stages (t = 0.4ms), the initial bubble seeds have grown
significantly and merged into an elongated vapour slug that extends from the outlet of
the channel up to a certain upstream point, a bit after the middle of the channel for the
channels with aspect ratios β = 0.5 and 1.0, and a bit before the middle point of the
channel for the channel with aspect ratio β = 2.5. From the inlet up to the proposed
point, smaller bubbles, in a slug plug flow arrangement, are observed in all cases. The
size of these upstream bubbles appears smaller in the case of β = 2.5 than in the cases
of β = 0.5 and 1.0, where the proposed bubbles are of comparable size. However, it is
evident that the aspect ratio has a considerable effect on the shape and form of the
generated bubbles. In more detail, for β = 0.5, the generated bubbles maintain contact
with the conjugate boundary (bottom heated wall) as well as with the side vertical
channel walls, for the entire 1.2ms that are considered here. With the increase of the
aspect ratio to β = 1.0, not any contact with the side walls is observed and only a
small contact area with the conjugate boundary is evident. Finally, in the case of the
channel with aspect ratio β = 2.5, apart from the contact with the bottom heated wall,
a significant contact area with the top channel wall is also evident.

To reach a more quantitative comparison, the time-averaged local Nusselt number
along the dimensionless length of the channel is plotted for each channel aspect ratio
(dashed lines), in Figure 39. The initial single-phase stage curves for each case are also
plotted for reference (solid lines).

As it can be observed, in all three cases, the increase of the Nusselt number,
in comparison to the single-phase stage curves, is significantly higher than in the
corresponding single nucleation site cases (Figure 37). What is interesting is that, in
the case of multiple nucleation sites, the two-phase flow curve of the channel with
aspect ratio β = 0.5 shows comparable levels of local Nusselt number along the channel
length, with respect to β = 2.5, even though the Nu at the initial single-phase stage
of the simulations is significantly lower for β = 0.5. This was not evident in the
single nucleation site runs Figure 37), where the β = 2.5 channel showed significantly
higher local time-averaged Nusselt numbers than the other two channels with β = 0.5
and β = 1.0, which resulted in comparable to each other values. This is also evident
comparing the Global Nusselt Numbers for each of the three cases which are summarised
in Table 15. Table 15 also reports the average and maximum % difference between the
single-phase flow initial stage and two-phase flow curves. It is evident that the channel
with aspect ratio β = 0.5 show significantly higher both average and maximum %
difference values, in comparison to the channels with aspect ratios β = 1.5 and β = 2.5,
and, therefore, it results to a Global Nusselt number value that is quite close to the
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Figure 38: The spatial and temporal evolution of the generated vapour bubbles,
q′′ = 20 kWm−2, and G = 73.7 (β = 0.5), 98.2 (β = 1.0) and 171.9 (β = 2.5) kgm−2 s−1.

Figure 39: Effect of the aspect ratio (β) on the local time-averaged Nusselt number
Nu(x) along the conjugate heat transfer boundary as a function of dimensionless length
for low mass fluxes and a heat fluxes of 20 kWm−2, using multiple simultaneous
nucleation sites.

channel with aspect ratio β = 2.5.
At this point, it should also be mentioned that, as it was shown in the previous
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Table 15: Average and maximum differences of two-phase time averaged Nusselt
numbers from the corresponding single-phase stage curves, and global Nusselt number
of two- phase simulation stages, for all the considered aspect ratios, applied heat flux
q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and low mass flux values G = 73.7 (β = 0.5 ) , 98.2 (β = 1.0) and
171.9 kgm−2 s−1(β = 2.5)

Case β
(-)

q′′

(kWm−2)
G

( kgm−2 s−1)

Average
difference
between

single-phase
and two-phase

curves
(%)

Maximum
difference
between

single-phase
and two-phase

curves
(%)

Nuglob
(-)

1 0.5 20 low 27.13 42.78 5.64
2 1 20 low 10.57 25.59 5.02
3 2.5 20 low 10.42 20.92 5.78

subsection 4.1, where the effect of wettability for a channel aspect ratio of β = 0.5
was investigated [197], the observed maximum and average percentage increase of the
time-averaged local Nusselt number, in comparison to the initial single phase stage of
the simulation as well as the global Nusselt number, can be further increased to even
higher values, for the case of recurring nucleation events from multiple nucleation sites.

4.2.5 Conclusions

A fundamental analysis of the effect of the channel aspect ratio on the bubble dynamics
and heat transfer characteristics at the early transient stages of the bubble growth within
confined microchannels, under saturated flow boiling conditions, has been presented in
the previous paragraphs. According to the Author’s best knowledge, this is the first
time that an investigation is focusing on the effect of the channel aspect ratio variation
on the first transient stage of the bubble growth and heat transfer characteristics,
illustrating the importance of this transient stage to the bubble growth dynamics as
well as the underpinned heat transfer characteristics and mechanisms. A previously
developed and validated, custom, enhanced, diabatic version of the VOF method in
OpenFOAM, that accounts for spurious velocities dampening, accurate dynamic contact
angle modelling, phase-change due to boiling and condensation, as well as conjugate
heat transfer between solid and two-phase fluid domains, is utilised for this purpose.
Different applied heat fluxes and mass fluxes were tested for each of the three considered
channel aspect ratios. Ethanol was selected as the working fluid for all cases. Two
different series of numerical simulations were conducted. In the first series, only a single
nucleation event from a single nucleation site is considered to examine the effect of
the channel aspect ratio on a single vapour slug development, trying to identify the
prevailing heat transfer mechanism in each case, i.e., contact line versus liquid film
evaporation. In the second series, multiple arbitrary located nucleation sites are used
for the lower value of the applied heat fluxes from the first series of simulations as well
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as for the lower level of applied mass fluxes in each case, to perform three more realistic
scenarios with 30 arbitrary distributed simultaneous nucleation sites.

From the first series of numerical simulations, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

• For low heat fluxes, the narrow microchannel (β = 0.5), liquid film evaporation is
the dominant heat transfer mechanism, while for the square (β = 1.0) and wide
(β = 2.5) microchannels, contact line evaporation dominates and contributes to
the cooling of the heated solid domain. As the applied heat flux increases, liquid
film evaporation progressively becomes dominant also in the case of the square
and wide microchannels. The applied mass flux appears to have a considerable
effect on the generated bubble growth dynamics for the case of the narrow channel,
since either lowering or increasing the mass flux leads to a combination of contact
line and liquid film evaporation, since the contact areas of the generated bubble
with the walls of the channel increase significantly. For the case of the square and
wide microchannels, the variation of the mass flux does not alter the dominant
heat transfer mechanism, which for all the examined mass fluxes is contact line
evaporation.

• The aspect ratio of a microchannel has a significant effect on the local heat transfer
characteristics. This happens due to an enhancement in the single-phase heat
transfer, prior to the onset of nucleate boiling, combined with the alteration of
the underpinned bubble growth dynamics and the resulting differentiation in the
contributions of contact line versus liquid film evaporation, when boiling occurs
and a two-phase flow is developed.

• The thickness and thermal properties of the solid channel walls have a major
impact on the local instantaneous heat transfer, due to the associated thermal
inertia of the solid domains.

• Comparing the global Nusselt numbers, it is also concluded that the wide
microchannel shows indeed the highest heat transfer performance, however, this
is mainly due to the single-phase flow stage contribution.

From the second series of numerical simulations, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

• In all three examined channel aspect ratio cases, the initially arbitrary distributed
bubble nuclei on the heated wall grow rapidly and merge, forming an elongated
vapour slug that extends from the channel inlet up to an upstream point, close to
the middle of the channel. From that point and further upstream towards the
outlet, smaller bubbles with the slug-plug flow arrangement are developed.

• The length of the elongated vapour slug decreases with the increase of the channel
aspect ratio. Moreover, the shape and form of both the elongated vapour bubble
as well as of the smaller bubbles upstream (i.e., contact areas with the channel
walls) is also affected significantly by the increase of the aspect ratio, indicating
an alteration in the contribution of the dominant heat transfer mechanisms.
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• From the comparison of the time-averaged local Nusselt numbers along the
channels, it can be concluded that, for all cases, the increase of the Nusselt
numbers is much higher when more realistic cases, with multiple simultaneous
nucleation sites, are simulated, especially for the narrow channel. This leads to a
similar overall heat transfer performance with respect to the wide channel, which
was superior in the case of the isolated single bubble. This is also evident by
comparing the resulting global Nusselt numbers.

From the overall analysis and discussion of the numerical simulation predictions of
the present study, the following more general conclusions can be drawn:

• The micro-passage aspect ratio has a significant effect on the generated bubble
dynamics during the onset of the nucleate boiling regime, in the first transient
period of the bubble growth and development within the confined liquid crossflow.
This, in fact, regulates the size and position of the contact areas of the bubble
with the microchannel walls, with a direct effect in the contribution and also the
balance of the contact line versus liquid film evaporation.

• In general, the numerical simulations, which do not consider the conjugate heat
transfer between solid and two-phase fluid domains, lead to poor results and
should be avoided.
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4.3 Effect of solid surface thermophysical properties on flow
boiling in microchannels

Additional ways for increasing the heat transfer coefficient while keeping constant the
surface area is by reducing the thermal resistance of the heat sink. This can be achieved
by either changing the roughness Ra of the heated solid surface or using solid surfaces
made of high thermal conductivity material. In the present subsection, the effect of
solid surface thermophysical properties will be examined by performing an additional
parametric analysis and isolating the effect of the thermophysical properties of the
microchannel’s solid material in the flow boiling.

4.3.1 Scope

Stainless steel, brass, copper and aluminium are materials that can be utilised for
different reasons and under different conditions in the heat exchanger industry, therefore
many investigations have been conducted in the past for flow boiling of tubes and
minichannels in order to better understand how the thermophysical properties of
these materials affect the heat dissipation and pressure drop. It is known that among
the above-mentioned materials, copper has the highest thermal conductivity and in
combination with its easy machinability has been selected in many cases to be used in
different industrial applications. Aluminium alloys have less thermal conductivity than
copper, however, are lightweight and cost less. Additionally, aluminium forms a very
stable and tenacious oxide that is resistant to surface corrosion. Stainless steel has the
lowest thermal conductivity among the above-mentioned materials and is preferred for
applications such as regenerators within heat engines, where low thermal conductivity
is desirable [198].

Bang and Choo [199] studied experimentally the effect of copper, aluminium and
brass circular channels on flow boiling heat transfer coefficient using Freon 22 as coolant.
The diameter of the channels was 1.67mm. Tests were performed for a fixed mass
flux of 600 kgm−2 s−1, and an applied heat flux between 5 and 30 kWm−2. The results
showed that the flow boiling heat transfer coefficient in a minichannel varies only by
heat flux, independent of mass flux and vapor quality. The effect of tube material was
found to be small.

Recently, Al-Zaidi et al. [200] investigated experimentally the effect of surface
material on flow boiling of HFE-7100 coolant in multi-microchannels, applied with heat
flux up to 433.5 kWm−2 and mass flux values ranging between 50 and 250 kgm−2 s−1. It
was concluded that at low heat flux (<60 kW/m2) the effect of surface material on heat
transfer coefficient was minor. On the other hand, for higher heat flux the difference
was evident, with the aluminium surface having on average about 12% higher HTC
compared to the copper surface. According to the authors, this is due to the higher
amount of cavities found in the aluminium surface as well as the more significant peaks
created by the machining process. However, the better performance of the aluminium
surface came with higher flow boiling pressure drop penalty, compared to the copper,
especially for moderate and high heat fluxes.

Different conclusions were reported by Hosseinni et al. [201], who also studied
experimentally the surface material effect on nucleate pool boiling effects on horizontal
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circular plates of copper, brass and aluminium for heat flux values between 8 to
200 kWm−2. Particularly it was found that the effect of surface material is more
significant for high heat fluxes and that copper performed better among all tested
surfaces, although it had the least Ra, whilst brass performed worse than copper but
better than aluminium.

The effect of surface material (copper, brass, and stainless steel) and surface
roughness (0.03 to 10.5 µm) on nucleate boiling heat transfer on conventional circular
tubes of 19mm was studied by Jabardo et al. [202]. It was reported that brass and
copper surfaces presented close results regarding the heat transfer coefficient for both
refrigerants tested, while significantly deviation of stainless steel compared to the other
two surfaces resulting in consistently lower HTCs could be seen. Furthermore, the slope
of the HTC versus the applied heat flux curve is strongly dependent on the solid surface
material.

Lelea [175] studied the effect of the axial conduction in the solid when the
microchannel is heated only at the first and last quarter of its total length. In more
detail, a conjugate heat transfer solver was utilised in order to investigate numerically
the effects of the losses of heat flux inside the solid when the microchannel is heated in
the upstream part (near the inlet) and the downstream part (near the outlet). In total
three different materials were investigated: steel, silicon and copper. The simulations
were run in steady state condition with a single-phase flow and imposing a fixed value
of heat power for every case. The results showed that the dispersion is different between
the three materials only in the case of upstream heating of the channel and that the
copper case has the biggest losses. This means that using the copper and heating just
half of the channel, the heat released to the fluid flow is less compared to the steel.
This is due to the bigger thermal conductivity of the copper as well as its capability to
conduct better a fraction of heat inside the non-heated part of the solid.

Paz et al. [203] experimentally investigated the effect of solid surface material and
surface roughness on low-pressure subcooled flow boiling of water on flat plates of seven
heating surfaces made from copper, aluminium and stainless steel. From the results it
was evident that a unique parameter of roughness measurement, Sa is not sufficient for
the characterisation of a boiling model with regards to the surface morphology, however,
it seemed to produce better characterisation compared to the commonly used roughness,
whose directional nature is unsuitable for dealing with a multi-scale phenomenon such as
boiling. It was concluded that to better understand the phenomena, further studies with
the inclusion of other morphological parameters are required. A new correlation based
on the experimental results was introduced and was found to fit well the experimental
data for all of the examined surfaces and materials.

Heat exchanger materials that are frequently used in the industry such as Copper
and Brass have very good thermal properties, but their corrosion and wear resistivity
are considered rather poor. Therefore, it is very common that coatings to be applied to
these solid surfaces. This process is considered essential for equipment that operates
at corrosive or harsh environment [63, 204]. Additionally, coatings can also modify
the thermal properties of the solid that is applied on, and in many cases can enhance
heat transfer performance (however this needs to be further investigated, since it is not
justified yet for micro-passages). Morshed et al. [205] experimentally investigated the
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influence of Cu-Al2O3 nanocomposite coating on single-phase and two-phase flow boiling
in a single rectangular microchannel of Dh = 672µm (0.36 × 5 × 26mm3). The coatings
were applied at the bottom side while the channel was heated on one side only. The values
of heat and mass flux varied between 4-60 kWm−2 and 33-142 kgm−2 s−1, respectively.
De-ionized water was used as a working fluid. The Cu-Al2O3 nanocomposite coating,
compared to the bare Cu has been found to enhance single-phase heat transfer rate
marginally. For two-phase flow, the heat transfer is enhanced from 30% to 120%
depending on the flow rate and surface temperature with an additional pressure drop
penalty to be <15%. Furthermore, CHF is increased with the increase of the mass flux,
whereas CHF was elevated by 35–55% for the modified surface. Finally, it was identified
that Cu-Al2O3 nanocomposite coating is effective for decreasing the surface superheat
temperature required for boiling inception, up to 8°C, compared to the bare surface.

Similar results were also provided by Phan et al. [206]. They conducted experiments
of flow boiling in single rectangular channels of Dh = 0.96mm and L=180mm using four
smooth and micro-structured titanium and hydrophilic polydimethylsiloxane coatings
(Ti, µ-Ti, SiOχ and µ-SiOχ). Initially, it was found that the superheat for ONB is
reduced from about 6°C to 2.5°C for SiOχ compared to µ-SiOχ. For the micro-structured
surfaces, heat transfer enhancement up to 85% was obtained.

Heat transfer characteristics of FC-72 for saturated and subcooled flow boiling was
experimentally studied by Lie et al. and Chang et al. [207, 208]. The test section
used in these experiments included single rectangular microchannels that were heated
from bottom structured surface with evenly distributed square pillars. It was reported
that heat transfer performance was enhanced for the microstructured surfaces for both
single-phase and two-phase flow. The greatest heat transfer enhancement could be seen
for the pillars with the smallest cross-section.

From the above review it is clear that during the last years, the effect of
thermophysical properties of the solid surface on boiling heat transfer within
micro-passages and the associated bubble dynamics has received considerable attention
from academic and industrial researchers worldwide. However, the majority of these
works that are investigating the proposed phenomenon, in order to eliminate the effect
of surface roughness that different materials have (otherwise this is also a parameter
that needs to be taken into consideration), perform experiments on treated surfaces.
This procedure minimises the roughness difference, but simultaneously results in the
alteration of other material characteristics of the solid surface such as the surface
wettability and boiling incipience characteristics, with each of these parameters playing
an important role in boiling heat transfer and flow characteristics alone [2, 148], making
the process of isolating the effect of solid surface thermophysical properties, a challenging
task. On the other hand, the effect of solid surface properties can be easily isolated by
conducting parametric numerical simulations on smooth surfaces, modifying only the
characteristic(s) of interest, whereas all the other surface characteristics such as surface
wettability, roughness, and fluid properties remain unchanged. Yet still, such numerical
investigations are limited in the literature and have not been studied comprehensively.
Additionally, the existing numerical and experimental works are mainly focusing on
quasi-steady state conditions of the boiling and heat transfer process, ignoring the
entrance length and the first stages of the underpinned bubble dynamics and the
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two-phase flow regime development.
The primary objective and novelty of the present study is that the exact effect of

having five different channel solid materials with different thermophysical properties
(aluminium (Al), brass, copper (Cu), silver and stainless steel) is isolated, considering
ideally smooth and wettable surfaces, and qualitatively and quantitatively compared,
aiming to identify and quantify their effect on the bubble growth and heat transfer
characteristics for the first stage of the boiling process, i.e. from bubble nucleation
and growth up to the first stages of the two-phase flow pattern development. For this
purpose, results that have been obtained after performing 3D conjugate heat transfer,
transient simulations of saturated flow boiling within microchannels, are presented.
Additionally, a new correlation for the prediction of the global Nusselt number, based
on an existing correlation available in the literature, is proposed. The new correlation
constitutes a modification of the existing one that was developed by Li and Wu [45], in
order to take into account important solid surface thermophysical parameters such as
density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity.

4.3.2 Numerical simulations set-up and process

In this subsection, numerical simulations of a single rectangular microchannel of two
different heated solid surfaces will be conducted. The examined surfaces include:
surfaces of stainless steel and copper. The same VOF-based enhanced conjugate heat
transfer solver, numerical framework, boundary conditions and fluid properties as
described in subsections 4.1.1 has been utilised. In order to isolate the actual effect of
the thermophysical properties of the different surfaces, only the properties of the solid
heated surfaces have been altered, whereas parameters such as aspect ratio, hydraulic
diameter, heat (q′′ = 20 kWm−2) and mass flux (G = 150 kgm−2 s−1) remain the same
for the examined cases. The properties of the tested solid surfaces which the present
investigation uses are summarised in Table 16. The working fluid is ethanol and its
properties can be found in Table 3. For better observation of the effect and the flow
boiling phenomena the length of the channel has been doubled from 2.4mm that was
used in the previous numerical investigations into 4.8mm, while the grid cell size
and aspect ratio remained unchanged at 2 µm and 0.5, respectively. The dimensions
and total cells of the channel and solid heated plate are shown in Table 17, whereas
the corresponding contact angle values can be seen in Table 18. As in the previous
investigations presented in this thesis, the simulations were performed in two stages. In
the first stage, the microchannel was filled with 100% liquid at saturation temperature
and 1 bar pressure and was run up to a point where a fully developed thermal and
velocity boundary layer is achieved. In the second stage, the time was initialised at 0ms
and 30 bubble seeds, of 40 µm diameter, are patched onto the conjugate heat transfer
boundary interface in a position of 200 µm from the X-axis. Figure 40 depicts the mesh
details, boundary conditions and position of the patched bubbles.

In order to create even more realistic investigation scenarios, after the initial patching
of the 30 bubble seeds at t = 0ms of the two-phase stage of the numerical simulations,
multiple recurring nucleation events with a constant nucleation frequency of 2 kHz (or a
period of 0.5ms) at the same nucleation positions as shown in Figure 40c), are activated
successively for all of the examined cases. Hence, each nucleation cycle lasts for 0.5ms
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Figure 40: a) Computational domain, boundary conditions and mesh details, b)
Developed initial thermal boundary layer at the end of the first stage of simulations
(single-phase), c) Position of the 30 patched bubble seeds that have been used for all
the numerical simulations, at the beginning of the second stage (referred as initial time
t = 0ms).

and a total of 8 nucleation cycles (8 × 0.5ms = 4.0ms) are considered for all cases.
For the conduction of the 3D, transient, numerical simulations, a High-Performance
Computing (HPC) cluster has been utilised. For the single-phase stage of the simulations,
each run required 200 computational cores. The duration of the computation for each
of the five single-phase simulations (one for each material) was between 20 to 25 days.
For the two-phase simulations, the duration of the computation was three to four days
for each nucleation cycle since just a few milliseconds of real flow were required for
the generated vapour bubble to reach the outlet of the channel in contrary to the
single-phase stages that required hundreds of milliseconds. In total, more than 750,000
core-hours were utilised for the overall runs that are presented in the present paper.
A variable calculation time step was utilised for the two-phase runs with the Courant
number kept constant at 0.5. Hence the calculation time step was varied automatically
ranging approximately from 10−8 up to 10−6 s.

Numerical results

In this section, the results of the main numerical investigation are reported. Initially, the
effect of the thermophysical properties of the solid surface material on the resulted flow
boiling regimes and the instantaneous local heat transfer coefficient h(x) is examined,
quantitatively and qualitatively, focusing on various successive time instances of the
two-phase simulation stages for each of the examined materials. Subsequently, the local
time-averaged heat transfer coefficient enhancement of the two-phase simulation stages
in comparison with the single-phase simulation stages are presented for each of the
examined materials. Additionally, the effect of each material on the total generated
vapour volume over time is also investigated. Finally, the two-phase simulation results
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Table 16: Properties of the examined cases that were used for the simulations.

Solid
surface

ρs
(kgm−3)

cp(s)
(J kg−1K−1)

κs
(Wm−1K−1)

Stainless
Steel 7840 500.0 16.2

Brass 8800 380 119.0

Aluminium 2707 896 220.0

Copper 8933 392 396.8

Silver 10500 235 429.0

Table 17: Channel dimensions for
the fluid and solid domain as well as
total number of cells.

Fluid (mm) Solid (mm)

Length 4.80 4.80

Height 0.30 0.09

Width 0.15 0.15

Total cells 27.00 M 8.10 M

Table 18: Solid surface advancing
and receding contact angles of ethanol
with the solid surfaces examined.

θα (◦) θr (◦)

Stainless Steel 19 8

Brass 18 8

Aluminium 0 0

Copper 15 7

Silver 14 7

for the global Nusselt number are compared with an empirical correlation proposed by
Li and Wu [45], and a new modified correlation based on [45] but taking into account
important thermophysical properties of the utilised solid material (solid heat capacity,
density and thermal conductivity) is proposed for the first time in the literature.

4.3.3 Numerical results: Effect of solid surface thermophysical properties
on the instantaneous two-phase flow and heat transfer characteristics

In Figure 41, qualitative, flow visualisation results of the spatial and temporal evolution
of the generated vapour bubbles for all the examined solid surfaces, are illustrated. For
each metallic material case, the figure illustrates a top view and a 3D isometric view
of five successive time instants. The coloured contours of the 3D view and top view
indicate the instantaneous temperature distribution along the fluid and solid domains.
The semi-transparent grey surface constitutes the liquid/vapour interface which is
represented by the 0.5 volume fraction iso-surface. For each case, the solid material and
the corresponding thermophysical properties are also indicated at the top. Overall, from
the macroscopic observations, it can be inferred that the variation of the thermophysical
properties of the solid surface has a substantial effect on the resulting flow boiling
regimes and the corresponding heat transfer mechanisms. Initially, for all cases, the
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generated bubbles grow due to contact line evaporation and also due to subsequent
coalescence events, forming larger elongated Taylor bubbles (a bullet-shaped bubble,
which flows and occupies almost the entire cross-section of the channel) which are carried
away by the developed liquid cross-flow. When the elongated, bullet-shaped Taylor
bubbles are formed after this initial stage, they fill up almost the entire cross-section
of the micro-passage and they are separated from the solid boundaries through a thin
liquid film of variable thickness. At this point, liquid film evaporation is the main heat
transfer mechanism as the bottom side liquid film and parts of the side liquid films
are within the thermal boundary layer. Some dry spots (i.e. Taylor bubble contact
regions with the side walls) can also be observed in some time instants. In more detail,
at the early stages of the boiling process from t = 0.5ms up to t = 1.1ms, a churn type
of two-phase flow regime is observed for all of the examined cases, except the copper
case. In the copper channel case, from the very early stages of the bubble growth and
coalescence process, a big, elongated vapour slug that covers the entire length of the
channel and maintains contact with the heated wall is formed, which is closer to an
annular flow regime. For the other four channels, approximately for the first quarter of
the microchannel close to the inlet, where the temperature of the solid wall is lower,
the bubble growth and coalescence rate appear to be lower than in the case of the
copper channel leading to the appearance of relatively small and spherical bubbles that
they have either detached or they are still maintaining contact with the bottom wall
boundary. For the remain three quarters, a formation of an elongated vapour slug
that in some parts is still in contact with the heated wall and in some other parts it
forms a liquid film, is observed. At the later stages of the boiling process for t = 2.2,
3.3 and 4.0ms, as the temperature of the solid heated wall decreases with respect to
time due to the prior contact line and in less extend liquid film evaporation events, the
two-phase flow regime gradually transits to a slug-plug flow, with Taylor bubbles that
are separated by liquid plugs. In most cases, a well-formed liquid film that separates
the Taylor bubbles from the channel boundaries is evident while some minimal dry
spots with the side and bottom walls can also be observed locally, at particular time
instants. It is also evident that depending on the channel material the transition to
the slug-plug flow regime occurs at different time instants. For the aluminium, brass
and silver channels the proposed transition occurs around t = 2.2ms, for the copper
channel around t = 4.0ms and for the stainless-steel channel somewhere between t = 1.1
and t = 2.2ms. Finally, differences in the liquid film distribution in the longitudinal
direction are also evident between the different solid cases.

In order to extract more information on localised and instantaneous two-phase flow
regimes and to also investigate the effect of the microchannel solid material on the
local heat transfer, the instantaneous local heat transfer coefficient h(x) is plotted over
the dimensionless length L∗ for three different time instants (t = 0.1, 2.2 and 4.0ms),
in Figure 42. At the top of each plot the corresponding side view snapshot of the
boiling process, is placed, to indicate the instantaneous localised two-phase flow regime.
Focusing on the first time instant at t = 0.1ms, it can be seen that a bubbly flow
regime is formed close to the inlet of the channel, for all channel material cases. This
regime is evident for approximately the first 30% of the total length of the channel for
all the cases except for the copper and the stainless-steel cases where the bubbly flow
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Figure 41: Flow visualization results of the five examined solid surfaces. Top and
isometric views of five successive time instances. The density, heat capacity and thermal
conductivity for each of the utilised solid materials are indicated at the top.
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regime can be observed within the first 18% and 40% of the channel length, respectively.
At the same time instant (t = 0.1ms), for the cases of aluminium and brass, the
bubbly flow regime region is followed by a quasi-slug flow region and then by a churn
flow region that extends up to the outlet of the microchannel. For the copper, silver
and stainless-steel cases, a churn flow regime region is evident right after the bubbly
flow regime region. At t = 2.2ms a slug-plug flow regime is evident for all materials
for the entire length of the channels. The only exception is for the copper channel
case where a bubbly flow regime region is evident close to the inlet and a semi-annular
two-phase flow regime region is observed in the rest part of the channel. At t = 4.4ms
a slug-plug two-phase flow regime has been established in all solid channel cases, for
the entire length of the channel. Bubble merging and bubble break-up events were also
observed locally at particular time instants. The initiation of a bubble break-up event
can be observed, and it is explicitly indicated in Figure 42(o). Now comparing the
local instantaneous heat transfer coefficients along the channels in comparison to the
corresponding local heat transfer coefficient of the single-phase stage in each simulation
that constitutes the initial condition, and also comparing the different material cases
to each other, it is evident that the channel material has a significant influence on the
local heat transfer coefficient both in the single and two-phase flow stages. Initially,
it can be observed that the trend of the single-phase simulations is similar regardless
of the utilised solid material, however as it will be seen more clearly later, there is
a substantial difference in the reduction rate of h(x) along the channel. Comparing
the two-phase HTCs with the corresponding single-phase values along the channel for
the three illustrated time instants it is evident that bubbly flow is the least effective
boiling regime, whereas quasi-slug flow and churn flow appear to be more efficient
(t = 0.1ms). However, the slug-plug flow regime that is evident in the last two time
instances (t = 2.2ms and t = 4.0ms) appears to be the most efficient flow regime,
as it is evident from the significant enhancement of the HTC in comparison to the
single-phase stage of the runs.

4.3.4 Effect of solid surface thermophysical properties on the time-averaged
local heat transfer coefficient

In Figure 43 the effect of thermophysical properties of each material, on the
time-averaged local heat transfer coefficient h(x) over the dimensionless length L∗,
is depicted. It should be mentioned that each curve represents the time-averaged local
HTC from t = 0ms up to each nucleation event time instant. The steady-state
local HTC from the single-phase stage of the simulations (initial condition) is also
included for each channel material case. In all cases it can be observed that the curves
representing the single-phase stage of the simulations begin at the highest value of HTC
at the position L∗ = 0 (i.e., the microchannel inlet position), following a gradually
decreasing reduction rate until L∗ = 1 (i.e., the microchannel outlet position). The
reduction rate is much higher for the case of stainless-steel, which among the examined
materials shows the highest HTC values near the inlet and the lowest values near the
outlet. For the other four material cases, the difference in the HTC values between
the inlet and the outlet is much lower, especially for the cases of aluminium, copper
and silver which have comparatively higher values of thermal conductivity. The effect
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Figure 42: Comparison of the instantaneous local heat transfer coefficient h(x) of the
single-phase and two-phase simulations over the dimensionless length L∗ of the channel,
for three different time instants (0.1, 2.2 and 4.0ms), for Al, brass and Cu, silver and
stainless-steel. Additionally, the corresponding instantaneous side view snapshot is
placed on top of each plot showing the resulting flow boiling regime for each case.
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Figure 42: (continued).

of thermophysical properties of the utilised solid material is even more evident by
observing the two-phase curves of each recurring nucleation cycle, as it is illustrated in
the same figure. A gradual increase of the h(x) after each nucleation cycle is evident
in all cases. Furthermore, it is characteristic that for each nucleation cycle, a similar
longitudinal distribution trend is observed with the local values increasing by similar
percentages. As it is also evident from the time-averaged local heat transfer coefficient
curves of Figure 43, apart from the stainless steel case, the longitudinal distribution
of h(x) is more regular for the other four material cases. For the stainless steel
case, an irregular distribution with a lot subsequent maxima and minima is observed.
This might be attributed to the significantly lower thermal conductivity of stainless
steel with respect to the other four materials. In order to do a direct comparison of
the different cases to each other, the single-phase and the corresponding two-phase
flow curves after the 10th nucleation cycle are plotted together in Figure 44. It seen
that, the ranges of the single-phase steady state HTC and the two-phase values of
h(x) for the stainless steel surface are between 8100 to 3800 kW/m2) and 8000 to
2800 kW/m2), respectively, whereas for the other four cases the ranges are significantly
smaller and particularly between 4500 to 2800 kW/m2) for the single-phase and 5100
to 3800 kW/m2) for the two-phase simulations. Again, this might be attributed to
the orders of magnitude difference of the thermal conductivity value of the stainless
steel surface in comparison to the other metallic surfaces simulated in this subsection
(Table 16). The graphical representation of the timed-averaged local heat transfer
coefficient enhancement ∆h = [(h(x)t−p − h(x)s−p)/h(x)s−p]× 100%, comparing the
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two-phase simulations after the 10th nucleation cycle with their corresponding initial
stage (single-phase simulations) in each case, is shown in Figure 45. It is clear from this
diagram that the aluminium and silver channels show overall and locally the highest
heat transfer enhancement compared to the corresponding single-phase simulations,
while the case of brass shows the lowest enhancement. It is interesting to note also in
this diagram that stainless steel shows once more an irregular distribution with high
variations in the heat transfer enhancement along the channel, which may be attributed
to the low thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity compared to the other cases.
These local heat transfer fluctuations are not desirable in flow boiling heat transfer
within microchannels as they can generate local hot spots which is not optimum for
electronic components.

Table 19 presents the two-phase global heat transfer coefficient hglobal values,
for each nucleation cycle. The table clearly shows quantitatively what has been
depicted earlier in Figure 44. In more detail, the cases of silver and aluminium
show the biggest increment compared to the single-phase simulations, of 41.66%
(hsp,glob,silver= 3.21 kWm−2K−1 to htp,glob,silver= 4.55 kWm−2K−1 ) and 40.54%
(hsp,glob,al= 3.37 kWm−2 K−1 to htp,glob,al= 4.73 kWm−2 K−1 ), respectively. Significant
increase of 34.72% (hsp,glob,cu= 3.52 kWm−2K−1 to htp,glob,cu= 4.52 kWm−2K−1), can
be seen also for the cases of copper surface. Finally, the cases of stainless steel and
brass showed the lowest increase where the percentage difference values are 29.42%.
(hsp,glob,ss= 3.74 kWm−2 K−1 to htp,glob,ss= 4.84 kWm−2 K−1), and 27.41% (hsp,glob,brass=
3.36 kWm−2 K−1 to htp,glob,brass= 4.28 kWm−2 K−1, respectively. The asymptotic value
of the global HTC has also been estimated in each case using the predicted values
from the first 10 nucleation events, utilising the resulting equations from best fit curves.
These asymptotic values are indicated in the last row of Table 19. From these results,
it can be inferred that the effect of surface thermophysical properties on the resulting
bubble growth dynamics and heat transfer coefficient is significant from the very early
stages of the boiling incipience and flow boiling process.

4.3.5 Effect of surface thermophysical properties on the volume of the
vapour

The influence of the investigated effect in the volume of the vapour within the
microchannel through the examined boiling process is shown in Figure 46. Overall, the
case with the highest volume of vapour over time is the case of copper and the case
with the least vapour volume is the case of stainless steel. In more detail, the vapour
slugs formed in the cases of copper, silver and aluminium have the highest volume
between the first 0.5 and 1.0ms after the boiling incipience and also during the last
available time instant of 4.0ms, for the latter two cases. For the cases of stainless steel
and brass, the highest volume of the resulted vapour slugs can be seen during the last
available time instants (e.g. 4.0ms). For the stainless steel cases, this is attributed to
the high presence of bubbly flow and the comparatively smaller vapour slugs. Similar
flow regimes could be also seen for the brass case. Conversely, the transition from the
churn flow to elongated vapour slugs resulted in significantly higher volume vapour
slugs for the case of copper.
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Figure 43: Time-averaged heat transfer coefficient over the dimensionless length
of the channel for all the examined surfaces. Each subfigure contains the numerical
predictions from the single-phase and the corresponding two-phase simulation stages
for ten subsequent nucleation cycles.
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Table 19: Cumulative two-phase global heat transfer coefficient for each nucleation
cycle, for q′′ = 20 kWm−2 and G = 150 kgm−2 s−1 for all the examined surfaces.

Bubble cycle Material hglob
(kWm−2) Material hglob

(kWm−2) Material hglob
(kWm−2)

1st nucl. cycle

Aluminium

3.52

Brass

3.48

Copper

3.56- (0-0.5ms)
2nd nucl. cycle 3.68 3.58 3.73- (0-1.0ms)
3rd nucl. cycle 3.84 3.69 3.89- (0-1.5ms)
4th nucl. cycle 4.02 3.81 4.03- (0-2.0ms)
5th nucl. cycle 4.20 3.93 4.16- (0-2.5ms)
6th nucl. cycle 4.38 4.05 4.28- (0-3.0ms)
7th nucl. cycle 4.56 4.17 4.40- (0-3.5ms)
8th nucl. cycle 4.73 4.28 4.52- (0-4.0ms)

Asymptotic

value

10.73
(after
6000
nucl.

cycles)

7.00

(after
2500
nucl.

cycles)

8.68

(after
4500
nucl.

cycles)
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Table 19: (continued).

Bubble cycle Material hglob
(kWm−2) Material hglob

(kWm−2)

1st nucl. cycle

Silver

3.37

Stainless
Steel

4.05- (0-0.5ms)

2nd nucl. cycle 3.53 4.22- (0-1.0ms)

3rd nucl. cycle 3.69 4.35- (0-1.5ms)

4th nucl. cycle 3.86 4.47- (0-2.0ms)

5th nucl. cycle 4.03 4.57- (0-2.5ms)

6th nucl. cycle 4.20 4.66- (0-3.0ms)

7th nucl. cycle 4.38 4.75- (0-3.5ms)

8th nucl. cycle 4.55 4.84- (0-4.0ms)

Asymptotic
value

10.30
(after
5500
nucl.

cycles)

7.66
(after
2800
nucl.

cycles)
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channel) over time for each examined solid material.

4.3.6 Development of new analytical correlation

Many correlations have been developed in the past for the prediction of the heat transfer
coefficient based on wide experimental data on flow boiling within microchannels and
minichannels [46, 47, 209, 210], however, the majority of these works ignore the effect
of the thermophysical properties of the solid surface, which as already shown in the
present study, is substantial. Therefore, by taking into account the CFD results of
this work, a new correlation based on an existing empirical correlation developed by Li
and Wu [45] (eq. 70), is proposed. The original correlation [45] is based on 3700 data
and 13 different working fluids on saturated flow boiling for circular and rectangular
mini/microchannels with Dh varying between 0.2 to 3mm. The correlation developed
by [45], takes into account important nondimensional parameters such as the boiling
number, (Bl = qhlgṁ), the Bond (Bo = ∆ρgD

2/σ) number and the liquid phase
Reynolds number (Rel = ρUD/µl), for calculating the Nusselt number,

Nut−p = 334Bl0.3
(
BoRe0.36l

)0.4 (70)

The nondimensional product Bo ·Re0.36l , shows the relative importance of surface
tension, body forces, viscous forces and inertia forces in saturated flow boiling in
mini/microchannels, whereas the Bl number may be interpreted as a measure of
the nucleate boiling contribution. The newly proposed correlation of the present
investigation is based on the idea of incorporating the solid material thermal diffusivity
expression on eq. 70 and hence correcting the correlation originally suggested by Li and
Wu [45] in order to explicitly account for the solid material properties of the smooth and
wettable microchannels. For this purpose, the thermal diffusivity ratio is introduced.
The proposed ratio is the ratio of the thermal diffusivity of the solid material in each
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case to a reference thermal diffusivity. The proposed modified correlation is described
by eq. 71,

Nut−p = 334Bl0.3
(
BoRe0.36l

)0.4( α

α0

)ζ

(71)

where the term α = (ks/ρscp,s) is the thermal diffusivity of the solid material (in m2 s−1)
and α0 is the reference thermal diffusivity which for the present investigation it has
been selected as that of the stainless steel channel (material with lowest α). In this
way, the effect of the solid domain thermal inertia that is particularly important for
flow boiling is taken into consideration.

The predictive accuracy of the above two correlations eq. 70 and 71 was measured
utilising the Absolute Error (AE) relationship, i.e., comparing in global terms their
predictions with the resulted global Nusselt numbers from the CFD simulations.

AEold-cor. =

[
|Nutp,global,old-cor. −Nutp,global,CFD|

Nutp,global,CFD
× 100

]
(72)

AEnew-cor.

[
|Nutp,global,new-cor. −Nutp,global,CFD|

Nutp,global,CFD
× 100

]
(73)

Figure 47 shows the two-phase global Nusselt number values for the CFD
measurements, the original correlation [45] and the new correlation proposed in this
study, for all of the examined material cases, for ζ = 0.08. Additionally, in Table 20 the
AE values between the prediction from each correlation in comparison to the asymptotic
values of the global Nusselt numbers estimated from the CFD predictions are shown.
From the above quantitative comparison, it can be seen that the AE values of the
global Nusselt number between the correlation of Li and Wu and the CFD data for the
aluminium, brass, copper, silver and stainless steel are 35.54%, 1.15%, 20.25%, 32.82%
and 9.65%, respectively.

The AE values are significantly reduced when the CFD data are compared with the
new proposed correlation. In more detail the values for the aluminium, brass, copper,
silver and stainless steel have differences of only 17.47%, 3.36%, 9.39%, 9.65% and
17.43%, respectively, improving considerably the predictive capability of the correlation,
which reported a 26.1% average error.

The proposed correlation has been also validated against experimental data ([2, 210,
211]) of flow boiling within minichannels and microchannels. The correlation was tested
against experiments of different channel metallic materials under different conditions.
Details of the utilised experiments are summarised in Table 21. The validation results
of the developed correlation can be seen in Figure 48. This Figure depicts the Nuglob
value for nine different experiments and each experimental case the measured Nuglob
value is compared with the Nuglob value predicted by the Li and Wu [1] correlation
as well as by using the correlation proposed in the present study, for ζ= -0.52. As
can be seen for all the experimental cases, the new correlation shows better agreement
with the experimental results, showing the importance of solid surface thermophysical
properties for the prediction of heat transfer parameters such as the Nuglob. The
different ζ values for the comparison with the CFD predicted cases and experimental
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Figure 47: Comparison between the new correlation (proposed in this study) with
the original one proposed by Li and Wu [45] and the measurements from the CFD
simulations presented earlier, on the global Nusselt number for each examined material.

cases, respectively, can be attributed to the fact that the CFD cases do not represent
actual flow boiling experiments (with full-length channels, quasi-steady state conditions
and actual nucleation characteristics). Therefore, it is suggested that the corrected
correlation that is proposed in the present investigation, should be used with ζ = -0.52.
By observing Table 21, we can see that the new correlation is suitable for ranges of q′′
between 20 and 400 kWm−2, ranges of G between 150 to 600 kgm−2 s−1 and hydraulic
diameters Dh between 200 to 600 mm.

4.3.7 Conclusions

A numerical investigation, on the effect of solid surface thermophysical properties on
flow boiling heat transfer within a single rectangular microchannel has been conducted
in the present study. The simulations have been conducted using a custom, enhanced
VOF-based model that is also accounting for conjugate heat transfer effects, within
the OpenFOAM CFD toolbox. The study is focusing on local instantaneous and
time-averaged as well as global heat transfer characteristics, considering periods from the
initial stages of the bubble nucleation and growth, up to the first stages of the two-phase
flow pattern development. The hydraulic diameter of the considered microchannels is
200µm, and a constant heat flux of 20 kWm−2 is applied at the bottom of the solid
domain. The thermophysical properties of five different solid materials are considered,
while only one single working fluid is considered flowing with a constant mass flux of
150 kgm−2 s−1. The solid surface is ideal, without roughness (smooth) and wettable for
all cases. For the first time in the literature the effect of the solid surface thermophysical
properties on the two-phase flow and heat transfer characteristics is isolated, identified
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Table 20: AE between the asymptotic value of the global Nusselt number estimated
from the CFD results and the two correlations (the old correlation that is proposed by
[45] and the newly developed correlation that is proposed in the current study).

Surface
material

Nuglob,
Li and Wu

[45],
from eq. 70

(-)

Nuglob, CFD
measurements
(asymptotic)

(-)

Nuglob, new
proposed
correlation

from
eq. 71

Percentage
difference:

CFD
(asymptotic)

vs
Li and Wu
correlation

[45]
(%)

Percentage
difference:

CFD
(asymptotic)

vs
new-

proposed
correlation

(%)

Al

9.04

14.03 11.57 35.54 17.47

Brass 9.15 10.74 1.15 3.36

Cu 11.34 11.72 20.25 9.39

Silver 13.46 12.19 32.82 9.65

SS 10.01 9.04 9.65 17.43

Table 21: Information about the experiments used for the validation of the correlation
developed in the present study.

Exp.
case Authors Microchannel

material
q′′

(kWm−2)
Nuglob

(-)
G

(kgm−2 s−1)
Dh

(mm)
β
(-)

1
[210] Copper

200 20.98 221 0.59 0.39
2 285 28.74 221 0.59 0.39
3 389 27.49 221 0.59 0.39

4
[2] Copper

399 26.10 600 0.56 4.94
5 141 16.38 600 0.56 4.94
6 155 26.18 600 0.56 4.94

7
[211] Brass

50 2.66 500 0.42 0.43
8 83 4.89 500 0.42 0.43
9 101 6.88 500 0.42 0.43
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Figure 48: Experimental cases of Nuglob available in literature ([2, 210, 211]), compared
to Nuglob calculated by the Li and Wu [1] correlation, and by the correlation proposed
in the present study, under the same experimental conditions.

and quantified in detail. The qualitative and quantitative results showed that the
variation of such properties substantially affects the resulting flow boiling regimes
as well as the heat transfer characteristics and enhancement. A significant increase,
compared to the initial single-phase stage simulations, in the time-averaged heat transfer
coefficient of more than 40% has been observed for the cases of silver and aluminium,
whereas the cases of stainless steel and brass demonstrated a lower heat transfer
coefficient increase (e.g. < 30%). The better performance of the aluminium, silver and
copper surfaces are linked to the resulting flow boiling regimes, which are characterised
by larger volume slugs, higher bubble coalescence rate, less presence of bubbly flow
and thicker liquid films. It is important to note that for the case of the stainless steel
microchannel, significant fluctuations of the heat transfer coefficient could be seen in
the longitudinal direction. These fluctuations contribute to the development of local
hot spots along the solid surface, a phenomenon that is non-desirable in microchannel
heat sinks in cases where they are used for on-chip cooling. In addition to the above
findings, the CFD results led to the development of a modified empirical correlation
based on an existing correlation proposed by Li and Wu [45]. This new correlation
takes into consideration, for the first time in the literature the thermal diffusivity of
the solid material of the microchannels. The new correlation is found to predict the
global Nusselt number for all the numerically examined surfaces with absolute error
values up to 17.47% in comparison to the existing correlation that results in an absolute
error of 35.54%. Finally, the new correlation is expected to contribute to the better
design of microchannel heat sinks and their applications since it accounts for solid
material characteristics, a parameter that has been shown to play an important role in
the resulting fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics.
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4.4 Effect of hydraulic diameter on flow boiling within
microchannels

Ever since small-scale channels have been considered a promising solution for the
efficient heat removal of devices with limited surface area, the classification between
microchannels, minichannels, and conventional tubes has attracted the attention of
several researchers. The hydraulic diameter Dh constitutes one of the various distinction
criteria for this channel classification in the literature.

4.4.1 Scope

The literature reveals that previous experimental works that tried to identify and
differentiate the transition limits between conventional tubes and micro-scale channels,
in most cases, disagree in their findings. Some of these studies have concluded that the
hydraulic diameter range for microchannels should be between 10 and 200µm [156, 212]
while some other studies state that this range should be between 1 and 1000µm
[13, 29, 213]. Such separation is therefore only conventional, and we will conservatively
consider only small channels below 200µm. In spite of the numerous studies on flow
boiling experiments in micro-scale channels that have been conducted up to date, there
are only a few works focusing on the influence of the hydraulic diameter Dh on important
parameters such as the heat transfer coefficient, void fraction, as well as the developed
two-phase flow regimes. This has resulted in a lack of accurate design correlations,
making the effect of Dh one of the fundamental unresolved issues for comprehending
and predicting the heat transfer and two-phase flow characteristics of flow boiling
within microchannels. Even for macro-scale tubes, where more investigations have been
conducted compared to microchannels, the widely used physical correlations for the
prediction of phase-change heat transfer coefficient consider the effect of the hydraulic
diameter not accurately enough [214, 215]. In the past years, the effect of Dh has been
also included in correlations where minichannels are utilised [216–222]. In the following
paragraphs, a review of published investigations is shown, aiming to determine the
effect of hydraulic diameter on heat transfer and two-phase flow characteristics.

Lee and Mudawar [188] performed experiments on subcooled flow boiling of HFE
7100 on microchannels for studying the effects of various parameters, including the
influence of hydraulic diameter, on heat transfer performance. The Dh of the tested
channels varied between 175.7 and 415.9µm at 1 cm length, and the aspect ratio (AR)
was between 2.47 and 4.01. From the results, it is evident that the hydraulic diameter
and width of the channel can play a complex role in cooling efficiency. Particularly, it
has been observed that, under the same operating conditions, when Dh is decreased,
the wetted area increases, leading to lower heat fluxes along the channel walls, causing
a void fraction to decrease along the channels. However, decreasing the channel width
continuously, results in bubbles spanning the entire width of the channel, promoting an
early transition to slug flow.

A series of experimental studies on the effect of Dh were also performed by Harirchian
and Garimella [73, 223, 224], using seven different units of parallel microchannels with
widths varying between 100 and 5850µm, all with a nominal length of 400µm. The
coolant FC-77 was used throughout the experiments at various mass flux values. In
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their first work [223], the mass fluxes varied between 250 and 1600 kgm−2 s−1. It could
be seen that, for a constant applied wall heat flux, the pressure drop was increased when
the mass flux was increased, and the channel width was decreased. Additionally, for
low mass flux, wall temperatures of the small channels were found to be lower, meaning
that heat dissipation was increased when the width of the channel was decreased.
Additionally, it was found that pressure drop depended strongly on channel size, as well
as on mass flux. Finally, flow boiling was found to be governed primarily by nucleate
boiling for a low mass flux of 250 kgm−2 s−1 and all channels ≤ 250µm, while convective
boiling was dominant as the width of the channel and mass flux increased. The results
have been compared against various correlations published in the literature for both
pool boiling and flow boiling heat transfer. The correlation developed by Cooper [31]
for nucleate pool boiling could predict the heat transfer coefficients of the performed
experiments for the larger channels with an absolute percentage error of 9%. However,
for lower mass fluxes and channels with smaller diameters (e.g., microchannels), this
error increased. Subsequently, the same authors [73] conducted another study in order to
investigate the channel size (100 to 500µm) and mass flux effect (225 to 1420 kgm−2 s−1)
on the transition of flow regimes. The results revealed that, in total, five two-phase flow
patterns (bubbly, slug, churn, wispy-annular, and annular flow) have been observed in
the experiments. For the 100 and 250µm width microchannels, the flow regimes were
similar to each other (slug flow) and different from those of higher widths. Particularly,
when the width of the channel is increased, the bubbly slug flow is replaced by a bubbly
flow, and an intermittent churn/annular flow pattern is replaced by an intermittent
churn/wispy-annular flow. The reason for this transition was investigated in another
work by Harirchian and Garimella [224], which indicated that in micro-scale channels,
the cross-sectional area is the most influential parameter. Particularly, its modification
resulted in a change of the governing flow boiling mechanism from the convective boiling
heat transfer to nucleate boiling heat transfer for microchannels with an area larger
than 0.089mm2.

Wang and Sefiane [185] experimentally studied the effect of Dh (571, 762, and
1454µm on 80mm heated length) on flow boiling heat transfer within high aspect
ratio (W/H) micro/mini-channels. Heat and mass flux values ranged between 0 and
18.6 kWm−2 and 11.2 to 44.8 kgm−2 s−1, respectively, and the coolant used was FC-72.
The results showed that heat transfer is influenced negatively when Dh is increased and
that the effect is more significant for higher mass flux values. Convective boiling was
reported as the dominant boiling mechanism. The results also showed that, when Dh is
increased, the critical heat flux is increased as well. Using the same channels and under
the same experimental conditions as described above (heat and mass flux, FC-72), Wang
et al. [225] performed an experimental study on flow boiling in channels of different
hydraulic diameters in order to analyse two-phase pressure drop and flow fluctuations
through thermographic measurements and visualisation results. From the experiments,
fluctuations of low-frequency high-amplitude and high-frequency low-amplitude due to
the reverse and re-wetting flow and the vapour slug cluster passage could be seen. As the
heat flux value increases, the low-frequency high-amplitude fluctuation also increased,
while the low-frequency oscillation is reduced by increasing mass flux. For a given mass
flux in microchannels with smaller Dh, pressure drop fluctuation amplitudes of low
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frequencies were influencing heat flux more. Additionally, when q/G was increasing,
the average pressure drop increased as well.

An adiabatic two-phase flow experimental study was conducted by Chung and
Kawaji [226] on flow characteristics of a nitrogen gas and water mixtures in round
microchannels of 530, 250, 100, and 50 µm diameter with lengths of 277, 157, 64, and
46mm, respectively. From the experiments, it was observed that microchannels of Dh

= 250 and 530 µm had consistent flow regimes with the cases with a hydraulic diameter
of 1000µm (bubbly, slug, churn, slug–annular, and annular flow). For the cases of Dh

= 50 and 100µm, only slug flow could be seen for the investigated flow conditions, and
this was related to the significant effects that surface tension and viscosity have on the
liquid flow. Additionally, it was shown that when the channel diameter decreases, the
multiphase flow frictional multiplier is no longer influenced by the mass flux. Finally,
it was concluded that the cross-sectional size of the channel significantly affects the
resulting flow regimes, with channel sizes of Dh = 250 and 100 µm showing the most
significant changes on the two-phase flow characteristics, while when Dh < 100µm,
vividly different two-phase flow characteristics were observed, making the conventional
correlations no longer suitable for such gas–liquid pairs. Kawahara et al. [227] further
investigated the above research to study the effect of channel cross-sectional size and
liquid properties on volume fraction again in isothermal two-phase flows (water/nitrogen
gas and ethanol–water/nitrogen gas mixtures) within round channels of Dh = 50, 75,
100, and 251µm. It has been concluded that the volume fraction changes significantly
between channels of Dh = 251 and 100µm. This is due to the surface tension effects,
which play a substantial role as is reduced (e.g., < 251µm).

Gunnasegaran et al. [228] performed numerical simulations on single-phase fluid
flow characteristics and heat transfer, examining the effects of hydraulic diameter
and microchannel shape. The simulations used three full-scale microchannel heat
sinks, each with different geometrical shapes (rectangular, triangular, and trapezoidal).
Each heat sink consisted of 25 parallel microchannels. Heat flux values varied from
100 to 1000 kWm−2 and were supplied to the solid (aluminium) through a top plate.
For each geometrical shape, three cases were examined, each with a different hydraulic
diameter, whereas the length was kept constant at L = 10mm. The height/width ratio
was 2.55, 1.53, and 1.03, and Dh varied between 148 and 385µm. The working fluid was
water, and the Reynolds number ranged between 100 and 1000. The simulation results
indicated that for rectangular-shaped microchannel heat sinks, when Dh is decreased,
the heat transfer is increased. When comparing the geometrical shapes, the rectangular
shape microchannels showed the highest heat transfer rate and Poiseuille number, the
trapezoidal case was in between, and the triangular shape had the lowest performance.
Additionally, as expected, it was indicated that when the Re number is increased, the
value of the heat transfer coefficient is increased as well.

Sahar et al. [229] also numerically studied the effect of Dh and aspect ratio on
single-phase flow heat transfer in a single rectangular micro-passage using ANSYS Fluent
14.5. Two sets of simulations were performed. In the first case, hydraulic diameters
ranged between 100–1000µm, and the AR remained constant at 1. Subsequently, the
AR ranged between 0.39 and 10, and the hydraulic diameter remained unchanged at
560 µm. The working fluid was water, and the Re numbers varied between 100 and 2000.
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Constant heat-flux was applied at the bottom and the two side walls of the channel,
whereas the top wall was considered adiabatic. Conjugate effects were ignored. The
numerical results demonstrated that the average Nusselt number and friction factor
increases when Dh is increased as well. Additionally, it was found that the effect of
hydraulic diameter on heat transfer and friction factor is more influential than the
effect of aspect ratio. Another numerical investigation on the channel confinement and
hydraulic diameter effect on the single-phase fluid flow heat transfer on rectangular
channels using ANSYS Fluent 15 was performed by Sathishkumar and Jayavel [230].
The hydraulic diameters ranged between 100 and 1000µm (keeping constant AR = 1
and L = 62mm) with Re numbers of 500 and 1500. The constant heat flux boundary
condition was prescribed at the bottom and the two side walls, whereas the top wall was
considered adiabatic, with a uniform inlet velocity condition being imposed at the inlet
of the channel, and zero pressure was imposed at the exit of the channel. The channels
consisted of a constant mesh size of 20 × 15 × 400 cells. Based on the simulation
results, it is concluded that the heat transfer is significantly affected by the variation
of Dh and channel confinement and that with the increase in Dh, the Nusselt number
value increases for both Re cases.

Apart from studying the effect of channel diameter, more recent investigations
have focused on the influence of the number of parallel microchannels, aiming to
provide answers on whether the increase in the total number of microchannels could
lead to a higher heat transfer performance [231, 232]. The influence of the number of
parallel micro-passages on flow boiling heat transfer of water has been studied both
experimentally and numerically in the past by Hedau et al. [233]. The applied heat
flux values ranged between 230 and 2200 kWm−2 and mass flux between 250 and
500 kgm−2 s−1. For the numerical part, the VOF solver of ANSYS Fluent 16.0 has
been employed, and the phase change model developed by Lee was utilised for the mass
transfer process of evaporation [30]. The considered heat sinks included 6, 10, and 14
parallel microchannels for a Dh of 810, 590, and 384µm, respectively. From the results,
it was concluded that, for a high number of channels, a greater heat transfer coefficient
is achieved. Specifically, the HTC for the 14 channels case and applied heat flux of
2200 kWm−2 was found to be increased by 240% compared to the case with the six
channels for the same flow conditions. This was attributed to the low thickness of the
film evaporation throughout the annular flow regime due to the increased available
surface to volume ratio as compared to the case with six microchannels.

More recently, Dai et al. [234] conducted a numerical investigation on the effect of
various parameters such as porosity, channel thickness, height, material, and channel
number on flow boiling characteristics, using a microencapsulated phase change material
slurry as the working fluid. A heat flux of 1000 kWm−2 was applied at the bottom side
of the heat sink, whereas the inlet velocity was 2m s−1. The commercial CFD software
ANSYS Fluent 17.0 was utilised, with a grid size of approximately 800 K cells. The
thermal resistance between multi-channel heat sinks, consisting of 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,
and 80 channels, was measured, and it was found that, as the microchannel number
increased, thermal resistance increased as well, attributing this to the reduction in
copper vertical rib thickness, which was not kept constant for this investigation.

It is therefore evident that despite the fact that the effect of microchannel hydraulic
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Table 22: Dimensions of the considered microchannels and total number of cells for
the solid (s) and fluid (f) domains.

Case Dh

(mm)
Hf

(mm)
Wf

(mm)
Hs

(mm)
Ws

(mm)
No. of Cells (×106)

Solid Fluid

I 50 75 37.5 90 37.5 1.0125 3.375

II 100 150 75 90 75 2.025 6.75

III 150 225 112.5 90 112.5 3.0375 13.125

IV 200 300 150 90 150 4.05 13.5

diameter has been widely studied, providing valuable information so far on the heat
transfer and flow characteristics, the majority of these investigations also alter other
important parameters, such as the aspect ratio and the geometrical shape of the
cross-section, resulting in contradicting conclusions. Furthermore, the majority of
these cases focus on results after a steady state condition has been achieved in the
system, ignoring the early stages of the fluid flow characteristics and heat transfer.
Finally, the majority of the numerical works are focusing either on single-phase flow
phenomena or ignore the conjugate heat transfer effects. For this reason, the objective
of the present work is to investigate the effect of channel hydraulic diameter on flow
boiling heat transfer on the first transient stages of flow pattern development and
heat transfer characteristics by performing numerical simulations where the channel
hydraulic diameter will be varied and all other flow and channel design parameters will
remain unchanged, thus isolating the investigated effect. This also constitutes the key
novelty of the present work. As the exact isolation of the hydraulic diameter without
affecting other important flow and heat transfer characteristics, also taking into account
the conjugate heat transfer effects, is numerically examined for the first time in the
literature. For a better understanding of the phenomena, different values of heat and
mass flux have been considered, with a detailed qualitative and quantitative comparison
of the numerical predictions. Additionally, in the present work, a comparison between
a single microchannel and four parallel microchannels, of the same total hydraulic
diameter, is also conducted. In this case, to isolate the investigated effect, the total
volumetric flow rate for both cases remains constant, while the flow rate passing from
each of the four parallel channels is reduced by a factor of four, accordingly.

4.4.2 Numerical set-up

The shape of the tested microchannels is rectangular, and the aspect ratio (AR = W/H)
is set to 0.5 for all the cases. For the first set of simulations, the examined hydraulic
diameters Dh are 50, 100, 150, and 2.4 µm, and the length of the channels is 2.4mm.
Information about the dimensions of the utilised microchannels is shown in Table 22.

As in the previously presented studies in this chapter a constant heat flux q′′ boundary
condition is applied at the bottom wall of the solid domain, whereas the other walls
of the channels are considered adiabatic (more details about the boundary conditions
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Figure 49: (a) Developed thermal boundary layer at the end of the first stage of
simulations (single-phase). (b) Position of the 30 patched bubble seeds that has been
used for all the numerical simulations at the beginning of the second stage (referred as
initial time t = 0ms).

can be found in subsection 4.1.2). Similarly, all the simulations were conducted in
two phases (single-phase until fully developed hydrodynamic and thermal boundary
layer is developed) and after that 30 bubbles (radius of 10µm) along each channel,
are positioned. The working fluid is ethanol (at 1 bar, Table 3) and the microchannel
and heated plate material is considered stainless steel (Table 4). The mesh details and
computational domain are shown in Figure 9. The developed thermal boundary layer
(on side view) and the position of the thirty bubbles that have been patched at time
0ms, on top view are shown in Figure 49.

For isolating the exact effect of the microchannel hydraulic diameter, all the fluid
and solid properties, as well as the total applied heat transfer rate Q (in W), together
with the volumetric flow rate V̇ (in m3 s−1), are kept constant. To keep Q and V̇ values
constant since the hydraulic diameter of each microchannel varies, the applied heat
flux q′′, velocity of the fluid flow Ul, and hence the mass flux G (see Eq. (16)) vary
accordingly with respect to the hydraulic diameter variation. In order to be able to
better understand the phenomena, under different conditions, each of the considered
hydraulic diameters are tested for two different values of applied heat flux q′′, keeping
the heat transfer rate constant at values of Q = 7.20 × 10−3W and 1.80 ×10−2 W,
respectively. The above selected conditions for the simulations are selected to be
similar to those reported in experimental investigations of saturated flow boiling within
microchannels available in the literature, e.g., [2]. The overall operating conditions
considered for the numerical experiments are summarised in Table 23.

In order to have a more realistic case scenario, after the initial nucleation of the
thirty bubbles at t = 0ms, multiple recurring nucleation events of thirty bubbles
with constant nucleation frequency of every 0.4ms and at the same nucleation position,
as shown in Figure 49, have been chosen for the presented simulations. Hence, each
nucleation cycle lasts for 0.4ms, and a total of 10 nucleation cycles are considered (10 ×
0.4ms = 4.0ms) for all of the considered Dh, heat, and mass fluxes. More than 800,000
core-hours were needed for the overall runs that are presented in this subsection.
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Table 23: Operating conditions of the microchannels.

Dh

(µm)
V̇

(m3 s−1)
Ul

(ms−1)
G

(kgm−2 s−1)
Re
(-)

q′′

(kWm−2)

Heat
Transfer
rate Q
(kW)

q′′

(kWm−2)

Heat
Transfer
rate Q
(kW)

50
9.1611
×10−9

3.26 2400 271 q′′ = 80
7.20

×10−6

q′′ = 200
1.80

×10−5100 0.81 600 135 q′′ = 40 q′′ = 100

150 0.36 267 90 q′′ = 26.67 q′′ = 66.67

200 0.2 150 67 q′′ = 20 q′′ = 50

4.4.3 Numerical results: Effect of hydraulic diameter for a single
microchannel

The results from the simulations examining the effect of hydraulic diameter considering
a single rectangular microchannel are presented in the following paragraphs. Initially,
the cases with constant Q = 7.20 × 10−3W and varying heat fluxes (20, 26.7, 40,
and 80 kW/m2) and constant volumetric flow rate of V̇ = 9.1611 × 10−9m3 s−1

with varying mass fluxes (150, 267, 600, 2400 kg/m2), which correspond to hydraulic
diameters of 200, 150, 100, and 50µm, respectively, will be presented. In Figure 50,
qualitative/macroscopic flow visualisation results of the spatial and temporal evolution
of the generated vapour bubbles for all the examined hydraulic diameters are illustrated.
A top view and a 3D isometric view are shown for four successive time instants in
each case. Overall, from a first analysis of the qualitative data, it can be inferred
that the effect of the Dh of the channel exerts a significant influence on the resulting
two-phase flow regimes, with the diameter of a 100µm to be considered as a flow regime
transition threshold. For all cases, the initialised bubble seeds on the heated wall grow
and merge, forming large, elongated bubbles, which are transferred downstream by
the liquid cross-flow. For the cases of 50µm and 100µm, after each nucleation cycle,
the detachment of the bubbles occurs rapidly, resulting in a churn flow for the former
case and into an initially churn flow, during the early time instants (e.g., within the
first millisecond), which is quickly transitioned into a slug flow for the 100µm case.
On the other hand, for the other two cases, bubble detachment lasts a few fractions
of a millisecond more, leading to a direct slug flow regime. By observing both top
and 3D views of the macroscopic results, it can be seen that, for all cases, there is no
contact between the adiabatic top wall and the generated bubbles, whereas a contact
between some of the bubbles with the two adiabatic sidewalls can be seen for all the
cases, for at least one of the shown time instants. However, it is clear that the generated
bubbles for the case of 100µm have the least contact with the three adiabatic walls of
the microchannel, meaning that no formation of dry patches is seen in these regions in
this particular case. This may be attributed to the comparatively thicker liquid film
surrounding the vapour slugs compared to the cases with higher hydraulic diameter.
With regard to the shape of the vapour bubbles, after detaching from the surface
and the leading edge approaches the outlet of the channel, a characteristic symmetric
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Figure 50: Numerical flow visualisation results for constant Q = 7.20× 10−3W and
V̇ = 9.1611× 10−9 m3 s−1. Four common time instants are shown for all cases, whereas
at the top of each column, the heat flux, mass flux, and hydraulic diameter is shown..

bullet shape nose is observed for all cases. The curvature of the nose increases as the
hydraulic diameter decreases, leading to an increment of the evaporation liquid film
thickness. Overall, liquid film evaporation is the main heat transfer mechanism for
all cases. For the cases of 150µm and 200µm, the primary heat transfer mechanism
during the early stages of the vapour bubbles growth (e.g., 0.5ms) is the contact line
(meniscus) evaporation due to the delayed detachment of the bubbles from the heated
surface. However, for the later time instants, the already generated elongated vapour
slugs have detached from the heated surface, making liquid film evaporation the main
heat transfer mechanism.

During the second set of simulations, the heat transfer rate for all the cases is
increased to Q = 1.80× 10−2 W by varying the corresponding applied heat fluxes to 50,
66.7, 100, and 200 kWm−2 for each of the considered channel hydraulic diameters. The
volumetric flow rate and mass flux have remained unchanged compared to the previous
set of simulations, with the values being V̇ = 9.1611× 10−9m3 s−1 and G = 150, 267,
600 , and 2400 kgm−2 s−1 for the cases of Dh = 200, 150, 100, and 50 µm, respectively.
Figure 51 shows the qualitative numerical results for four common time instants. With
regard to the flow characteristics, Figure 51 indicates that the increase in heat flux has
resulted in an increased bubble growth rate; hence, more elongated bubbles for the
cases of 100, 150, and 200µm can be observed, whereas, for the 50µm microchannel,
no significant difference compared to the corresponding Dh case of Figure 50 can be
observed. Churn flow appears to be the two-phase flow regime for the cases of 50 and
100µm; however, a transition into slug flow is also observed for some cases. Similar
to the previous set of simulations, the scaling down of Dh increases the curvature of
the nose of the bubble(s) and hence the thickness of the liquid film. Finally, contact
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Figure 51: Numerical flow visualisation results of hydrophilic cases for constant
Q=1.80×10−2 W and V̇ = 9.1611×10−9 m3 s−1. Four common time instants are shown
for all cases, whereas at the top of each column, the heat flux, mass flux, and hydraulic
diameter is shown.

line evaporation can be considered as the main heat transfer mechanism during the
very early stages of the evaporation process (e.g., 0.5ms) for the cases of 200, 150, and
100µm; however, for later time instants, the main heat transfer mechanism is liquid
film evaporation. For the 50µm case, the main heat transfer mechanism is liquid film
evaporation.

A quantitative comparison of these cases is conducted in Figures 52 and 53. In
Figure 52, the dimensionless time-averaged local Nusselt number Nu(x) over the
dimensionless length of the channel L∗ for all of the examined hydraulic diameter,
heat, and mass flux combinations, together with their reference single-phase stage, is
plotted. Subsequently, the percentage difference of the global Nusselt number (Nuglob)
between the two-phase simulations compared to the corresponding single-phase is shown
in Table 24. At first glance, examining the resulting curves on Figure 52, it is clear
that the increase in Dh implies a linear increase in the overall Nu(x) for both of
the considered applied heat transfer rates for the single and two-phase simulations.
Additionally, a negligible effect of the increase in the applied heat rate is observed in
the single-phase curves for all cases as well as in the two-phase curves for some of the
considered hydraulic diameters. In Figure 53, the percentage difference between the
single-phase and the corresponding two-phase simulation of the local time-averaged
heat transfer coefficient

∆h(x) =
h(x)t−p − h(x)s−p

h(x)s−p

× 100 (74)

versus the L* is plotted for both examined heat transfer rates Q. It is clear from this
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figure that the heat transfer coefficient variation is much smoother for the case of
Dh = 50µm compared to the case of 200µm. Additionally, it is also clear that the
case of 200µm m shows the greatest increase in h(x), followed by the case of 100µm
and the cases of 200µm and 150µm, respectively. This is also evident by observing
Table 24, where for Q = 7.20× 10−3W, the Nuglob for the 50µm two-phase case has
been increased by 37.4%, compared to the corresponding single-phase simulation, and
that for the 100µm case has been increased 25.9%, whereas for the 150 and 200µm
cases, Nuglob have both been increased by 22.2%. The increase in the heat transfer
rate to Q= 1.80 ×10−2 W seems not to have positively or negatively affected the heat
transfer performance of the 50µm channel, while for the other cases, a further increase
in the Nuglob is observed.

Based upon the qualitative and quantitative results of the simulations presented so
far, the following noteworthy conclusions can be drawn:

• The increase in heat transfer rate Q has resulted in an increase in bubble growth
rate and bubble coalescence, resulting in more elongated vapour slugs.

• The bubbles grow to occupy the entire cross-section with elongated or intermittent
vapour slugs within a few fractions of a millisecond.

• For the case of Q = 7.20× 10−3 W, dry patches are formed only on the adiabatic
side walls of the microchannel and mainly for the cases of hydraulic diameter
Dh = 200 and 150µm. For the case of Q = 1.80 ×10−2 W, dry patches are formed
mainly on the two side walls of each channel, but also sometimes on the top
adiabatic wall, close to the inlet of the channel.

• A characteristic bullet shape nose can be seen in all cases. The curvature of the
nose is increased with the decrease in hydraulic diameter for both examined values
of heat transfer rate. An increase in the curvature is also observed by increasing
heat transfer rate

• For the simulations of low heat transfer rate, churn flow is the developed flow
regime for the 50µm channel, while churn flow is also seen in the first few
milliseconds for the case of 100µm, which then transitions into an intermittent
vapour slug regime. For the cases of 150µm and 200µm, due to the comparatively
delayed coalescence of the evaporating bubbles, a slug flow regime is developed.

• Liquid film evaporation is the main heat transfer mechanism for all cases. For
the cases of 50 and 100µm, this is evident throughout the numerical experiments,
whereas for 150 and 200µm, contact line evaporation is the main contributing heat
transfer mechanism for the first two nucleation cycles and liquid film evaporation
for the rest of the simulation.

• For the simulations of high heat transfer rate, churn flow is the flow regime for the
50 µm case, while an initial churn flow that transitions into a slug flow is evident
for the other three cases. In other words, the increase in heat transfer rate did
not affect qualitatively the flow characteristics of the 50 µm channel, whereas for
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Figure 52: Influence of hydraulic diameter on time-averaged local Nusselt number on
both single and two-phase simulations on constant heat transfer and volumetric flow
rates, and varying heat and mass fluxes.

the other three channels, higher bubble growth rates and comparatively more
elongated slugs are observed.

• The difference in the two-phase flow regimes between the tested cases has also
resulted in a different heat transfer performance.

• Heat transfer is deteriorated by increasing the hydraulic diameter of the channel
when comparing the corresponding single and two-phase flow simulations, as
shown by the time-averaged heat transfer coefficient difference ∆h(x) comparison.

• The increase in the heat transfer rate indicated that the effect of channel diameter
is more evident when the heat transfer rate is lower. Furthermore, when the heat
transfer rate was increased a substantial enhancement of the heat transfer could
be seen for the microchannels of 200, 150, and 100µm, whereas no important
difference could be seen for the microchannel with the smallest hydraulic diameter.

• The trend representing the global Nusselt number curve of the single-phase
simulations is identical, regardless of the hydraulic diameter of the microchannel,
and they all increase with the increase in hydraulic diameter. As expected,
different trends could be seen when comparing the two-phase simulations.

• The variation of the time-averaged heat transfer coefficient difference ∆h(x) versus
the dimensionless length L∗ is much smoother for the case of small hydraulic
diameter compared to the case of 200µm.

4.4.4 Numerical results: Effect of the number of parallel microchannels

As mentioned earlier, in addition to the effect of channel diameter, researchers have been
also focused on the effect of the number of the microchannels in order to see whether the
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Figure 53: Effect of hydraulic diameter on time-averaged heat transfer coefficient
difference ∆h(x) over the dimensionless length L∗ between the corresponding single
and two-phase simulations for the examined hydraulic diameters with constant heat
transfer and volumetric flow rate and varying heat and mass fluxes.

Table 24: Comparison of the Nuglob and percentage difference between single-phase
and two-phase results for the examined Q and Dh.

For Q = 7.20× 10−3W and
V̇ = 9.1611× 10−9m3 s−1

Q = 7.20× 10−2W and
V̇ = 9.1611× 10−9m3 s−1

Dh

(µm)
Single-Phase Two-Phase % Difference Single-Phase Two-Phase % Difference

(–) (–) (%) (–) (–) (%)

50 1.851 2.542 37.4 1.851 2.539 37.2

100 3.087 3.887 25.9 3.091 4.163 34.7

150 4.443 5.427 22.6 4.472 5.609 25.4

200 5.866 7.168 22.2 6.011 7.912 31.7
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division of a single microchannel with specific Dh into a greater number of channels with
smaller Dh, or vice versa, can enhance heat transfer and flow characteristics. In this
subsection simulations of fully three-dimensional microchannel heat sinks accounting for
conjugate effect are conducted, aiming to compare and propose an optimal geometric
design where the minimum overall thermal resistance will be used as an objective
function. This investigation considers the effect of a number of microchannels by
performing numerical simulations of a single microchannel with Dh = 200µm and four
parallel microchannels, each having Dh = 50µm, totalling Dh = 200µm. In order
to perform a more realistic investigation, both cases are surrounded by solid walls of
stainless steel. As in the previous set of simulations, initially, single-phase simulations
were run up to a point where the thermal and hydrodynamic profiles are fully developed.
Consequently, the time was set to 0.4ms, and thirty bubbles, each with a radius of
10 µm, were patched on the solid–liquid interface at the same position along the channels
every 0.4ms for seven nucleation cycles, up to 3.2ms. Furthermore, in order to isolate
the effect of channel number, all the other parameters, such as the total flow rate, heat
flux, as well as the aspect ratio and wall thicknesses around the channels, were kept the
same. An applied heat flux of 50 kWm−2 was uniformly applied at the bottom wall,
corresponding to a total heat transfer rate of Q = 1.80 ×10−2 W. The total volumetric
flow for the two cases was selected to be V̇ = 9.1611 × 10−9m3 s−1. Mesh details
and boundary conditions for the numerical setups are shown in Figure 44a,b for the
single and multiple microchannels cases, respectively. The corresponding geometrical
characteristics of the tested microchannels and the fully developed thermal boundary
layer at the beginning of the two-phase simulation (t = 0.4ms) are shown in Figure 54c,d.
Finally, a top view of the considered microchannels and the position of the patched
bubbles at t = 0ms (and at the beginning of every nucleation event) are shown in
Figure 54e,f.

Flow visualisation results for both microchannels are shown in Figure 55. Initially,
it can be observed that changing the design of the microchannel has resulted in a
significant difference in the temperature gradient between the two cases. Specifically,
for the case of a single microchannel, the spatial temperature difference ∆T between
the hottest and the coolest spots is 6.7K, whereas for the four parallel microchannel
case, ∆T is 3.6K. The different design also exhibited a difference in the generated
two-phase flow regimes. For the case of the single channel heat sink, in the first half
towards the inlet of the microchannel, the merging of the bubbles occur at such a rate
where the detachment of the merged bubbles and their subsequent transformation into
small vapour slugs requires approximately a complete nucleation cycle (0.4ms). On the
other hand, in the second half of the channel, churn flow is observed immediately after
boiling incipience for the first four nucleation cycles (1.6ms), which are characterised by
a highly fluctuating, non-uniform interface between the liquid and the vapour phases.
This can be attributed to the high coalescence rate, which is caused by the fast growth
rate of each of the patched bubbles in this hotter region of the channel. However, as
the temperature of the heated wall is decreased, a transition into slug flow is observed.
For the case of the four parallel channels, churn flow is observed throughout the overall
numerical experiment within all the parallel microchannels. It is worthwhile mentioning
that, in all four microchannels, the developed two-phase flow regimes are quite similar at
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and single case channel (b) for constant Q = 1.80 ×10−2 W and V̇ = 9.1611×10−9 m3 s−1.
Four common time instants are shown.

the earlier stages but have evident differentiation at later stages, especially between the
end and middle channels. This is evidence of the effect of the solid domain inertia on the
developed boundary conditions at the corresponding conjugate boundaries. Therefore,
due to symmetry, the two middle channels and the two outer channels present similar
two-phase flow patterns, but comparing the instantaneous two-phase flow pattern of
an outer and an inner channel, noticeable differences exist. Additionally, by observing
and comparing Figures 51a and 55a, it is evident that, for the latter case, where solid
walls surround the microchannels, the developed flow boiling regime is not significantly
affected. Dry patches are formed in the side walls of each channel, whereas the top wall
has no contact with the bubbles. The main heat transfer mechanism for the bottom
and top walls of the four-channel case is liquid film evaporation, with a very small
contribution of contact line evaporation close to the inlet of each channel. Conversely,
due to the significant presence of dry patches, contact line evaporation is the main heat
transfer mechanism on the side walls of the same case. For the single channel case,
contact line evaporation is the main heat transfer mechanism for the first millisecond of
the boiling process. However, as the temperature gradient between the solid surface
decreases and the flow regime is transitioned into slug flow, the main heat transfer
mechanism is liquid film evaporation.

Figure 56 illustrates the local time-averaged thermal resistance, Rl, of the two
examined cases, measured in the solid–fluid interface along the channel for the single
channel case and in the solid–fluid interface along each channel for the multiple parallel
channel case. In order to evaluate the heat transfer performance of the multiple
microchannel case and to compare it with the single channel case, both the global, Rglob,
and local time-averaged thermal resistance, Rl , are used:

Rglob =
n∑

i=j

Rj,n/L
∗ (75)
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where
Rl =

(
Twall − Tsat

)
/AHAq

′′ (76)

From the results, it is evident that the different heat sink configuration has
significantly affected the overall thermal resistance Rl. Even though the trend lines
between the single-phase results are similar, the case of the single microchannel has
significantly higher Rl compared to the case of multiple channels. For both single-phase
lines, the Rl starts at a minimum value in the inlet of the channel and increases linearly
along the flow path, reaching a maximum value in the outlet of the microchannel(s). By
comparing the dashed lines representing the single-phase simulations in Figure 56, it is
clear that the multiple channel case has substantially less thermal resistance compared
to the single channel case, meaning that the convection heat transfer is much more
efficient in the multiple channel case. This is mainly due to the convective heat transfer
coefficient being inversely proportional to the hydraulic diameter of the channels, which,
in the single microchannel, is four times greater compared to the multiple channels case.
Additionally, this may also be attributed to the fact that, for the four-channels case, the
uniformity of the temperature distribution is significantly better compared to the single
channel heat sink. As expected, when comparing the two-phase results, the contribution
of the flow boiling has resulted in a lower temperature of the conjugate boundary, leading
to lower thermal resistance compared to the corresponding single-phase simulations.
These results reveal that there is a significant augmentation in flow boiling heat transfer
performance in the case of four parallel channels, compared to the case of single channel.
Initially, this can be attributed to different flow regimes and the thicker liquid film
(either at the corners or walls) formed in the case of the single channel, which results
in weaker liquid film evaporation and reduced heat transfer. Another reason for this
difference is the fact that contact line evaporation, seen up to 1.0ms in the single
channel case, may have resulted in partial dry-out and further deterioration of the local
heat transfer coefficient. In addition, as noted by Wang et al. [225], the complexity
of the flow field is increased by the larger cross-sectional area, which has more space
available for thicker liquid films.

4.4.5 Temperature and volume fraction comparison within each
microchannel

As noted earlier, for the case of four parallel channels, the flow patterns were similar
regardless of the position of each channel within the solid surface. Therefore, it is
interesting to observe whether this behaviour is also observed quantitatively or not.
Thus, the time - averaged temperature T at the fluid–solid interface of the bottom
heated wall along the flow path, as well as the time averaged vapour volume within each
microchannel, has been measured and presented in Figure 57. The T results L* shown
in Figure 57 indicate that the T values through the flow boiling process remain almost
unaffected for the end channels 1 and 4 as well as for the middle channels, channels
2 and 3 (the numbering of the channels can be seen in Figure 56). Furthermore, the
trend of the four channels is also identical. As for the vapour volume, this has been
plotted over time t and is shown in Figure 57b. From the results, it is noted that curves
show similar trends; however, as in the cases of T , the group of the end channels and
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Figure 56: Time-averaged thermal resistance Rl comparison of single and two-phase
simulations between single channel of Dh = 200µm and four parallels channels, each
having Dh = 50 µm.

the middle channels show comparatively closer quantitative results. The 0.4ms are
attributed to the patched bubbles occurrence frequency. Overall, the difference in the
vapour volume between the microchannels can be considered minor. Even though the
above findings indicate that the effect of microchannel position on T and vapour volume
is minor, it should be again pointed out that, in the present investigation, the first
transient stages of the flow patterns development, is examined. This means that, for
more macroscale applications, conjugate heat transfer effects are absolutely necessary to
be taken into consideration when performing numerical simulations, as the solid inertia
effects can be more significant (also during such early flow boiling stages) when other
solid surfaces with different thermophysical properties are examined.

4.4.6 Conclusions

A detailed numerical investigation on the effect of microchannel hydraulic diameter
as well as on the effect of the number of parallel microchannels within flow boiling
microchannel heat sinks is performed. In total, two sets of simulations were performed
and analysed separately. In the first set, the effect of microchannel hydraulic diameter
on the global heat transfer characteristics is investigated within a single rectangular
microchannel for four different hydraulic diameters of 200, 150, 100, and 50. It has been
illustrated that the hydraulic diameter plays a significant role on both the resulting
flow boiling regimes and heat transfer characteristics. Particularly, the values of
the time-averaged heat transfer coefficient of the two-phase runs, compared to the
corresponding single-phase cases is increased with the corresponding decrease in the
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Figure 57: For q′′ = 50 kWm−2 and G = 600 kgm−2 s−1. (a) Comparison of
time-averaged temperature T measured in the meniscus along each channel over L∗.
(b) Comparison of the volume vapour of each channel over time t.

channel hydraulic diameter. Additionally, a fluctuating trend is exhibited for the case of
higher hydraulic diameter (e.g., 200 µm), whereas the fluctuations are diminished as the
hydraulic diameter decreases (e.g., 50 µm). For the case of the low applied heat transfer
rate, an increase of 37.4%, 26.9%, 22.2%, and 22.2% of the global Nusselt number,
compared to the corresponding single-phase stage of the simulations, could be seen for
the microchannels with hydraulic diameter of 50, 100, 150, and 200µm, respectively.
Furthermore, for the case of high heat transfer rate, the global Nusselt number increased
by 37.2%, 34.7%, 25.4%, and 31.7%, respectively. In the second set of simulations, a
single microchannel with hydraulic diameter of 200µm and four parallel microchannels,
each with a hydraulic diameter of 50 µm, are performed. From this comparison, it
could be seen that a difference in microchannel configuration results in the development
of different flow regimes. The findings revealed that the local time-averaged thermal
resistance Rl decreased with the decrease in the hydraulic diameter and the increase in
the channel number n. For the single microchannel heat sink, the two-phase thermal
resistance is decreased by 5.4% compared to its single-phase stage, whereas for the
multiple channels case the thermal resistance is decreased by 23.3% compared to its
single-phase stage. The difference in the thermal resistance can be attributed to the
thicker liquid film that the case of 200 µm has compared to the 50µm, leading to an
increased convection and conduction resistance and hence a decrease in heat transfer
performance. Additionally, the liquid film evaporation is higher in the case of thin films.

4.5 Summary / Conclusions

In the present chapter a detailed literature review on important aspects that have
drawn attention and still remain open, on flow boiling within micro-passages has been
presented. Additionally, by utilising an enhanced VOF-based method, a numerical
investigation on the effect of various important parameters, including the effect of

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
L*
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surface wettability, solid surface thermophysical properties, channels’ aspect ratio and
channels’ hydraulic diameter, on fluid flow characteristics and heat transfer coefficient
has been presented. Each of these parameters has been extensively investigated both
qualitatively and quantitatively and the investigation has been focused on flow boiling
heat transfer on the first transient stages of flow pattern development and heat transfer
characteristics by isolating the above-mentioned effects. This also constitutes the key
novelty of the present work.

Some of the most important conclusions for each parameter include:
Effect of surface wettabilty:

• The effect of wettability on Nuglob number for simulations with a single nucleation
site and a single nucleation event is found to be minor.

• Liquid film evaporation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism for hydrophilic
surfaces.

• By increasing the applied heat flux value and keeping the mass flux constant, a
minor effect on the time-averaged Nu number is observed, however, when the
mass flux is increased, the heat transfer coefficient is found to increase linearly.

• Liquid film evaporation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism in the hydrophilic
surface case, with small contribution of contact line evaporation, mostly in the
first half of the microchannel until fully departure of the bubble from the heated
surface occurs. On the other hand, contact line evaporation is the dominant heat
transfer mechanism in the hydrophobic surface case.

Effect of aspect ratio:

• The aspect ratio of a microchannel has a significant effect on the local heat transfer
characteristics. This happens due to an enhancement in the single-phase heat
transfer, prior to the onset of nucleate boiling, combined with the alteration of
the underpinned bubble growth dynamics and the resulting differentiation in the
contributions of contact line versus liquid film evaporation, when boiling occurs
and a two-phase flow is developed.

• From the comparison of the time-averaged local Nusselt numbers along the
channels, it can be concluded that, for all cases, the increase of the Nusselt
numbers is much higher when more realistic cases, with multiple simultaneous
nucleation sites, are simulated, especially for the narrow channel. This leads to a
similar overall heat transfer performance with respect to the wide channel, which
was superior in the case of the isolated single bubble. This is also evident by
comparing the resulting global Nusselt numbers.

Effect of solid surface thermophysical properties:

• The qualitative and quantitative results showed that the variation of surface
thermophysical properties, substantially affects the resulting flow boiling regimes
as well as the heat transfer characteristics and enhancement.
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• A significant increase, compared to the initial single-phase stage simulations, in
the time-averaged heat transfer coefficient of more than 40% has been observed
for the cases of silver and aluminium, whereas the cases of stainless steel and
brass demonstrated a lower heat transfer coefficient increase (e.g. < 30%). The
better performance of the aluminium, silver and copper surfaces are linked to the
resulting flow boiling regimes, which are characterised by larger in volume vapour
slugs, higher bubble coalescence rate, less presence of bubbly flow and thicker
liquid films.

• The empirical correlations that are available in the literature and are used for
predicting analytically the heat transfer in such flows, do not take into account
the solid surface thermophysical properties. Furthermore these correlations are
based on data of flow boiling within conventional tubes and not specifically in
microchannels.

• In this chapter, a new correlation based on the correlation by Li and Wu [45]
has been developed. The developed correlation takes into consideration for the
first time in the literature the thermal diffusivity of the solid material of the
microchannels. The new correlation is found to predict the global heat transfer
coefficient for all the numerically examined surfaces with absolute error values up
to 17.47% in comparison to the existing correlation that results in an absolute
error of 35.54%.

Effect of solid surface hydraulic diameter:

• Liquid film evaporation is the main heat transfer mechanism for all the examined
cases. For the cases of 50 and 100µm, this is evident throughout the numerical
experiments, whereas for 150 and 200µm, contact line evaporation is the main
contributing heat transfer mechanism for the first two nucleation cycles and liquid
film evaporation for the rest of the simulation.

• The increase in the heat transfer rate indicated that the effect of channel diameter
is more evident when the heat transfer rate is lower. Furthermore, when the heat
transfer rate was increased a substantial enhancement of the heat transfer could
be seen for the microchannels of 200, 150, and 100µm, whereas no important
difference could be seen for the microchannel with the smallest hydraulic diameter.
The trend representing the global Nusselt number curve of the single-phase
simulations is identical, regardless the hydraulic diameter of the microchannel,
and they all increase with the increase in hydraulic diameter. As expected,
different trends could be seen when comparing the two-phase simulations.

• The variation of the time-averaged heat transfer coefficient difference ∆h(x) versus
the dimensionless length L∗ is much smoother for the case of small hydraulic
diameter compared to the case of 200µm.

• For the case of multiple parallel channels, as expected, when comparing the
two-phase results, the contribution of the flow boiling has resulted in a lower
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temperature of the conjugate boundary, leading to lower thermal resistance
compared to the corresponding single-phase simulations. These results reveal that
there is a significant augmentation in flow boiling heat transfer performance in
the case of four parallel channels, compared to the case of single channel.

• For the single microchannel heat sink, the two-phase thermal resistance is decreased
by 5.4% compared to its single-phase stage, whereas for the multiple channels
case the thermal resistance is decreased by 23.3% compared to its single-phase
stage. The difference in the thermal resistance can be attributed to the thicker
liquid film that the case of 200µm has compared to the 50µm, leading to an
increased convection and conduction resistance and hence a decrease in heat
transfer. performance.
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5 Numerical investigation using the Eulerian-Eulerian
two-fluid method

Generally, the VOF method is employed where the position of the interface is of
great interest. Therefore, the simulations conducted and presented with the enhanced
VOF-based solver of OpenFOAM are able to provide valuable information for some of
the most important fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics for flow boiling within
microchannels. However, such investigations require thousands of core hours and several
weeks of finishing, making them too computationally expensive and time-consuming for
utilising it directly in practical engineering calculations.

As previously presented, advances in numerical modelling techniques have given the
opportunity of a wide selection of commercially available fluid flow models based on the
Navier-Stokes equations for conducting numerical investigations. In our case, a model
that can surpass the above-mentioned disadvantages of the VOF method and at the
same time can reduce the computational cost and be used as a faster tool providing
important information for macro-scale applications of flow boiling within micro-passages,
is required to be employed. The Eulerian-Eulerian method has been successfully utilised
in the past for the numerical study of such applications, providing accurate results
compared to the experimental data.

Therefore, in this section a numerical investigation adopting the Eulerian-Eulerian
(or two fluid) technique for reproducing experiments available in the literature for
diabatic two-phase flow within long tubes (Dh < 20mm), will be performed. The results
are obtained using standard inter-phase transfer modeling, including drag, lift, virtual
mass and turbulent drag forces [[235]].

The scope of this investigation is to examine the validity of the Eulerian-Eulerian
multiphase model implementation in v. 8.0 of the OpenFOAM CFD Toolbox in
combination with the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) wall partitioning model,
for the prediction of flow boiling within microchannels in comparison with appropriate
literature available experimental results. The main aim is to identify problems and
limitations in the existing closure sub-models particularly for the case of microchannels
(e.g. Dh < 1.5mm) and to suggest ways that the overall data that were produced in
Chapter 4 where the VOF methodology is applied could aid in the development of new
closure relationships in the future, for improving the validity of the Eulerian-Eulerian
RPI predictions.

5.1 Application of the numerical model

For the reproduction of the experiments, the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model of
OpenFOAM is utilised. This model is based on the equations presented in subsection
3.5. In OpenFOAM the Navier-Stokes equations are discretised using the Finite Volume
Method (FVM). The selection of the proper discretisation schemes is important, as
they can have a major impact on the final results [236]. The details of the selected
schemes of the present study are shown in Table 25. For the calculation of the velocity
and the pressure field which is found by solving the momentum and pressure equations,
the PIMPLE algorithm is used in the present model. The PIMPLE algorithm is the
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Table 25: Schemes used in the present study.

Modeling term OF Scheme keywords Description Scheme

Convection term divSchemes Discretization of divergence terms (∇·) Gauss linear
Gauss linearUpwind limited
Gauss vanLeer
Gauss upwind

Gradient term gradSchemes Discretization of the gradient terms (∇) Gauss linear
Diffusive term laplacianSchemes Discretization of laplacian terms (∇2) Gauss linear corrected
Time derivative ddtSchemes Discret. of first and second order time deriv. Euler
Others interpolationSchemes Point to point interpolation of the value Linear

snGradSchemes Component of gradient normal to a cell face Corrected

Table 26: Experimental conditions of DEBORA 1-4.

Experiment P
[MPa]

G
[kg2m−1 s]

q′′

[W2m−1K−1]
Tinlet

[K]
Tsat

[K]
DEBORA 1 2.62 1996 73.89 341.67 359.98
DEBORA 2 2.62 1985 73.89 343.68 359.98
DEBORA 3 1.46 2028 76.20 301.67 331.25
DEBORA 4 1.46 2030 76.24 304.31 331.25

combination of PISO-SIMPLE predictor-corrector solver for large time step transient
incompressible laminar or turbulent flows. It is based on an iterative procedure for
solving equations for velocity and pressure. More details about the PIMPLE algorithm
can be found here [237].

5.2 Experimental setup of DEBORA cases

The validation of the capabilities of the present numerical model is tested against
the DEBORA experiments that were carried out at CEA in Grenoble by Manon
[238] and Garnier et al. [239]. These experiments utilised subcooled flow boiling
under high pressure conditions on a vertical tube, whereas the refrigerant R12
(Dichlorodifluoromethane) has been selected as the working fluid. The tube has an
inner diameter of 19.2mm and is divided into three parts; (i) an adiabatic inlet section
of 1m length, (ii) a heated section of 3.5m and finally (iii) an adiabatic outlet section
of 0.5m, as shown in Figure 58a. The working fluid is injected from the bottom of the
pipe, following a direction opposite with respect to the gravitational force, and then is
heated up over the section where constant uniform heat flux is applied. The operating
pressure of the experiments is ranging between 1.46 to 2.62MPa, testing various inlet
subcooling temperatures, heat fluxes and inlet velocities. In the present investigation,
the utilised numerical model has been validated against the DEBORA experiments 1
to 4. The flow conditions of these experiments are summarised in Table 26.

The DEBORA experiments offer the possibility of comparing various two-phase
flow and heat transfer parameters such as vapour fraction, liquid temperature, wall
superheat etc., providing in this way the possibility of the validation of the numerical
model at various important parameters and heat transfer characteristics. In more detail,
the vapour volume fraction, the bubble detachment size, and vapour velocity profiles
are measured on the radial axis at the end of the heated section using optical probes
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Table 27: Liquid and vapour properties of the experiments/numerical investigation.

P
(MPa)

Tsat

(K)
σ
(N
m )

ρl
( kg
m3 )

ρv
( kg
m3 )

νl
(m

2

s )
νv

(m
2

s )
Cpl

( J
kgK )

λl

( W
mK )

Cpv

( J
kgK )

λv

( W
mK )

2.62 359.98 0.00176 1016.4 172.51 8.76× 10−8 9.49× 10−8 1357.5 0.046 1200.7 0.018
1.46 331.25 0.00465 1177.0 84.97 1.11× 10−7 1.58× 10−7 1111.6 0.056 861.94 0.013
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Figure 58: a) Experimental setup by Manon [238] and Garnier et al. [239] b)
computational domain of the 2D axisymmetric simulations conducted in the present
study.
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Figure 59: Countors of (a) velocity at 0.5 sec, b) vapour volume fraction at 4 sec, c)
temperature of the liquid at 4 sec and velocity of the vapour at 4 sec for the DEBORA
2 case.

whereas the liquid temperature was measured at the same location using thermocouples.
Additionally, parameters such as wall superheat and heat transfer coefficient are also
measured along the heated length of the tube.

5.3 Computational geometry, boundary and initial conditions

As shown in Figure 58b the simulations were carried out for an axisymmetric geometry,
using a computational domain that mimics the experimental setup described above. In
more detail, a 5° wedge of the tube is used as the computational domain. OpenFOAM’s
meshing utilities blockMesh and extrudeMesh were used for the generation of the
mesh. An inlet velocity boundary condition has been specified at the bottom and
pressure boundary condition was imposed at the top outlet of the tube. The no-slip
velocity boundary condition has been used at the wall for the liquid phase. For the
vapour phase, the free slip condition has been specified as it has been found by some
researchers that this boundary condition is better suited for such cases [240, 241]. A
summary of the utilised boundary conditions of the present study is shown in Table 28.

All the simulations are conducted in two stages. In the first stage, in order to obtain
a fully developed hydrodynamic boundary layer, an adiabatic single-phase simulation
was performed for 0.5 sec of real flow, where the domain was filled up with the working
liquid at the corresponding subcooled temperature with liquid entering the domain
at a constant mass flux. The developed hydrodynamic boundary layer for the liquid
phase at 0.5 sec can be seen in Figure 59a. In the second stage, a constant uniform
heat flux was applied on the heated section of the domain. This stage was run for up to
4 sec in order to ensure that steady-state conditions have been reached. Subsequently,
the measurements of the examined heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics could be
made. Snapshots of the resulted vapour volume fraction, liquid temperature and vapour
velocity at t=4 s for the DEB. 2 case, can be seen in Figure 59b, c, d, indicatively.
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Table 28: Boundary condition and settings used in the present numerical study. More
information about each of the below boundary conditions can be find in [242]

Field Inlet Outlet Wall

alpha.gas fixedValue inletOutlet zeroGradient
alphat.gas calculated calculated compressible::alphatWallBoilingWallFunction
epsilon.gas mapped inletOutlet epsilonWallFunction
k.gas mapped inletOutlet kqRWallFunction
nut.gas calculated calculated nutWallFunction
T.gas fixedValue inletOutlet copiedFixedValue
U.gas mapped pressureInletOutletVelocity slip

alpha.liquid fixedValue inletOutlet zeroGradient
alphat.liquid fixedValue calculated compressible::alphatWallBoilingWallFunction
epsilon.liquid mapped inletOutlet epsilonWallFunction
k.liquid mapped inletOutlet kqRWallFunction
nut.liquid calculated calculated nutWallFunction
omega.liquid mapped inletOutlet omegaWallFunction
T.liquid fixedValue inletOutlet fixedMultiphaseHeatFlux
U.liquid mapped pressureInletOutletVelcity noSlip

p calculated calculated calculated
p_rgh fixedFluxPressure prghPressure fixedfluxPressure

5.4 Mesh independency study

The selected mesh size of the present work has been chosen after the performance
of a mesh independence study in order to ensure that the solution is not influenced
by the size of the mesh. Five different meshes, consisting of hexahedral and prism
cells, were constructed for this purpose. The mesh has a slight bias on the radial axis
and towards the heated wall in order to capture in more detail the hydrodynamic
and thermal boundary layers. The different cases consisted of cell sizes of 700 × 40,
1400 × 40, 2800 × 160, 5600 × 160, 11200 × 320 cells on the axial (x-axis) and radial
axis (y-axis), respectively, of the 2D axisymmetric computational domain. The results
indicated that the effect of the increasing mesh size on the distributions of the vapour
fraction, liquid temperature and vapour velocity were minimal. Particularly, when the
vapour fraction (Figure 60a) is compared the average percentage difference between the
1400 × 40 and the cases of 2800 × 80, 5600 × 160 and 11200 × 320, is 3.04%, 5.53%
and 9.10%, respectively. For the case of liquid temperature (Figure 60b) the average
percentage difference of temperature of the 1400 × 40 is 0.02%, 0.04% and 0.07%
compared to the 2800 × 80, 5600 × 160 and 11200 × 320, respectively. Additionally,
when comparing the average percentage difference of the vapour velocity (Figure 60e),
the 1400 × 40 is less than 2% compared to the other mesh sizes (0.48, 0.95 and 1.47%
for the 2800 × 80, 5600 × 160 and 11200 × 320 cases, respectively), similar results
could be seen for the liquid velocity comparison but also for the bubble detachment
diameter comparison. As for the comparison between the 1400 × 40 and the 700 × 40
case, the difference is below 1% for all the examined parameters. However, considering
both the computational cost and the accuracy of the results, the case of 1400 × 40 cells
in the axial and radial direction, respectively, has been finally selected for the modeling
of the DEBORA experiments.

5.5 Numerical model validation results against DEBORA cases

In this section, the validation of the utilised model against the experiments of DEBORA
1-4 are presented in Figures 61 to 68. As previously mentioned, the experimental
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Figure 60: Mesh independency study comparison.
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Table 29: Mesh details of the examined cases.

Tested cases (x/y axis)
- No. of cells [-]

Total No.
of cells [-]

700/40 28,000
1400/40 56,000
2800/80 224,000
5600/160 896,000
11200/320 3,584,000

Table 30: Values of the key parameters and empirical constants of the utilised
sub-models of the two-fluid model for each DEBORA case.

Nucl. site model
-Lemm.-Chaw.
[143] Cn [-]

Nucl. site model
-Lemm.-Chaw. [143]
Nref [m−2]× 106

Nucl. site model
-Lemm.-Chaw.

[143] ∆TrefN [K]

Dep. diam. model
-Tolubin.-Kost.
[145] dref [mm]

Dep. freq. model-
Kocam.-Ishii
[144] Cf [-]

Present study-
DEBORA 1 1.60 25 10 0.48 0.10

Present study-
DEBORA 2 1.60 21 10 0.52 0.15

Present study-
DEBORA 3 1.60 30 26 0.58 0.10

Present study-
DEBORA 4 1.60 20 30 0.75 0.10

data (and hence also the numerical data of the present study) have been measured
either along a radial profile at the outlet of the heated section and along the heated
wall axis. The figures also include a curve of the corresponding numerical results by
Krepper & Rzehak [235], for the same DEBORA cases, utilising ANSYS CFX, which
constitutes an additional benchmark, confirming in this way the validity of the utilised
model of OpenFOAM CFD Toolbox. For the accurate capturing of the experimental
results, it was deemed necessary to tune some of the parameters and constants that the
empirical correlations include in their relationships which are used as sub-models in the
present numerical simulation framework. In more detail, the key parameters that were
modified in order to obtain results that show good agreement with the corresponding
experiments are the Cn, Nref and the ∆TrefN values from the nucleation site density
model of Lemmert and Chawla [143], the dref value of the departure diameter closure
proposed by Tolubinski and Kostanchuk [145] and the Cf empirical constant proposed
by Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii [144] for the bubble departure frequency model. The
optimum values of the parameters for each DEBORA experiment are summarised in
Table 30.

5.6 Numerical results of DEBORA 1 and DEBORA 2
experiments

The predictions and measurements for the radial profiles of the vapour fraction, bubble
detachment diameter, vapour velocity, liquid velocity (experimental data not available)
and liquid temperature, against the DEBORA 1 (DEB. 1) and DEBORA 2 (DEB. 2)
experiments as well as the predictions and measurements for the axial profiles of the
heat transfer coefficient and wall superheat measured at the heated wall, for the same
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experiments, are illustrated in Figures 61 and 63, and Figures 62 and 64, respectively.
The main difference between the two experiments is the inlet subcooling temperature of
the coolant which is 341.67K for DEB. 1 and 343.68K for DEB. 2, while the operating
pressure is 2.62MPa, for both cases as shown in Table 26. The selected values for
the DEB. 1 experiment for the Cn, Nref , ∆TrefN , dref and Cf values are 1.60, 25
million (M), 10K, 0.48mm and 0.10, respectively. Whereas for the DEB. 2 experiment
the values are Cn=1.60, Nref = 21 M, ∆TrefN= 10K, dref= 0.48mm and Cf= 0.10.
From the sensitivity analysis performed in the present study, it has been observed that
the modification of the parameter dref of the departure diameter model had a major
influence on all the examined fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics including the
vapour fraction and the vapour velocity profile and of course on the bubble detachment
diameter, whereas the Nref value of the nucleation site density model had major impact
on the resulting wall superheat but no significant influence on the radial temperature
profile of the liquid phase. The empirical constants Cn and Cf of the nucleation site
density and the bubble departure frequency model, respectively, had a major influence
on the wall superheat and minimal influence on the liquid temperature measured on
the radial axis, whereas had no influence on the volume fraction and velocity profiles.
Finally, the variation of the ∆TrefN parameter had a significant impact on the wall
superheat value. All these observations are summarised in Table 31.

Now, focusing on the radial axis results of DEB 1. and DEB. 2 cases shown in
Figures 61 and 63, respectively, it is evident that the numerical model is able to
accurately predict the vapour fraction and the liquid temperature profiles, showing
consistency with the experimental data. On the other hand, it can be seen that the
velocity profiles are underestimated by the numerical simulations for both cases. This
may be attributed to the fact that since the experiments are conducted in vertical tubes
when measuring at the end of the heated section, there are bigger bubbles coming at the
center of the tube from lower positions which were formed due to coalescence of smaller
bubbles that were detached from the heated wall, resulting in bubble acceleration
in the center of the tube, due to buoyancy effects. This phenomenon cannot be
captured in the numerical simulations of the present model since there is no bubble
coalescence sub-model included. The lack of such sub-model in the present model is
also evident when comparing the bubble detachment diameter shown in Figures 61b
and 63b. Particularly, it can be seen that the simulation is unable to follow the trend
of the experimental measurements, where as we approach the heated wall, the bubble
detachment diameter is rapidly decreasing due to the coalescence with bigger bubbles,
which are immediately dragging away the smaller bubbles from the wall. Conversely,
when comparing the heat transfer coefficient and the wall superheat (Figures 62 and 64)
which are measured on the heated wall, we can see that the numerical results show
good agreement with the corresponding experimental data.

5.7 Numerical results of DEBORA 3 and DEBORA 4
experiments

The numerical results of the DEB. 3 and DEB. 4 experiments are shown in this
subsection. In these experiments the operating pressure is 1.46MPa for both cases
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Figure 61: DEBORA 1 - Radial line captions: Numerical results and comparison
between the present simulation, experiments of Manon [238] and Garnier et al. [239]
and Krepper & Rzehak [235].
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Figure 62: DEBORA 1 - Axial line captions: Numerical results and comparison
between the present simulation, experiments of Manon [238] and Garnier et al. [239]
and Krepper & Rzehak [235].
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Figure 63: DEBORA 2 - Radial line captions: Numerical results and comparison
between the present simulation, experiments of Manon [238] and Garnier et al. [239]
and Krepper & Rzehak [235].
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Figure 64: DEBORA 2 - Axial line captions: Numerical results and comparison
between the present simulation, experiments of Manon [238] and Granier et al. [239]
and Krepper & Rzehak [235].
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Table 31: Influence of the modified parameters that are included in the selected models
on the measured fluid and heat transfer characteristics.

Cn Nref ∆TrefN dref Cf

Volume fraction
(radial) minor minor minor major intermediate

Bubble detachment
diameter (radial) intermediate minor minor major intermediate

Velocity profile
(radial) minor minor minor major minor

Liquid temperature
(radial) intermediate intermediate intermediate major intermediate

Wall superheat
/temperature

(axial)
major major major major major

and the inlet subcooling temperature is 301.67K for the DEB. 3 and 304.31K for the
DEB. 4 test. As it can be seen from Table 30, for the prediction of the corresponding
experimental data, a further adjustment of the empirical correlations was necessary. In
more detail, for the DEB. 3 case the values of Cn, Nref , ∆TrefN , dref and Cf values
were 1.60, 30 M, 26K, 0.58mm and 0.10, respectively. For the DEB. 4 case, the values
for the Cn, Nref , ∆TrefN , dref and Cf values are 1.60, 20 M, 30K, 0.75mm and 0.10,
respectively.

Overall, it can be seen that as in the previous comparison, the numerical model can
predict well the vapour fraction and the liquid temperature profiles measured on the
radial axis for DEB. 3 and DEB. 4 shown in Figures 65a , 65d and 67a , 67d, respectively.
The lack of bubble coalescence sub-model is evident also here since the velocity profiles
are underpredicted and the bubble detachment diameter does not follow the trend of
the experimental data as we approach the heated wall. Finally, it can be seen that the
wall superheat measured on the axial axis along the heated wall, shows good agreement
with the experimental results for both experiments.

From the above comparison it can be seen that with appropriate tuning, the present
numerical model can predict well various important parameters of fluid flow and heat
transfer characteristics and can be safely used in numerical investigations of flow boiling
within conventional tubes. However, the introduction of a bubble coalescence model
is necessary, for the better prediction of parameters such as the velocity profiles and
bubble detachment diameter. Additionally, from the above results, it is evident that
when the operating conditions change, even if not significantly (e.g. DEB. 3 VS DEB. 4),
the tuning of some of the empirical constants and parameters of the empirical closures
that are introduced as sub-model in the present numerical model, is required. This
constitutes a significant constraint on industrial applications, as experimental data are
required for the continuous validation of the model when the operating parameters are
modified.
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Figure 65: DEBORA 3 - Radial line captions: Numerical results and comparison
between the present simulation, experiments of Manon [238] and Garnier et al. [239]
and Krepper & Rzehak [235].
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Figure 66: DEBORA 3 - Axial line captions: Numerical results and comparison
between the present simulation, experiments of Manon [238] and Granier et al. [239]
and Krepper & Rzehak [235].

5.8 Numerical model validation results which includes bubble
coalescence model against DEBORA experiment

From the above results it is clear that good agreement compared to experimental
data and other commercial CFD packages can be achieved by modifying the empirical
constants that are included in the RPI wall partitioning model. However in order to
capture parameters such as the vapour radial velocity the inclusion of an appropriate
bubble coalescence model is necessary. OpenFOAM offers the possibility of including a
bubble coalescence and breakup sub-model, therefore in this section additional results
where such sub-model is added in the optimal case of E-E for DEB. 1 experiment
that was presented in section 5.6 and Table 30, are presented. A widely used bubble
coalescence and breakup sub-model is the interfacial area transport equation (IATE)
method proposed by Wu et al. [146] and further developed by Ishii et al. [147]. As
mentioned in section 3.10, the IATE sub-model includes three parameters that constitute
important bubble interaction mechanisms. Namely, these are a) the bubble breakup
rate caused by turbulent impact RTI , b) the bubble coalescence rate caused by random
collision RRC and c) the bubble coalescence rate caused by wake entrainment RWE.
All three parameters include model coefficients in their expressions. Particularly, the
expression of RTI includes the experimental coefficients CTI and Wecr. The RRC

expression includes the model coefficients CRC and C and the maximum allowed vapour
fraction value αmax. Finally the RWE expression includes the model constant CWE.
The default coefficient values that the sub-model uses in OpenFOAM, are the same as
the ones suggested by Ishii et al. [147]. However, after performing the first simulations
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Figure 67: DEBORA 4 - Radial line captions: Numerical results and comparison
between the present simulation, experiments of Manon [238] and Garnier et al. [239]
and Krepper & Rzehak [235].
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Figure 68: DEBORA 4 - Axial line captions: Numerical results and comparison
between the present simulation, experiments of Manon [238] and Granier et al. [239]
and Krepper & Rzehak [235].

it could be seen that by using these values in the optimal case of E-E of the DEB. 1 case,
significantly changed and worsened the overall results compared to the corresponding
experimental measurements. Therefore, it was deemed appropriate to conduct a further
sensitivity analysis by keeping all the empirical constant values that are included in
the interfacial momentum transfer models, the same as the optimal case for DEB. 1
presented earlier and at the same time modify accordingly the model coefficients of
the IATE sub-model. Different values for each model coefficient have been tested.
Initially, it should be mentioned that modifying the coefficient CWE that is included
in the wake entertainment expression, did not result in any significant changes on the
examined radial profiles. Conversely, significant effects could be seen by modifying the
model constants CTI and CRC of the turbulent impact and random collision models,
respectively. Hence the focus of the sensitivity analysis has been on these two constants.
In table 32 the default values of IATE mechanisms and model constants as proposed
by [147] as well as two additional cases where only the constant CTI and CRC are
modified are shown. In Figure 69 the corresponding results are plotted. These results
indicate clearly that by decreasing the CTI constant for about an order of magnitude,
and keeping all the other parameters as the default values, then the vapour velocity
value can be better captured with respect to the experimental value. However, this has
resulted in a change (worsening) in the vapour fraction and a slight change in the radial
liquid temperature. On the other hand, by increasing the CRC constant, we can see
that the vapour velocity profile shows the best agreement with the experimental results
compared to other numerical cases. However, this has resulted in a significant change
in the vapour fraction curve which exhibits an opposite trend compared to the other
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Table 32: Values of model constants; as suggested by Ishii et al. [147] and the modified
values of the present investigation.

Mechanisms

Default values of
the original sub-model.
Values taken by
Ishii et al. [147]
(except CRC value where
the proposed by [147]
value is 0.004
but OpenFOAM
uses default
value of 0.04)**

Modifying model
constant CTI

Modifying model
constant CRC

RTI CTI = 0.085 (Wecr = 6.0) CTI = 0.004 (Wecr = 6.0) CTI = 0.085 (Wecr = 6.0)

RRC
CRC = 0.04
(C = 3, αmax = 0.75)

CRC = 0.04
(C = 3, αmax = 0.75)

CRC = 0.12
(C = 3, αmax = 0.75)

RWE CWE = 0.002 CWE = 0.002 CWE = 0.002
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Figure 69: Radial line captions: Comparison between Numerical results of the IATE
model, the optimal case of the E-E that was previously (without the IATE model) ,
experiments of Manon [238] and Garnier et al. [239] and Krepper & Rzehak [235].

cases. An increase in the difference between the numerical and the experimental results
could be seen also for the liquid temperature measurements, however, the differences
here are within the measurement error of the experiment. The above conclusions
indicate how important a bubble coalescence and break-up sub-model is for better
capturing parameters such as vapour velocity on two-phase flows within conventional
tubes. However, it is also evident that the development of more accurate correlations is
required that do not alter the remaining parameters prediction.
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Figure 69 (continued): Radial line captions: Comparison between Numerical results
of the IATE model, the optimal case of the E-E that was previously (without the IATE
model) , experiments of Manon [238] and Garnier et al. [239] and Krepper & Rzehak
[235].
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5.9 Simulations on flow boiling in microchannels

As presented in the previous chapter, several numerical investigations have been
performed, using a VOF-based solver, on some of the most important open aspects of
flow boiling within rectangular microchannels, reporting important heat transfer and
fluid flow characteristics [197, 243, 244], and developing new correlations based on data of
flow boiling within microchannels. The new correlations are aimed to replace some of the
existing empirical correlations of the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model of OpenFOAM.
However, before modifying the source-code of the original multiphaseEulerFoam solver
of OpenFoam it is important to show that the tuning of the key parameters of the
sub-models of the current code is not sufficient for mini/microchannels investigations,
and the introduction of new closures based on data on microchannels and minichannels
is necessary.

Below, the optimum model set-up for the DEBORA 1 case will be utilised for
reproducing experiments on microchannels performed by Mahmoud et al [245]. These
experiments were selected due to the fact that offer information (e.g. heat transfer
coefficient) measured on the axial distance of the microchannel, whereas the vast
majority of the experimental papers on flow boiling within microchannels provide
information against the vapour quality.

5.10 Experimental and numerical setup on microchannel

In these experiments Mahmoud et al. [245] examined the effects of surface morphology
on subcooled flow boiling of R134a within a single circular microchannel of two different
cases with an inner diameter of 1.10 and 1.16mm. Similar to the DEBORA experiments,
the flow direction of Mahmoud et al. [245] investigation is vertically upwards whereas the
microchannel consisted of an adiabatic calming section of 150mm length, followed by a
heated section of 150 mm length and a borosilicate visualisation section of 100mm length
with same inner diameter as the investigated tube. After the visualization section,
another adiabatic calming section of 100 mm length was added. The experiments
were conducted at constant pressure of 0.8MPa for various heat fluxes from 12.6 to
95.5 kWm−2, for mass flux values ranging from 200 to 500 kgm−2 s−1. The same set-up
as described by Mahmoud et al. [245] has been constructed for the performance of
the 2D axisymmetric simulations of the present study, with the only exception being
that the visualisation section that is included in the experimental setup, here has been
neglected, meaning that after the heated section, a 100 mm adiabatic section is directly
added instead. With regards to the computational domain, the same cell size as well as,
the same boundary conditions as described in the previous section, have been used also
here. The experimental set-up and numerical domain with the prescribed boundary
conditions and domain dimensions can be seen in Figure 70.

5.11 Validation of the model in microchannels

For the validation of the model, the case of 41 kWm−2 for mass flux values of
200 kgm−2 s−1 and 300 kgm−2 s−1, with inner diameter of 1.16 mm, has been selected.
The quantitative results, of the heat transfer coefficient against the axial distance of the
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Figure 70: Experimental and numerical set-up. a) Experimental domain as provided
by Mahmoud et al. [245] b) computational domain and dimensions, c) mesh details
and boubndary conditions.

heated wall, are shown in Figure 71a and Figure 71b for the cases of G = 200 kgm−2 s−1

and G = 300 kgm−2 s−1, respectively. As it can be seen in addition to the DEBORA
1 setup where the value of dref is 0.48 mm, one more numerical case has been added
where all the key parameters values are the same as DEBORA 1 set-up except the dref
valued which has been modified to 0.70 mm. This way we can observe the sensitivity
of the model when simulating flow boiling in microchannels, in a parameter that has
been shown earlier that has major impact on all the examined fluid flow and heat
transfer characteristics. From the quantitative results it is evident that the capability
of predicting the heat transfer coefficient h is highly dependent on the value of the
mass flux. Particularly, for higher mass flux (e.g. 300 kgm−2 s−1), overall the model is
able to predict well the heat transfer coefficient along the axial distance of the channel.
Conversely, this is not the case for lower mass flux (e.g. 200 kgm−2 s−1) where the model
shows less accuracy compared to the experimental results. This can be attributed to the
fact that for high mass fluxes the bubbles depart at a smaller diameter, which is closer to
the sub-models for conventional tubes the model is currently using. On the other hand,
for low mass fluxes in the case of microchannels, from the VOF results presented in the
previous chapter, for similar ranges of heat and mass fluxes large elongated bubbles that
fill the entire cross-section are observed. Additionally, as expected, the further tuning of
the bubble detachment diameter model did not optimise the results. The above results
indicate how numerical simulations from one completely different numerical model such
as the VOF can contribute to a better understanding of the capabilities of another
model such as the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model and how these two can be "linked"
in the future in order to improve the accuracy of the other and better understand the
source of the problem. Finally, from the above example, it is clear that the closures that
come with the original Eulerian-Eulerian solver of OpenFOAM and the majority of the
commercial packages and are utilised in investigations of conventional tubes, are not
suitable for investigating flow boiling phenomena in minichannels and microchannels.
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Figure 71: Comparison between numerical simulation results for two different dref
values and the experiment performed in [245].

5.12 Conclusions

The RPI wall boiling model using the OpenFOAM CFD package has been validated
against experimental data available in literature. The validation has been conducted
in two main stages; a) against experiments of subcooled flow boiling of R12 within
a circular conventional tube and b) against experiments of subcooled flow boiling of
R134a within circular microchannel. For the prediction of radial and axial profiles
of the experimental data, the tuning of the empirical parameters that are included
in the nucleation site density Nw, bubble detachment diameter Dw, and the bubble
detachment frequency f sub-models, has been necessary. The remarks of the present
investigation are summarised below:

a) from the investigation on flow boiling within a single conventional tube:

• The numerical model is able to predict the radial profiles of the vapour fraction
and the liquid temperature, as well as the axial profiles of the heat transfer
coefficient and wall superheat/temperature, after performing a recalibration of
the constitutive correlations.

• The model cannot predict well the trend of the radial profiles for the velocity and
the bubble detachment diameter. This is attributed to the fact that the present
model does not account for bubble coalescence effects, meaning that the buoyancy
effects resulting higher velocities than predicted towards the centre of the tube.
Additionally, the attraction and coalescing of the small bubbles from the bigger
bubbles that cause a significant reduction of the bubble detachment diameter
towards the wall of the tube, can also not be captured here.

• The model shows high sensitivity when the operating conditions change (even not
significantly such as DEBORA 3 VS DEBORA 4 case), and the tuning of the
correlations is essential for the accurate prediction of the experimental data.
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• From the sensitivity analysis of the parameters that comprise the empirical closures
of the sub-models it has been shown that the reference diameter dref of the bubble
detachment diameter closure, has a significant influence on all the examined fluid
and heat transfer characteristics. Additionally, it can be seen that all the closures
have a significant influence on the wall superheat/temperature profile, measured
on the axial distance. Conversely the closure parameters Cn and Nref and ∆Tref
of the nucleation site density sub-model, and the Cf constant, of the bubble
detachment frequency sub-model, have either intermediate or minor influence on
the radial profiles of the volume fraction, bubble detachment diameter, velocity
and liquid temperature profiles.

• By adding a bubble coalescence and break-up model it could be seen that the
velocity profile can be significantly improved after performing a sensitivity analysis,
however other parameters such as the vapour fraction are significantly affected as
well.

b) from the investigation on flow boiling within a single microchannel:

• The results showed good agreement compared to the experimental data for high
mass flux values, however, poor agreement could be seen for lower mass flux values.
This is attributed to different departure diameters of the nucleated bubbles, where
for the case of higher mass flux the departure diameter is smaller agreeing to some
extent with the current sub-models designed for conventional tubes. However, for
lower mass fluxes where the bubble diameter is higher the existing correlations do
not describe well the resulting phenomena.

• Even when the dref parameter of the bubble detachment diameter sub-model
is modified, the present model is not able to better predict the heat transfer
coefficient trend. This can be attributed to the different underlying physical
phenomena of flow boiling within microchannels compared to conventional tubes,
and by the fact that the included sub-models use empirical correlations based on
experiments conducted in conventional tubes.

• The development of suitable closures that are based on data that have been
obtained specifically from studies of flow boiling within microchannels at various
operating conditions is necessary for being able to utilise the RPI model in such
micro-scale investigations.
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6 Conclusions and future work

6.1 Summary

Thermal management of new smart devices which follow the current trend of
miniaturisation has become a critical problem for electronic devices of high heat flux
and energy systems. In the past years, researchers have investigated various alternatives
to the current conventional cooling solutions, e.g. air convection through fans or
pumped liquid cooling since these cannot cope with such high rates of heat-dissipation.
Flow boiling within microchannels is regarded as one of the most promising solutions
that offer efficient thermal management of high-power density electronic components,
dissipating high heat fluxes in the order of MWm−2. However, the lack of accurate
design correlations in combination with the unclear understanding of fundamental
underlying principles and mechanisms, have made a major challenge to the actual
transition of this cooling method from the laboratory to commercial applications. The
present PhD thesis initially investigates numerically various controlling parameters
which play a significant role in better understanding of the underlying principles
and mechanisms and for the prediction of heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics,
under various conditions. This investigation is conducted by performing high-fidelity
simulations, utilising an enhanced customised VOF-based solver of OpenFOAM CFD
toolbox. Particularly, the utilised solver enhancements involve an appropriate treatment
for spurious velocities dampening, an improved dynamic contact angle treatment, as
well as the implementation of a phase-change model in the fluid domain also accounting
for Conjugate Heat Transfer (CHT) with the solid domain.

Important design parameters of microhannels heat sinks including the surface
wettability, aspect ratio, hydraulic diameter and solid surface thermophysical properties
were isolated and extensively examined both qualitatively and quantitatively. The
numerical simulations are focusing on the first transient stages of flow pattern
development and heat transfer characteristics, stages that are often ignored in previous
experimental and numerical studies. This constitutes the key novelty of the present PhD
thesis as for the first time in the literature the effect of important controlling parameters
is isolated, identified and quantified for the first transient stages of the two-phase flow
development, correlating macroscopic flow visualisation results with quantitative heat
transfer characteristics. Additionally, for the case of the thermophysical properties of
the solid surface, a new correlation for the prediction of the global Nusselt number,
based on an existing correlation available in the literature, is proposed.

As it has been illustrated by the wide series of parametric numerical experiments
that were performed in this project, the VOF method is suitable for studies where
the local phenomena are of great interest, however, it is computationally expensive
and time-consuming for utilising it directly in practical engineering calculations at
device scales. Conversely, a different numerical method such as the Eulerian-Eulerian
two-fluid method is able to calculate complex phenomena including flow boiling within
conventional tubes, at much lower computational cost and less computational time. In
this method, the conservation equations are coupled with closures for the momentum
and mass exchange between the liquid and vapour phases, as well as for the physical
mechanisms such as the interfacial forces and the heat and mass forces across the
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interface, determining in this way the degree of thermal and hydraulic non-equilibrium
between the phases. The closures that relate to boiling heat transfer constitute part of
the wall heat flux partitioning model, describing the partitioning of the wall heat flux
into the physical mechanisms responsible for the heat transfer between the solid and
fluid domain in cases of flow boiling. In the present PhD thesis, the RPI (Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute) wall partitioning model is utilised. This model has been validated
in the past against experimental data of subcooled flow boiling within conventional
tubes, however, the capabilities in more complex cases such as flow boiling within
mini and micro-channels are still questioned since the correlations that are used in the
submodels are based on data of flow boiling within conventional tubes. In the present
PhD thesis, the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model of OpenFOAM (v. 8.0) is used, in
order to examine its capabilities on simulations of flow boiling in both conventional
tubes and mini/micro-channels, aiming to show the need of developing new correlations
based on data of flow boiling within microchannels, replacing the existing ones.

6.2 Conclusions

Initially, the effect of surface wettability on a single rectangular microchannel was
studied on hydrophilic, hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces. Different scenarios
of artificially nucleation bubbles were examined (e.g. single nucleation site of single
nucleation event, multiple nucleation sites of recurring events etc.), at various heat flux
and mass flux values. The results indicated that surface wettability plays a significant
role in the flow regime and the associated dominant heat transfer mechanism, for all
the above described scenarios. Qualitatively it has been observed that liquid film
evaporation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism for the hydrophilic cases while
contact line evaporation is the dominant heat transfer mechanism for the hydrophobic
cases. When the two-phase global Nusselt number was compared with the corresponding
single-phase stage, for the hydrophilic surfaces an increase of 43.9% was observed within
8.4 ms, whereas for the hydrophobic surface an increase of just 17.8% could be seen.
This difference has been attributed to the high efficiency of liquid film evaporation
compared to contact line evaporation.

The aspect ratio of the microchannels has been also studied extensively in the
present PhD thesis. Different aspect ratios at different heat and mass flux values were
studied considering a single microchannel. The main findings were that for the more
realistic case of multiple arbitrary distributed nucleation sites, the wide channel shows
the highest values of both local and global time-averaged Nusselt numbers, which is
however associated with its high single-phase stage values. However when the percentage
difference between the single-phase stages and the corresponding two-phase stages was
compared, then the case of the narrow channel showed the biggest increase with 27.13%
compared to 10.57% and 10.42% for the squared and the wide channels, respectively.
Differences between the cases were observed also on the resulting flow regimes. In more
detail, after the merging of the nucleated bubbles, elongated vapour slugs could be seen
for all three cases. However, it has been found that the length of the elongated vapour
slug decreases with the increase of the channel aspect ratio. Moreover, the shape and
form of both the elongated vapour bubbles as well as of the smaller bubbles upstream
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(i.e., contact areas with the channel walls) is also affected significantly by the increase
of the aspect ratio, indicating an alteration in the contribution of the dominant heat
transfer mechanisms.

The thermophysical properties of the solid walls of the microchannel are considered
vital for the design of microchannel heat sinks, therefore special attention should be given
for the selection of the appropriate material in relation to each application. Isolating the
properties of the solid surface thermophysical properties in order to examine its influence
on flow and heat transfer characteristics, is a very challenging task to do experimentally,
since other important parameters such as surface wettability and roughness, are also
involved. In the present thesis, the thermophysical properties of five different surfaces
have been isolated and studied numerically for realistic scenarios of multiple nucleation
sites and recurring nucleation events, considering single microchannels. For the first
time in the literature the proposed effect is isolated, identified and quantified focusing
on the resulting interfacial dynamics and heat transfer characteristics during the first
transient stage, from the bubble nucleation and growth up to the two-phase flow
development. The results indicated that the variation of such properties, substantially
affects the resulting flow boiling regimes as well as the heat transfer characteristics
and enhancement. A significant increase, compared to the initial single-phase stage
simulations, in the time-averaged heat transfer coefficient of more than 40% has been
observed for the cases of silver and aluminium, whereas the cases of stainless steel
and brass demonstrated a lower heat transfer coefficient increase (e.g. < 30%). The
better performance of the aluminium, silver and copper surfaces are associated with the
resulting flow boiling regimes, which are characterised by larger in volume vapour slugs,
higher bubble coalescence rates, less presence of bubbly flows and thicker liquid films.
Additionally, a modified empirical correlation based on an existing correlation available
in literature is proposed. This new correlation takes into consideration, for the first time
in the literature the thermal diffusivity of the solid material of the microchannel. It is
shown that the improved correlation can better predict the direct numerical simulation
VOF results in comparison to the original one that does not consider the solid material
properties.

Last but not least, the effect of microchannel hydraulic diameter has been also
isolated and examined. During this study, four different hydraulic diameters were
examined (keeping a constant heat transfer rate and a constant volumetric flow rate).
The main findings were that smaller elongated bubbles/slugs are observed when the
hydraulic diameter is increased, whereas the increase in the applied heat transfer rate has
resulted in an increase in bubble growth rate and bubble coalescence events, resulting
in more elongated vapour slugs. Additionally, the increase of the time-averaged heat
transfer coefficient of the two-phase runs, compared to the corresponding single-phase
cases, is progressively higher for lower values of channel hydraulic diameter. Additionally,
a comparison of a single microchannel with a hydraulic diameter of 200 µm and four
parallel microchannels, each with a hydraulic diameter of 50 µm, have been performed.
The findings revealed that the local time-averaged thermal resistance decreased with
the decrease in the hydraulic diameter and the increase in the channel number. For the
single microchannel heat sink, the two-phase thermal resistance is decreased by 5.4%
compared to its single-phase stage, whereas for the multiple channels case the thermal
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resistance is decreased by 23.3% compared to its single-phase stage. The difference
in the thermal resistance can be attributed to the thicker liquid film that the case of
200µm has compared to the 50 µm, leading to an increased convection and conduction
resistance and hence a decrease in heat transfer performance.

In the last part of the present thesis, the capabilities of the Eulerian-Eulerian
two-fluid model of OpenFOAM are examined initially against experiments of flow boiling
within conventional tubes and subsequently against experimental data of flow boiling
within microchannels. The results showed that the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model
of OpenFOAM is able to adequately predict the radial profiles of the vapour fraction
and the liquid temperature, as well as the axial profiles of the heat transfer coefficient
and wall temperature, after performing a recalibration of the constitutive correlations
tuning various empirical coefficients. However when the optimised/calibrated numerical
simulation set-up was applied to numerically reproduce experiments of flow boiling in
microchannels it has been found that the model is not able to predict the heat transfer
coefficient trend for all the examined cases successfully, especially for the case of low to
moderate mass fluxes. This is attributed to the different underlying physical phenomena
of flow boiling within microchannels compared to conventional tubes, and by the fact
that the included sub-models use empirical correlations based on experiments conducted
in conventional tubes.

Finally, the above results indicate that the development of suitable closures that are
based on data that have been obtained specifically from studies of flow boiling within
microchannels at various operating conditions is necessary in order to be able to utilise
the RPI model in such micro-scale investigations.

6.3 Future work

From the above findings, it is clear that future studies are expected to accomplish work on
further developing correlations, for the prediction of the heat transfer coefficient/Nusselt
number, which are based on data obtained from microchannel heat sink studies and
will include important design parameters such as the ones examined in the present
thesis. Furthermore, in order to be able to examine more global and macro-scale
phenomena using the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model and the RPI wall partitioning
model, the replacement of the existing closure relationships with the new-developed
sub-models is necessary. The huge database of the DNS results from the application
of the VOF method that resulted from the investigation of the effect of important
controlling parameters regarding flow boiling within micro-passages in combination with
future high-resolution spatiotemporally resolved diagnostics could significantly aid in
the development of such closure relationships in the future. Furthermore, the coupling
of the VOF method with other meso-scale modelling approaches is also necessary in
order to be able to account also for the onset of the boiling, i.e. the natural appearance
of bubble embryos in the heated walls.
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